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ABSTRACT 
MOONLIGHT SCHOOLS: ADULT LITERACY EDUCATION IN THE AGE OF 

AMERICANIZATION 

Samantha NeCamp 

March 29, 2011 

This dissertation analyzing the rhetorical interplay between the Moonlight 

Schools-an adult literacy education program initiated in 1911-and two other literacy 

programs: the Americanization movement and U.S. college composition. Through my 

analysis, I demonstrate that the Moonlight Schools played a vital role in (re)defining 

literacy in the public sphere. In particular, exchanges between Moonlight Schools 

advocates and Americanizers helped to solidify public attitudes regarding the 

professionalization of literacy teaching-attitudes that remain entrenched in public 

discourse and that have had negative consequences for the disciplinary status of Rhetoric 

and Composition. I argue that incorporating the Moonlight Schools into our disciplinary 

imaginary can help compositionists craft more effective responses to public perceptions 

of our work. 

The dissertation consists of five chapters. Chapter 1 examines the recurrence of 

rhetorics of literacy crisis. I argue that these rhetorics exhibit a pattern, one element of 

which is the development of education programs, like the Moonlight Schools, designed to 

remedy the "illiteracy problem." By examining the subtle differences that occur within 

each iteration of crisis rhetoric, Rhetoric and Composition can better respond to current 
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invocations of literacy crisis. Chapter 2 analyzes the pedagogies proposed by the 

Moonlight Schools, Americanizers, and compositionists at the University of Michigan, 

demonstrating that the pedagogical methods each group enacted reveal how each group 

conceived of its students, students' value to society, and the role of literacy in society. 

Chapter 3 focuses specifically on the rhetoric of the Moonlight Schools and 

Americanization movements; I suggest that though the Moonlight Schools movement 

invoked a rhetoric of whiteness and nativism to gain support for its educational programs, 

the movement also worked to promote an image of immigrants as both literate and 

intelligent and of non-white people as worthy of educational opportunity. Chapter 4 

analyzes the Moonlight Schools' and Americanizers' models of professionalization, and 

argues that the public discourse created by the two groups both encouraged specialized 

training for teachers and dismissed the need for such training. Chapter 5 details how this 

discourse continues to influence attitudes toward literacy education. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Literacy as a social ideal is intimately tied to a rhetoric of crisis. The meaning of 

"literacy" has been defined against its absence: to be literate is to have an ability, a skill, 

a knowledge that others lack. The value of literacy is determined by the social location 

and volume of this absence; as the site of absence is altered, the cultural capital imputed 

to literacy is threatened, creating a perception-and a rhetoric-of social crisis. Since the 

nineteenth century, "value to the community, self- and socioeconomic worth, mobility, 

access to information and knowledge, rationality, morality, and orderliness are among the 

many qualities linked to literacy for individuals" (Graff xxxvii). The absence of literacy 

has been perceived as a threat, because the absence of literacy signals also the absence of 

these qualities: illiteracy has become analogous with irrationality, immorality, a lack of 

value and economic worth, and a lack of mobility. 

Defining "literacy" in terms of one's worth within a given set of social and 

economic relationships has resulted in an ever-shifting understanding of the term. 

Deborah Brandt explains: "[A]s with electricity or manufactured goods, individual 

literacy exists only as part of larger material systems, systems that on one hand enable 

acts of reading or writing and on the other hand confer their value" (Literacy I). As social 

structures and economic production have changed, so too have the literacy requirements 

for participation within those socioeconomic systems. In particular, as both the economy 

and its resulting social structures become increasingly specialized, the need for more 
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complex varieties of literacy has grown. The rhetoric of literacy crisis arises in response 

to fears that there are too few people who possess the literacy skills necessary to 

participate in these ever-expanding material systems-either as producers of specialized 

know ledges and goods or as consumers of those know ledges and goods. In theory, both 

producers (and employers) and consumers (and employees) benefit from a relatively 

egalitarian distribution of literacy skills, because such distribution helps assure a balance 

between supply and demand of specialized products. 

But the very economic relationships that would seem to demand egalitarian 

distribution of literacy also create "cycles of competition and change" that "keep raising 

the stakes for literacy achievement" (Brandt, Literacy 2). Though literacy skills "often 

help[] to catapult individuals into higher economic brackets and social privilege .... 

[T]he very broadening of these abilities among greater numbers of people has enabled 

economic and technological changes that now destabilize and devalue once serviceable 

levels of literate skills" (Brandt, Literacy 2). In some cases, this devaluation can be read 

as a process fostered by group of elites as a way to maintain power structures; as Mary 

Trachsel explains, educational requirements, particularly testing, are "apt to function as 

mechanisms that enable an educated elite to impose exclusive standards upon academic 

aspirants" (22). John Trimbur makes much the same argument, suggesting that "literacy 

crises play out in symbolic form the relations between 'ruling groups' and 'popular 

masses,' as well as the aspirations of the middle class to intellectual, moral, and political 

leadership" (280). But in other cases, the devaluation of basic literacy skills has less to do 

with attempts to retain power and more to do, as Brandt suggests, with the "economic and 
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technological changes" that inevitably result from attempts to produce the very 

egalitarian distributions of literacy (and power) that are undermined by such changes. 

Throughout the 20th century, literacy has often been taken "for granted" (Brandt, 

Literacy 1). When literacy is taken for granted, the power relationships that literacy-or 

rather, a particular definition of literacy-works to maintain are rendered invisible. I 

argue that rhetorics of literacy crisis arise when these power relationships are pushed to 

the forefront by events that force the public to recognize that literacy is not equitably 

distributed, that literacy is not a skill that can be taken for granted. Literacy crises thus 

reflect a social desire to explain and respond to differences in literacy attainment. As 

Trimbur explains, literacy crises "perform certain kinds of ideological work by giving a 

name to and thereby mastering (rhetorically if not actually) cultural anxieties released by 

demographic shifts, changes in the means of production, new relations and conflicts 

between classes and groups of people, and reconfigurations of cultural hegemony" (286). 

As Trimbur, Olneck, and Shor have argued, literacy crises have less to do with actual 

literacy attainment and more to do with threats to social identity-in particular, threats to 

middle-class economic opportunity or, I argue, threats to the belief that middle-class 

economic opportunities were products of middle-class values (such as hard work, thrift, 

cleanliness, dedication to education) and, as such, equally available to all people. 

Literacy crises perform ideological work not only by explaining differences 

between people(s)-what Trimbur terms "giving a name to ... cultural anxieties"-but 

by excusing and eliminating differences in (perceived) literacy attainment. Literacy crises 

function not only to mark particular populations as deficient but also to explain how these 

deficiencies came to exist and to eradicate the threat posed by difference. In particular, 
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literacy crises work to reify the narrative that economic opportunities (and, 

concomitantly, educational success) are awarded on a meritocratic basis: in short, that 

those who have power, status, or money have earned it. That is, literacy crises respond to 

ruptures in the U.S. narrative of equal opportunity by working to make invisible, once 

more, the power relationships that literacy works to maintain. 

Literacy crises tend to follow similar rhetorical patterns. Following an initial 

"revelation" of the crisis, critiques seek to place blame for the crisis both on those who 

"lack" literacy and on the social structures that have permitted this lack, while 

simultaneously celebrating the importance of "literacy" to socioeconomic development. 

Organizational structures (social, institutional, and/or economic) are developed to transfer 

the missing literacy skills to the lacking population. These structures can be read as 

providing a way for the "literate" to absolve themselves of guilt for the unequal economic 

and social class status they enjoy based on their literate status-hence, "solutions" 

offered to literacy crises are often characterized by appeals to benevolence, kindness, and 

social responsibility. Although literacy crises often share these beginnings, what happens 

next-how these skills are accepted by the "illiterate," how social structures respond to 

this newly literate public, and what becomes of the organizational structures-varies 

widely from crisis to crisis. 

This dissertation explores two such responses to literacy crises: the immigrant 

literacy crisis and its corollary, the 1910 Appalachian literacy crisis, that peaked in the 

first two decades of the twentieth century, and the college writing crisis sparked by open 

admissions programs in the 1970s. By analyzing these two events that share remarkably 

similar trajectories despite their historical, geographical, and social distance from one 
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another, I seek to identify both the social and historical conditions and the rhetorical 

decisions that produced very different endings to these stories of literacy crisis. In 

addition, I argue that the literacy crisis of the early 20th century and the rhetorical 

decisions made in response to it in many ways delimited the available rhetorical 

possibilities for scholars who sought to respond to the 1970s college writing crisis. 

Below, I begin this project by briefly outlining the beginnings of these two literacy crises. 

Immigrants and Illiteracy 

Between 1890 and 1910, thirteen million immigrants arrived in the U.S. (Carlson 

80), many of whom were Southern and Eastern Europeans. While previous large influxes 

of immigrants, such as the immigration of Irish and Northern European immigrants in the 

1840s and 1850s, had spawned violent reactions from "native" U.S. residents, these 

reactions were most often framed in terms of race and ethnicity; that is, immigrants' 

"difference" was perceived as an innate quality (see Ignatiev; Horsman). The "new" 

immigrants arriving at the turn-of-the-century likewise inspired xenophobia, but unlike 

previous anti-immigrant reactions, the key "differences" identified between immigrants 

and natives were not (only) racial and ethnic but rather linguistic and educational. Fears 

about immigrants were written onto language performance; while immigrants had, 

historically, been perceived as threats to native identity, the "new" immigrants threatened 

not the ethnic identity of the U.S., but more crucially, its democratic foundations. 

Particularly following the 1900 and 1910 censuses, the perception that immigrants 

were illiterate spawned a rhetoric of literacy crisis that identified the illiteracy of 

immigrants as a threat to society as a whole. As one contemporary commentator argues in 

1915, "[I]lliteracy is a barrier to democracy" and "the first requisite for a government by 
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representation is literacy" (Talbot 873). This illiteracy, he asserts, occurs mostly "among 

herded aliens, mingling foreign tongues in village outskirts and city slums, increasing 

accident and disease, filling hospitals, almshouses and asylums, and, as dependents and 

defectives, laying big and yet bigger taxes on that community which ignores their 

existence" (Talbot 875). Similarly, educator Ella Thorngate asserts in 1912 that the 

"thousands [of immigrants] who live together in 'colonies' in the congested sections of 

great cities, still holding to the language, customs, and manners they brought with them" 

are calling into question the "melting pot" model of American identity (123). Moreover, 

illiterate immigrants degraded native educational opportunities; the American Board of 

Charities, for instance, argues that "the difficulty of securing universal education is 

greatly increased when every year sees landed an army of one hundred thousand 

illiterates, whose children will start upon their career as American citizens from ignorant 

homes, under practically foreign surroundings" (qtd. in Ward 229). For Thorngate, 

Talbot, and many other commentators, illiteracy and a lack of English fluency marked 

immigrants as different and as threats to democracy both directly-through their inability 

to participate in public debate-and indirectly, through the strain immigrants placed on 

existing social structures. Both Talbot and the American Board of Charities imply that 

immigrants' educational needs will strain the existing educational system to a point at 

which few students will receive an adequate education. Reflecting the perceived 

connection between illiteracy and un-American identity, nearly every legislative session 

between 1891 and 1917 addressed bills that sought to impose immigration restrictions 

through the use of a literacy test (see Hall),l emphasizing that the primary difference 

between desirable and undesirable Americans was literacy ability. 

I A literacy test was finall y passed over presidential veto in 1917. 
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Because the threat posed by new immigrants was imagined in linguistic terms, 

however, the threat did have a remedy. While racial and ethnic identity could not be 

changed, language could be taught. By educating immigrants in English and literacy 

skills, natives could diffuse the threat posed by immigrant illiteracy, creating a literate 

public that could support democratic government and preserve "traditional" American 

values. More importantly, the process of educating immigrants reified the narrative of 

America as a land of opportunity and the appropriateness of middle class values by 

"symbolically assign[ing] status to those adhering most closely to the culture of native-

born Americans" (Olneck 416). As Olneck suggests, the act of teaching immigrants 

also assigned to native-born Americans the roles of tutor, interpreter, and 
gatekeeper, while rendering immigrants the subjects of tutelage and 
judgment. Doing Americanization symbolically constructed or enacted a 
relationship of benevolent control and social superiority between native 
and newcomer. (416) 

By enacting control through an educative relationship (rather than the overt legislation or 

discrimination that most frequently characterized earlier anti-immigrant sentiment), the 

literacy crisis surrounding "new" immigrants reestablished the public narrative of 

meritocratic success: if immigrants failed to succeed, it would be because of personal or 

moral failings, not because of lack of opportunity. This rhetoric served to reinforce 

existing class relationships by attributing class position to individual effort and 

achievement rather than social structures. 

The rhetoric of literacy crisis invoked to mark immigrants as different and 

threatening, and by extension, as in need of instruction, relied on a particular public 

image of what it meant to be "American": to be American, crisis rhetoric insisted, was to 

be literate and to participate in civic life. But the rhetoric of literacy crisis itself came 
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under threat following each census cycle from 1880 to 1910, each of which revealed that 

the majority of illiterate people in the U.S. were native-born whites rather than 

immigrants. Because native-born whites were imagined as the ideal of U.S. citizenry, the 

"revelation" that many native people were, in fact, illiterate, presented a rhetorical 

challenge to those who sought to impose American values on immigrants through 

education. To promulgate the image of the immigrant as a threat to civic life, crisis 

rhetoric had to emphasize the link between literacy and American identity and to depict 

immigrants as less literate than the general public. But for this equation to work, crisis 

rhetoric had to explain the existence of a large number of illiterate whites, particularly 

those illiterate whites-Appalachians-who had long been imagined as prototypical 

Americans. More importantly, the existence of illiterate Appalachians had to be excused 

and eliminated in such a way as to preserve Appalachians' status as exemplary 

Americans. 

Early Appalachia: A Historical and Theoretical Site of Literacy Crisis 

Lee Soltow and Edward Stevens' The Rise of Literacy and the Common School in 

the United States was the fIrst major, comprehensive examination of the history of U.S. 

literacy. As such, it is a formative text for the field of literacy studies, a text that can be 

read as creating as issues the topics that are now the common ground of literacy studies. 

In their study, Soltow and Stevens employ Appalachia as limit case through 

which to test and illustrate the effects of social, educational, and economic structures on 

literacy attainment. The region, they argue, "represents the extremes of illiteracy, an 

absence of centralized authority, and a lack of social concentration" (23) and is an 

example of "a vicious cycle of illiteracy, immobility, and lack of economic opportunity" 
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(185). The authors point out that in the 1840 Census, four of the ten counties nationally 

"with the highest illiteracy rates were located in this region," and that "one of these 

counties, Pike County, was the land of the feuding Hatfields and McCoys. Another was 

'Bloody Breathitt,' which had earned an international reputation for its murderous 

activity" (185). 

Because of their influential role within the discipline of literacy studies, Soltow 

and Stevens have, in effect, created a theoretical literacy crisis. Their use of Appalachia 

as a test case for the development of literacy-a test case chosen because the usual 

accoutrements of culture are, they suggest, absent from the region-depicts the area and 

its people as outliers in an increasingly literate public. They suggest that nineteenth

century Appalachia, more than any other region in the U.S., should be taken as the 

archetype of an illiterate society. In its "extremes," its "vicious[ness]," its "lack," 

Appalachia is beyond the pale of normal developments in the history of literacy. It is, in 

effect, the "other" against which Soltow and Stevens create their "norm." In fact, we can 

only understand what it has meant to be literate in American history through the lens of 

the intergenerational, exceptionally high illiteracy of nineteenth-century Appalachia. 

I highlight Soltow and Stevens' discussion of Appalachia not to cast aspersions on 

their thorough and detailed work, but because Soltow and Stevens' rhetorical creation of 

an Appalachian literacy crisis within the context of literacy studies mimics, on a small 

scale, the larger cultural "invention" of Appalachia as "a strange land and peculiar 

people" (Batteau 15) characterized by "stereotypical feuds, moonshine stills, mine wars, 

environmental destruction, joblessness, and human depredation" (Eller ix). In particular, 

Soltow and Stevens' use of Harry Caudill's Night Comes to the Cumberlands to 
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document not only historical immigration to the region but also the "story" of its 

inhabitants as "one which saw cynical, angry, and penniless outcasts come to America as 

indentured servants and finally escape to freedom in Eastern Kentucky" (185) is a 

reflection of the power of the "myth of Appalachia" (Shapiro). Present -day impressions 

of Appalachians as violent and poor create a historical Appalachia of angry, penniless 

outcasts-despite the fact that Caudill cites no primary sources to document the attitudes 

and personalities of early settlers. 

It is not surprising that Soltow and Stevens rely on Caudill's book to characterize 

Appalachians. As Allen Batteau explains, Night Comes to the Cumberlands is "more than 

any other single book or article ... responsible for the resonant image of Appalachia held 

by the American public" (4-5). Yet scholars have documented "Caudill's "slipshod and 

poorly documented research, striking inconsistencies in his thought, his genetic theory of 

Appalachian development, his cultural elitism, [and] his failure to acknowledge the 

extent of citizen resistance in the mountains" (Fisher, qtd. in Batteau 6) as well as 

Caudill's inaccurate portrayal of mountain people as "unsophisticated and childish, easy 

game for clever lawyers and land speculators" (Eller, qtd. in Billings 11). 

Despite their problematic reference to Caudill, Soltow and Stevens' central 

evidence is (relatively) incontrovertible: Appalachians did record higher rates of illiteracy 

in census reports throughout the 19th century. Though illiteracy rates produced by the 

census cannot be read as numerically accurate-because ennumerators relied solely on 

direct response to the questions "Can you read? and "Can you write?" with no 

standardized measuring tool to assess respondents' abilities-many scholars, including 

Soltow and Stevens, employ census data to determine relative rates of literacy. While 
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some census respondents may have under- or over-represented their literacy, this "error" 

would remain constant across regions (or, for that matter, within age, sex, or race 

categories). Hence, census "figures lend themselves to interregional and intergroup 

comparisons as well as comparisons over time" (Soltow and Stevens 6). Similarly, 

education in Appalachia certainly lagged far behind other regions. Poverty and feuds 

were part of the social fabric of Appalachian life in both the nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries (though, as many scholars have demonstrated, neither was as 

prevalent as the dominant images of Appalachia would suggest [see, for example, 

Billings, Norman, and Ledford]). But as Batteau has argued, attempting to understand or 

undo the myth of Appalachia by appealing to historical realities misses the point: the 

cultural value of the "mountaineer" image is not and has never been tied to the accuracy 

of that image but to "the poetic values of the image" (6). He cautions, "This is why 

Caudill and his epigoni will continue to be read, while their critics, attacking a poetic text 

on ground of semantic inaccuracy, will not" (6). The "invention" of Appalachia, like the 

invention of all myths, had less to do with any attempt to accurately depict Appalachian 

life and more to do with the needs of those who hold power-in this case, "urban elites" 

(Batteau 1) and Americanization advocates who sought to differentiate immigrants from 

native-born Americans. 

It is not coincidental, Batteau suggests, that the image of Appalachia as a land of 

"freedom-loving, wild, and lawless people" was "elaborated at the very same time that 

the relationships of external domination and control of the Southern Mountain Region's 

natural and human resources were being elaborated" (15). This elaboration was not based 

on new information about the region-as Soltow and Stevens suggest, evidence of 
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Appalachian poverty and illiteracy was (re )produced and publicized with each new 

census-but rather "followed from the recognition that the well-known realities of 

southern mountain life were not consonant with new notions about the nature of America 

and American civilization which gained currency during this period [around 1870]. ... 

[W]hat had seemed normal or at least explicable came after 1870 to seem nonnormal and 

inexplicable" (Shapiro xi). I argue that these "new notions about the nature of America 

and American civilization" were elaborated in response to the beginnings of "new" 

immigration, in response to the need for a narrative that differentiated immigrants from 

native-born citizenry. 

This understanding of Appalachia as the "other" of America created a rationale 

for intervention. Coal and timber companies could frame their take-over of Appalachia as 

a civilizing effort: where previously there had been no economy, coal companies created 

one; where previously there had been no infrastructure, coal companies created it. 

Similarly, home missionaries "imposed a ... vision of Appalachia as an area in need of 

assistance from outside agencies" (Shapiro xiii)-in need not because of the "particular 

conditions which prevailed in the southern mountains, of which they knew very little" but 

because of "the anomaly of Appalachia's existence as a discrete region of the nation" 

(xv). Missionaries and the philanthropists who supported their work sought to offer 

religion and education to "needy" Appalachians, resulting in a spread of dual purpose 

church missions/schools throughout the region (Shapiro xiii, 62). 

To find monetary and moral support for their work, these missionary educators 

employed a rhetoric of crisis. William Goodell Frost, president of Berea College from 

1892 to 1920, is credited by many Appalachian scholars as the primary inventor of the 
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image of Appalachia that dominated the early 20th century (see Batteau; Shapiro). Frost 

tapped into nascent nativist reaction to the wave of "new" immigrants in order to suggest 

that Appalachians were the last bastion of an uncorrupted Anglo-Saxon heritage-but a 

bastion under threat both from external forces and from its own poor educational system. 

Frost writes, "The ancestry of the mountain folk is for the most part creditable .... [I]t is 

almost wholly Revolutionary and British" (5). Furthermore, "as Appalachian America 

has received no foreign immigration, it now contains a larger proportion of the 'Sons' 

and 'Daughters' of the Revolution than any other part of the country" (3), and its people 

possess the "characteristics [that] are the exact complement of those which we now 

consider American" (8). By linking Appalachians to American identity, Frost posits the 

threats facing Appalachia as threats to the very idea of America. Calling for increased 

efforts (and money) toward educating Appalachians, he argues that "the question is 

whether the mountain people can be enlightened and guided so that they can have a part 

in the development of their own country, or whether they must give place to foreigners 

and melt away like so many Indians" (9). Frost also suggests that foreigners may have a 

corrupting influence on Appalachians if activists do not step in to educate the misguided 

mountaineers: "[I]t is pitiful to see how helpless these people are in estimating the things 

of the outside world. 'Furriners' have impressed them with the wonders of train and 

telegraph, and they have no standard from which to decide where credulity should stop" 

(8). 

Framed in these terms, Appalachian ignorance and backwardness was a crisis of 

American national identity. If Appalachians were the embodiment of American history 

and character, their heritage and culture had to be preserved. But this preservation could 
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only happen through education: until Appalachians were "graded up" to meet the 

standards of flatland society, their culture remained under threat both from industry and, 

more importantly, from the immigrants who were increasingly filtering in to the region to 

work in those industries. When the 1910 Census re-illuminated high levels of illiteracy 

throughout the country, the literacy crisis reached a fever pitch: while immigrants 

received much of the blame for the startling statistics, the crisis rhetoric employed to fund 

Appalachian settlement schools and reform efforts also flourished. Not only did the idea 

of Appalachian illiteracy construct Appalachians as an "other" to literate America

Appalachia's status as a preserve of American values turned its illiteracy rates from a 

reflection of the region's peculiarity into an issue of cultural and racial defense. 

A Modern Literacy Crisis: Open Admissions and "Why Johnny Can't Write" 

Sixty years after the peak of the immigrant literacy crisis and its offshoot, the 

Appalachian literacy crisis, another rhetorical invocation of declining literacy standards 

as a threat to American values arose. In 1970, the City University of New York created 

"an open admissions policy that guaranteed to every city resident with a high-school 

diploma a place in one of its eighteen tuition-free colleges" (Shaughnessy 1). As Mina 

Shaughnessy explains, this change in policy enrolled students "who had been left so far 

behind the others in their formal education that they appeared to have little chance of 

catching up, students whose difficulties with the written language seemed of a different 

order" from the typical difficulties of college freshmen (Shaugnessy 2). The new policies 

created classrooms full of "adult student writers who appeared by college standards to be 

illiterate" (Shaughnessy 3; my emphasis). 
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While Shaughnessy's project is a recuperative effort designed to illustrate both 

the existing literacy skills of students and suggest teaching methods that would allow 

these students to "catch up," her use of the term "illiterate"-rather than, for instance, 

"unprepared" or even "uneducable"-reflects the tenor of a burgeoning rhetoric of 

literacy crisis. A multitude of issues, histories, and material conditions influenced open 

admissions students' performance in their writing classrooms (or, for that matter, 

elsewhere); as Shaughnessy puts in, these students were 

academic winners and losers from the best and worst high schools in the 
country, the children of the lettered and the illiterate, the blue-collared, the 
white-collared, and the unemployed, some who could barely afford the 
subway fare to school and a few who came in the new cars their parents 
had given them as a reward for staying in New York to go to college .... 
Most of them had grown up in one of New York's ethnic or racial 
enclaves. Many had spoken other languages or dialects at home. (2-3) 

Yet in the public discussion surrounding the performance of open admissions students, 

these concerns were all written onto the term "literacy"-the ability to write indicated all 

other aspects of one's potential school achievement. Furthermore, the crisis, as 

Shaughnessy suggests, was not simply a crisis of student ability but a crisis of teachers' 

knowledge. Students throughout history had been illiterate; the problem began to escalate 

toward a crisis when critics like Shaughnessy reflected that teachers entered the 

classroom unprepared and uncertain of how to approach the literacies (or lack thereof) 

that these "new" students brought to the classroom, trained as the teachers had been "to 

analyze the belletristic achievements of the centuries" (Shaughnessy 3) rather than teach 

the intricacies of sentence and paragraph construction. All of the differences in education, 

culture, and language that students brought with them to the classroom were condensed 
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into a simple binary: one was literate-according to "college standards"-or one was not. 

Teachers could teach literate students, but they could not teach those who were not. 

Just as the arrival of open admissions students began to "reveal" the missing 

literacy skills among mostly poor New York college students, declines in national SAT 

exam results suggested that the "problem" of low student achievement was not limited to 

either New York or to poor students (Farr and Olshavsky 528). The worst year-to-year 

decline in S AT results occurred in 1975, a showing that forced the director of the College 

Board (the organization that produced the SAT) to appoint a panel to "'interpret' these 

results" (Shor 60). As Shor suggests, despite the panel's unwillingness to characterize the 

drop in test scores as indicative of a "'general' collapse in literacy," the very 

"appointment of a high-level official panel to study the problem sanctified the issue as a 

genuine crisis" (61). Coupled with the "illiteracy" revealed by open-admission policies, 

the SAT results spawned a vast discussion of the literacy crisis facing the U.S., much of 

which demanded a return to educational "basics" (Farr and Olshavsky 528). 

More than any other text, Merrill Sheils 1975 Newsweek article, "Why Johnny 

Can't Write," popularized the rhetoric of literacy crisis. Citing the decline in SAT verbal 

scores as a key example, Sheils suggests, 

If your children are attending college, the chances are that when they 
graduate they will be unable to write ordinary, expository English with 
any real degree of structure and lucidity. If they are in high school and 
planning to attend college, the chances are less than even that they will be 
able to write English at the minimal college level when they get there .... 
Willy-nilly, the U.S. educational system is spawning a generation of 
semiliterates. (58; my emphasis) 

Sheils includes a number of sample student papers that, she argues, demonstrate the total 

inability of high-school and college students to communicate their thoughts in writing. 
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Like Shaughnessy, Sheils argues that the crisis is not (only) one of student achievement 

but rather a crisis of teacher knowledge. She writes, "According to the National Council 

of Teachers of English, it is now possible for an aspirant who wants to teach high-school 

English to go all the way through high school, college, and advanced-education degrees 

without taking a single course in English composition," and she documents several 

school districts that implemented tests to ensure that teachers themselves were adequately 

literate (61). Threaded throughout Sheils's argument is the implication that students can't 

write because teachers no longer know how to teach them. If the crisis of literacy is to be 

remedied, teachers, too, need education in the basics of reading and writing as well as 

more effective pedagogies for imparting this knowledge to their students. 

The literacy crisis, framed by Sheils, became the subject of books and a 

vociferous national discourse advocating a return to basic instruction in writing. 

However, many respondents to Sheils-particularly respondents within the field of 

composition, which came under direct attack in Sheils's article-sought to document the 

inaccuracies of her assertion that students were illiterate (see, for example, Ohmann). But 

these efforts had little effect in stemming the rhetoric of crisis "invented" by the article. 

Playing on the SAT exam that unleashed the initial discussion of a literacy crisis, Boston 

Globe reporter David Wilson writes in 1981: "Choose one. Americans' ability to write 

decent English is A. Improving. B. Deteriorating. C. Collapsing. D. About the same. 

Nobody really knows, but a lot of people think the country is descending into illiteracy" 

(my emphasis). Here, Wilson illustrates that composition scholars seeking to combat the 

perception of a literacy crisis face the same problem as Appalachian scholars who have 

sought to undo the myth of Appalachia: appealing to classroom realities misses the 
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point-the cultural value of the image of illiterate college students is not and has never 

been tied to the accuracy of that image but to "the poetic values of the image" (Batteau 

6). 

The "literacy" invoked in relation to the open admissions-inspired literacy crisis 

was not "literacy" in its most traditional sense of being able to inscribe a word on paper, 

but rather a specific set of literacy skills, a set of skills uniquely tied to a culture of 

college education. Trachsel draws on Cook-Gumperz to explain that 

school success characteristically depends less upon knowing how to use 
literacy than upon knowing how to demonstrate a mastery of certain 
standardized, formal features of literacy in artificial contexts designed by 
school authorities ... [Literacy is] at the same time, the medium through 
which the academic community defines its own social boundaries and 
constitutes its membership. Academic literacy, in other words, is one of 
the academic community's primary means of establishing its separate, 
professional identity. (24) 

When open admissions students, who often had no experience in or familiarity with the 

culture of college education or the "standardized, formal features of literacy in artificial 

contexts"-students whose parents had not attended college and who had had no 

intention of attending college themselves until the windfall of open admissions-their 

inability to produce sentences and paragraphs that accorded with this specific definition 

of literacy marked them as outsiders. Moreover, their inability marked them as a threat to 

the academic community. If education is understood as "a matter of progressing through 

successive levels of certification" (Trachsel 22), these "illiterate" students created a 

certification problem: teachers had to somehow create ways to "certify" students as 

literate or risk decertifying their own claims to expertise in literacy teaching. The 

students' status as academic outsiders, as much as the concrete act of producing writing, 

spawned the rhetoric of literacy crisis. 
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Just as Batteau suggests that the invention of Appalachia ultimately served the 

needs of urban elites, I argue that the "invention" of a 1970s literacy crisis had less to do 

with any attempt to accurately depict students' abilities and more to do with the 

perceptions of cultural and economic elites. A plethora of social and economic issues had 

created the conditions for the unsatisfactory literacy skills of open admissions students 

and students taking the SAT. As Shor suggests, the drop in SAT scores could more aptly 

be termed a "performance strike" than a literacy crisis; the SATs "simply mattered less 

than they used to, so [students] saw less reason for investing major efforts in them" (76). 

While Sheils uses an example of students "learn standard English as a second language" 

by "translat[ing] Shakespeare's Elizabethan English both into modern prose and into their 

own 'street' language", the most vociferous rhetors of the literacy crisis do not account 

for either the validity of AA VE as a language or the difficulties that students might 

encounter as they mesh their AA VE skills with the "Standard English" Sheils advocates 

(62). Furthermore, while Sheils and others (see, for instance, Stone; Reed) critique 

teachers for failing to focus on writing, little public commentary suggested that teachers 

had neither the time nor resources to cover all subjects adequately, nor that the 

inequalities in student achievement might be less reflective of students' abilities than the 

unequal funding for education provided to poor and minority school districts and the 

extreme income gap in the U.S. at large. 

Rather than acknow ledging these social conditions, cultural elites displaced all of 

their concerns onto the production of "literate" discourse and advocated "back-to-basics" 

pedagogies. These pedagogies worked to restore public perception of education as the 

course to economic and social achievement both by reinforcing the role of teacher as a 
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dispenser of know ledge (as these pedagogies were often characterized by drills and 

testing) and by emphasizing the "elementary" nature of the knowledge that students did 

not yet possess (Shor 78). The very term "back to basics" perhaps most eloquently sums 

up the assumptions of the 1970s literacy crisis: (college-level) literacy is a "basic" skill 

that should require little time to attain, and the "new" students (much like the "new" 

immigrants of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries) have regressed the level 

of knowledge in our classrooms to such a degree that we must all go "back" to a more 

elementary level of education-an education that "we" have already achieved (hence 

"back"-a return-to basics). However, the culture of education also demanded that the 

students, once present in university classrooms, be "graded up" to the standards of 

traditional university students-otherwise, the university's status as the organ ofliteracy 

education would be threatened. The "illiteracy" of open admissions students and the 

failure of SAT test-takers created underprepared students as an "other" to literate 

America, and their presence within the university-a site that had historically symbolized 

the culmination of a path to economic and social success-turned their illiteracy rates 

from a reflection of individual and idiosyncratic failures into an issue of cultural and 

social defense. 

Crisis in Parallel 

Neither the Appalachian literacy crisis that peaked in the 1910s nor the college 

student literacy crisis that continued throughout the 1970s and early 1980s can be said to 

have "ended." Both scholars and the popular press continue to frame Appalachian 

illiteracy as both exceptional in nature and as a symbol of the region's depredation. For 

instance, Edward Gordon and Elaine Gordon write, "As many as 44 percent of Kentucky 
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residents are functionally illiterate, according to a 1996 survey by the University of 

Kentucky," (296) while a 201202007 television special, "A Hidden America: Children of 

the Mountains," includes illiteracy alongside incest, prescription drug abuse, and 

toothlessness as both symptoms and causes of the region's extraordinary poverty. 

Meanwhile, college students are bemoaned as more illiterate than ever. The Washington 

Times, for instance, reports in 2009 that, due to their ubiquitous use of text messaging 

language, "nearly half of all college freshman must take a course in remedial spelling" 

(Fields). In both locales, the rhetoric of crisis is ever-present, but as external contexts 

change, the pitch of crisis rhetoric alters in response. Thus, as the Great Depression 

nationalized poverty, the uniqueness of Appalachian poverty and culture became less 

pronounced, and the rhetoric of literacy crisis that peaked in response to the 1910 census 

waned. As colleges created remedial writing courses and basic writing programs that 

served both to mark the "illiterate" students as "others" in relation to the general body of 

students and (at least theoretically) to provide an acceptable path through which they 

might acquire college-approved literacies (and-perhaps more importantly-as the City 

University of New York imposed tuition requirements on its open admissions program), 

the rhetoric of crisis shifted to other disciplines and other educational sites. 2 

Nor are these crises unique. In addition to the historical crises I have chosen to 

explore, both Appalachia and the college writing classroom have experienced multiple 

rhetorical moments of "crisis." Indeed, the invention of the "college writing classroom" 

was a response to a rhetoric of literacy crisis arising from the "discovery" that less than 

2 One such educational site was the public school systems of the poorest states of the U.S. In an intersection 
of the two rhetorics of crisis I've explored, Kentucky was a primary target of the rhetoric of public school 
crisis. After a state supreme court ruling that declared Kentucky's school funding system unconstitutional 
due to its unequal funding for poor and wealthy districts, Kentucky passed the "most sweeping educational 
reform act in the history of the United States" in 1990 (University of Kentucky College of Education). 
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half of incoming students could pass Harvard's entrance examination-an examination 

that tested students' "knowledge of literature along with their skills in spelling, 

punctuation, and grammar" (Crowley 66). Once the "illiteracy" of the students was 

revealed, faculty needed "to establish a site in which students might undergo the repeated 

and continuous punishment earned by their failure on the exam," in the form of daily 

theme writing (Crowley 74). The rhetoric of Appalachian literacy crises similarly peaks 

and wanes, with perhaps the most attention devoted to literacy issues in the wake of 

Lyndon Johnson declaring his War on Poverty while standing on a ramshackle front 

porch in Eastern Kentucky in 1964. 

In spite of the continuous pattern of peaks and troughs in the rhetoric of literacy 

crisis surrounding both Appalachia and the college writing classroom, the two particular 

moments of crisis that I've chosen to highlight share many features. In particular, both 

movements inspired educational movements that sought to imagine literacy education not 

merely as a site of remediation but as a site through which to recognize the value of 

purportedly illiterate people's abilities, efforts, and intelligence. In 1911, in response to 

the rhetoric of Appalachian literacy crisis, educators in Rowan County, Kentucky, formed 

the Moonlight Schools movement, a movement some historians have termed "the official 

beginning of literacy education in the United States" (Cook 13). Though the Moonlight 

Schools were not the beginning of literacy education, the Schools were the first program 

to suggest that all adults-and especially illiterate adults-should be given the 

opportunity to attend schools and that these schools should employ pedagogies and 

methods specifically designed to address adult student populations. Furthermore, the 

pedagogies employed by the Moonlight Schools drew from local experience (and, in so 
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doing, granted legitimacy to those experiences) and granted students some hand in 

determining curriculum. Similarly, throughout the 1970s, in response to the rhetoric of a 

literacy crisis among college-bound students, composition instructors developed 

specialized pedagogies and methods specifically designed to address student populations 

that did not already possess the literacies of the academy. Both the scholarship and 

pedagogies of composition teachers emphasized that the students termed "basic writers" 

actually possessed many literacies not recognized by the academy and sought to value 

those practices while also providing students with the skills necessary to succeed at 

academic tasks. 

Because the Moonlight Schools and composition share these foundational 

principles, and because both operated as responses to rhetorics of literacy crisis that 

employed literacy to mark outsiders as different and as threats to a middle-class narrative 

of meritocracy, an analysis of the Moonlight Schools can denaturalize composition's 

response to the rhetoric of literacy crisis that hastened composition's development as a 

discipline. That is, by examining the Moonlight Schools' response to a very similar 

literacy crisis, I demonstrate that there are multiple responses that might be articulated, 

multiple responses that can value student ability and identity. Too often, composition's 

response to the 1970s literacy crisis (and those moments of crisis that have followed) 

appear to be the "common sense" response to public rhetoric. But the rhetorical and 

pedagogical choices made by supporters of the Moonlight Schools were quite different, 

though no less sensible. The Moonlight Schools can serve as a model and a cautionary 

tale for composition: by examining the successes and failures of Moonlight School 

rhetoric, we might better understand the potential consequences of our own rhetorical 
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choices. In addition, we can better understand our choices as choices by examining an 

alternate response to literacy crisis. 

But the Moonlight Schools are not valuable solely as an alternative test case. In 

fact, the Moonlight Schools movement in many ways shaped the rhetoric of the 1970s 

literacy crisis and composition's response. In its public battles with Americanization 

advocates, the Moonlight Schools movement created a public discourse about what it 

means to be literate and what it means to "teach writing" that set the terms for later crises 

and responses. In particular, the Moonlight Schools' push for volunteer teaching and the 

Americanizers' demand for trained teachers created a paradoxical public rhetoric of 

writing instruction, a rhetoric that both insisted that "anyone" could teach writing while 

simultaneously blaming teachers (and their lack of training) for high illiteracy rates. As 

I've described above, this paradoxical rhetoric framed the early rhetoric of the 1970s 

literacy crisis, as Sheils and other like-minded commentators pointed fingers at poor 

educational practices while also presenting the act of writing as something anyone could 

teach and anyone could learn. 

Despite their distance in both time and social context, the Moonlight Schools and 

the composition field articulated remarkably similar responses to rhetorics of literacy 

crisis-yet this similarity has not been fully explored by historians of either composition 

or literacy practices. Below, I begin this exploration process by outlining a brief history 

of the Moonlight Schools movement, followed by a survey of research concerning the 

Moonlight Schools within the field of rhetoric and composition. 
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History of the Moonlight Schools 

The Roots of the Movement: Goals and Premises 

The first Moonlight Schools were held on September 4, 1911 in Rowan County, 

Kentucky. The Schools were organized by Rowan County school superintendent Cora 

Wilson Stewart. In her later speeches and published works, Stewart explains that she was 

inspired to create a program of adult education through encounters with three local 

people who could not read and write and who, she felt, embodied the "classes" of people 

who were not literate: "mothers, separated from their absent children," "middle-aged 

men, shut out form the world of books," and "youths and maidens who possessed rare 

talents" (Moonlight 13). Estes, however, demonstrates that while these encounters with 

specific illiterate people likely did spur Stewart to action, Stewart was aware of regional 

and national educational movements, including the Conference for Education in the 

South and the Country Life movement, that sought to improve the lives of southern 

agricultural workers through education (18 and passim). While the Moonlight Schools 

were designed to serve Stewart's local community, the curriculum Stewart created owed 

much to the ethos of the Country Life movement, particularly its emphasis on "scientific 

agriculture" and the "modernization of infrastructures of commerce, such as banks, roads, 

and credit system~" (Estes 47). Hence, though the primary focus of the Moonlight 

Schools was to eliminate illiteracy, the Schools welcomed all adult students, because 

Stewart believe all could benefit from additional education. 

The Moonlight Schools were unique, however, in attempting to teach basic 

literacy skills to adults. The Conference on Education in the South and the Country Life 

movement both advocated improved education systems, but these improvements were 
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directed at childhood education and at agricultural education for literate adults. Adults 

who had not attained basic skills were viewed as essentially uneducable. Stewart created 

the Moonlight Schools on the premise that adults were, in fact, easily taught, and, more 

importantly, that the act of teaching adults would ultimately further the goals of 

improving childhood education. She argued that "the influence which such schools [as 

the Moonlight Schools] exert in bringing [adults] in sympathy with the cause" of 

compulsory education would make the Schools worthwhile; she suggested that "if the 

effort is not worth making for [adults'] sake, it surely is worth making for the sake of 

their children. We are convinced that by this means that [sic] we can better convert 

parents and overcome their indifference and antagonism, and can make of them what we 

must have if we succeed even in educating the youth-friends and advocates of the 

school" ("Untitled" 14). Local news items often picked up on Stewart's connection 

between adult and child schooling; for instance, a New Mexico paper describing 

Stewart's message asserted that "illiteracy begets illiteracy," framing adult education as a 

preventive measure against future illiteracy ("Untitled Clipping"). 

If adults could be convinced of the value of education, they would be more likely 

to support practical improvements to school buildings, remedying the "poorly heated, 

poorly lighted, poorly ventilated" (De Garmo 304) schoolroom that often characterized 

rural education. Stewart cites several examples of such improvements: One man explains 

that after the Moonlight Schools arrive, "we papered the [school]house, put in new 

windows, purchased new stovepipe, made new steps, contributed money, and bought the 

winter's fuel" (Moonlight 45), while others were inspired to "build new steps, put up 

hemstitched curtains and paint the school-house besides" (24). The Moonlight Schools, 
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Stewart argued, could also improve the quality of rural teaching. Not only would the 

parents be more likely to demand qualified teachers if they understood the value of 

education, teachers themselves could receive additional training through Moonlight 

School institutes. Though the Moonlight School institutes focused on "the methods of 

teaching adult illiterates, materials to use, ways and means of reaching the stubborn and 

getting them into school and other things relative to the problem of educating adults" 

(Moonlight School 32), many of the discussions would have had applicability to 

children's education, including the importance of providing reading material relevant to 

students' lives and interests. 

Like the supporters of the Country Life movement and the wider Progressive 

movement throughout the country, Stewart suggested that "social institutions needed to 

be developed in the countryside" (Estes 50). It was, after all, the lack of such institutions 

that had created an illiterate student population in need of Moonlight Schools. Providing 

adults with educational opportunity was the best way to create a sense of community that 

would promote the development of social institutions. As Stewart argued before the 

World Conference on Education, teaching adults to read and write "means paving the 

way for religion, mutual understanding and good will, trade relations and most other 

things that affect the lives of men and women and of nations" ("World Conference" 4). 

One of the explicit benefits Stewart outlines is a "whetted desire for cooperative activity 

where individualism and stagnation had prevailed. Friction and factional feeling melted 

away in districts where they had existed, and a new spirit of harmony and brotherhood 

came to take their place" (Moonlight 45-46). 
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Stewart believed that if adult education could bring such benefits, it should be as 

widely available as possible-in fact, adult education opportunities should be as 

widespread as childhood education and should be available concomitantly. Many 

speeches in support of the Moonlight Schools climaxed with this parallel: 

A day school in every community! Once it was a doubtful experiment, and 
it has come up through trials and tribulations innumerable. But now it is an 
established institution. A night school in every community! If a cultivated 
community, for more culture: for specialization. If an illiterate community, 
for their emancipation from illiteracy, and their new birth into the realms 
of knowledge and power. ("Moonlight Schools" 14, for instance) 

Stewart suggested that neglecting education for adults was impractical and worse, 

unchristian. She asserted that "the public school should be as liberal in its policy as is the 

Church. I do not believe that it has any right to say to men and women, 'If you embrace 

me not before a certain hour, or before a certain age, I will close my doors to you 

forever!'" (Moonlight Schools: Address 14). Furthermore, educating illiterates simply 

made economic and social sense: men and women who had half their working lives ahead 

of them would be better workers-less apt to waste time or damage machinery because 

they could not read operating instructions, for instance-if they could read and write. 

Methods and Dissemination 

Before the Moonlight Schools could begin, Stewart needed to convince adults to 

attend. She enlisted volunteers-almost all of them were the same day-school teachers 

who volunteered to teach the Moonlight School sessions-to "visit each home in the 

district and issue a personal invitation to every adult in Rowan County" (Baldwin 42). 

Based on this informal survey, Stewart estimated that 150 students would attend the fIrst 

session. Instead, the first Moonlight Schools session enrolled 1,200 students of all ages 

(Moonlight 16). The courses "met Monday through Thursday evenings from seven to 
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nine 0' clock for six weeks. Sessions began promptly at seven. . .. Students left promptly 

at nine" (Baldwin 44). Coursework focused on reading and writing with additional 

elective drills in other subjects (including math, history, and speech). Stewart asked that 

every student who completed the course write her a letter, and she used the letters to 

signify graduation from the Schools. If the students had been illiterate, this letter signified 

their attainment of literacy. That is, Stewart defined "literacy" as the ability to write a 

simple letter and to read the material assigned during the first course of the Moonlight 

Schools. However, many of the enrollees in the Moonlight Schools were not illiterates; 

most were adults who had not had the opportunity to complete their education or who 

wished to improve particular skills. For instance, Stewart relates the story of one man 

who "specialized in mathematics" to improve his work at a lumber camp and who 

received a promotion at the end of his six-week session (Moonlight 38). 

Following the first session, Stewart held the first Moonlight Schools institute, 

designed as a place for teachers to exchange methods and information. At the institute, 

teachers pointed out that the goal of eliminating illiteracy could not be achieved through 

school-based learning alone; many illiterates could not attend schools due to poor roads, 

poor health, and, among women in particular, childcare responsibilities. Furthermore, 

teachers had no real sense of how many illiterates were present in their districts. Census 

data provided some basis for estimates, but teachers did not have access to the names of 

illiterates in their districts, and the Census method for determining literacy status was 

suspect. In response to these critiques, Stewart organized the teachers to conduct a census 

of adults throughout the county. Teachers once again visited adults, but this time took 

notes regarding literacy skills as well as personality, employment, relationships, and, 
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perhaps most importantly, potential ways to motivate each adult to attend the Schools. 

With this data in hand, Stewart encouraged all literate people to seek out illiterates and 

teach them. She enlisted doctors to teach their patients, employers to teach their 

employees, and children to teach their parents. In addition, many teachers sought out 

illiterates in their districts and offered home instruction. By the end of the third 

Moonlight Schools session, Stewart calculated that "only twenty-three illiterates 

remained in the county" (Baldwin 46). 

Stewart's idea gained immediate national attention; by December of 1911, less 

than four months after the inauguration of the Schools, Stewart gave a speech explaining 

the Moonlight Schools to the Southern Educational Association in Houston, Texas. The 

next year, Stewart "spoke to the state educational associations of Alabama, Arkansas, 

Virginia, and South Carolina" (Nelms 41) and "embarked on a statewide promotional 

campaign" (Baldwin 49). By the end of 1913, Moonlight Schools were active throughout 

Kentucky. In addition, the U.S. Commissioner of Education, Philander Claxton, 

published a special bulletin, "Illiteracy in the United States and an Experiment for Its 

Elimination," that touted the Moonlight Schools as one possible solution to the national 

problem of adult illiteracy. The Moonlight Schools, he suggested, demonstrate "that it is 

not so difficult for illiterate grown-ups to learn to read and write as is generally 

supposed" and that "adults of limited education have taken advantage of the opportunity 

to return to school and increase their know ledge" (qtd. in Shapiro 234). Using statistics 

from the 1910 Census, the bulletin also demonstrated "that illiteracy was not solely a 

southern problem" (Baldwin 51). In doing so, the bulletin created a nationwide audience 

for the Moonlight Schools. 
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In Kentucky, Stewart petitioned the state government to create an agency that 

could oversee and support the Moonlight Schools. To overcome the objections of 

legislators who believed that illiteracy was limited to the mountain region, Stewart 

convinced the Census Bureau "to give her the names of Kentucky illiterates, listed by 

county of residence" (Moonlight Schools 52). The Census Bureau reports convinced 

legislators-or rather, their constituents-that illiteracy was indeed a statewide problem, 

and the state government agreed to create the Kentucky Illiteracy Commission (KIC) in 

February 1914. However, the state appropriated no money to the KIC, which was funded 

instead through donations. Most of these donations were from Kentucky clubwomen; 

Baldwin finds that the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs donated "more than 

$34,000" to the KIC (59). It was through donations from Kentucky clubwomen that the 

KIC staged its first big event, "Illiteracy Week," in November 1914. The event 

accomplished Stewart's goal of publicizing the extent of illiteracy in Kentucky and the 

effectiveness of the Moonlight Schools; Peter Mortensen calculates that in Lexington, 

Kentucky, alone, newspapers published thirty articles about "Illiteracy Week" (9). 

The KIC's success in drawing attention and funding to adult literacy education 

programs inspired other states to create illiteracy commissions, including South Carolina, 

North Carolina, Mississippi, Arkansas, New Mexico, Alabama, and Oklahoma (Nelms; 

Baldwin). Federated clubwomen also began state-wide Moonlight School programs in 

Kansas, Minnesota, and Wisconsin (Nelms; Baldwin). However, the KIC was less 

successful in providing concrete support to active Moonlight Schools in Kentucky. The 

KIC did hire three "county agents" who worked with local superintendents to organize a 

comprehensive Moonlight Schools programs in their assigned counties, but because 
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Stewart was totally dependent on volunteer funds, she was able to offer little more than 

moral support to the thousands of Kentucky educators working in Moonlight Schools. 

When the KIC's initial mandate ended in 1916, Stewart requested that the 

legislature renew the Commission until 1 920-because the KlC's stated goal was to 

eliminate illiteracy prior to the 1920 census-and, more importantly, provide a $20,000 

appropriation to fund the Commission's work. However, many members of the 

government, including the governor, felt that Kentucky's meager government funds 

would be better spent on day school education. The KIC received half of the fund 

requested: $10,000 between 1916 and 1917 (Baldwin 83). Moreover, though the 

legislature passed a bill "requiring school trustees to take a census of adult illiterates," it 

provided no funding for the work (Baldwin 84). While the KIC could hire more county 

illiteracy agents with its new funds, the Committee continued to require volunteer 

donations in order to provide Moonlight Schools with materials. 

In part to assuage the difficulties overworked local teachers faced in preparing 

materials, and in part to promote the vision of rural improvement invoked by the Country 

Life Movement, Stewart composed primers designed specifically for rural, illiterate 

adults. The Country Ltfe Readers contained many of the basic lessons Stewart had 

established in the fIrst years of the Moonlight Schools, along with lessons on the value of 

good roads, banks, and healthy cooking. In one sense, The Country Life Readers put an 

additional financial burden on the Moonlight Schools Movement-as a published, bound 

text, the books cost more to produce than the simple newspapers that teachers had 

previously prepared. However, many of the proceeds from the books were returned to 

Stewart in royalties, and she funneled these funds back into her illiteracy work. 
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Moreover, the books made it much easier for volunteers, saving teachers' time and 

encouraging more people to volunteer for Moonlight School work. 

From Local Work to a National Movement 

By 1917, Moonlight Schools were active in many states. However, though 

connected by a shared vision and pedagogical stance, Moonlight School programs 

functioned as isolated regional efforts. With few exceptions, Schools were organized only 

in areas where illiteracy had already been a public issue, especially in the South and in 

areas where illiteracy was attributed to particular minority groups (for instance, Native 

Americans in Minnesota; African Americans in Alabama; Spanish speakers in New 

Mexico). Despite Stewart's success in rallying individual state governments to provide 

education for illiterates, her movement had not yet moved to the national stage. 

U.S. entry into World War I proved to be the necessary impetus for bringing the 

Moonlight Schools to national attention. In 1917, the U. S. army began to administer an 

IQ test to enlistees. Deborah Brandt explains that two different versions of the text 

existed: "the Alpha (a standard pencil-and-paper test) and the Beta (a combination of 

pictures, oral instructions, and gestures)" ("Drafting" 490). One-third of enlistees took the 

Beta test, and 700,000 signed by mark ("Drafting" 491); in Kentucky, 30,000 men signed 

by mark (Baldwin 109). Moreover, a great many of these men were native born. These 

figures shocked the nation and particularly its educators-the National Education 

Association's (NEA) Journal of Addresses and Proceedings for 1917,1918, and 1919 are 

filled with references to the "army tests" and the failure of the education system that the 

tests (supposedly) illustrated. Stewart used the army's findings to begin a campaign 

urging literate people to seek out and instruct drafted soldiers, and she composed a 
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special reader, The Soldier's First Book, for use in the YMCA's army camp schools. The 

YMCA also "purchased sixty thousand ... Country Lffe Readers to use in camp schools 

across the country" (Baldwin 104). Though the YMCA did not organize Moonlight 

Schools per se, the widespread use of Stewart's books among soldiers ensured that her 

name became indelibly associated with literacy education. 

More importantly, the test's "discovery" of high levels of illiteracy among native

born people reconfigured public perceptions of illiteracy. Before the war, illiteracy had 

been imagined as a disease quarantined to the foreign born (in the urban North) and 

African Americans (in the rural South). The Army tests demonstrated that illiterates 

hailed from all areas of the country and were not limited to any social, ethnic, or racial 

group. In short, the tests nationalized illiteracy. In response, the Moonlight Schools also 

became a national cause. Because the Moonlight Schools offered a broadly-aimed 

program that had been used successfully to educate a variety of groups-native whites, 

African Americans, Native Americans, and, to a lesser extent, non-English speakers

many educators and public officials saw the Moonlight Schools as a cheap and effective 

way to eliminate the illiteracy problem. 

The Kentucky legislature likewise turned to the Moonlight Schools as a solution 

to the illiteracy revealed among the state's draftees. But while Kentucky aptly reflects the 

newfound willingness of government officials to fund literacy efforts, it also 

demonstrates the dangers of Stewart's campaign rhetoric. Stewart had based her appeals 

for KlC funding on the premise that if adequately funded, the KlC could eliminate 

illiteracy before the 1920 census. The Kentucky legislature granted Stewart's premise, 

and, inspired by the revelations of the army test, appropriated $75,000 ($25,000 per year 
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in 1918,1919, and 1920) to the KIC (Baldwin 112). After 1920, the KIC "would cease to 

exist" (Baldwin 113). Either the Moonlight Schools would fulfill their mission, or they 

would prove themselves a failure-but in either case, the Schools would not be entitled to 

further governmental support. 

Although Stewart calculated that 130,000 of Kentucky's 200,000 illiterates had 

learned to write through the Moonlight Schools, the 1920 census found that 155,004 

illiterates remained in the state. We have no way to accurately document how many 

people "became literate" through Moonlight School education: teachers often varied in 

the criteria used to designate students as "illiterate," and not all schools reported to 

Stewart. Nor can we rely on census data to determine the number of illiterates, because 

the system used by census officials to determine illiteracy was equally vague and 

unreliable. It is perhaps safe to assume that the number of students who learned to read 

and write in the Moonlight Schools lies somewhere between the figures presented by 

Stewart and the census; while the schools may not have reached as many "absolute 

illiterates" as Stewart claimed, it seems likely that the schools educated more people than 

the census would suggest. Even if we accept the census report as accurate, the Moonlight 

Schools' largest student population was not illiterates but men and women who had 

begun their education and, for a variety of reasons, had been unable to finish. 

The Kentucky legislature did not wait for census data. In 1920, Kentucky 

discontinued funding for the KIC, under pressure from school officials who perceived 

(incorrectly) that the KIC's funding would and could be better spent on day school 

education. In fact, the legislature cut funding for all types of education3 (Baldwin 119). 

3 Baldwin explains, "Education lost ground during [Edwin P. Morrow's] administration, as its share of hte 
budget declined from 44.7 percent in 1910 to 38 percent in 1920. It fell to 30 percent by 1927" (l 19). 
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Though the end of the KIC was a setback for the Schools, ultimately, the demise of the 

KIC likely encouraged the Schools' national spread. While Stewart had refused several 

offers to join national organizations because she felt her duty lay with Kentucky, her 

disgust with the state government freed Stewart to take her work to a national audience. 

To reach a larger audience, Stewart began writing a guidebook to the Moonlight 

Schools: Moonlight Schools: For the Emancipation of Adult Illiterates, published in 

1922. The guide presented a brief history of the movement, the basic ideological 

premises of the Moonlight Schools, guidance about how best to begin a school, sample 

texts from students, and pedagogical tips. Stewart could not visit every location that 

needed a Moonlight School; even if such a feat had been possible for a single individual, 

Stewart was short of money and often could not afford to travel unless her audiences 

could pay her travel expenses. Therefore, Moonlight Schools acted as a proxy for Stewart 

herself, carrying both the message and the methods of the Schools to far-flung corners of 

the nation. 

Stewart's newfound national following led to a series of opportunities to address 

an even broader public. Beginning in 1918, Stewart was asked to lead the National 

Education Association's (NEA) Illiteracy Committee. This post provided Stewart with an 

annual platform from which to address the nation's teachers and to rally them to the 

cause of educating illiterates. Stewart was also asked to "second the nomination of ... 

James B. Cox for president of the United States" in 1920, and she gave an extended 

speech to the Democratic National Convention (Balwin 127). Later, Stewart led 

discussion concerning illiteracy at the 1923 World Conference on Education. During the 

event, the Moonlight Schools gained international recognition as a potential solution to 
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illiteracy, and educators in England and Russia in particular long sought Stewart's advice 

in conducting literacy campaigns. Stewart also arranged a number of regional and 

national literacy conferences, events which brought together leading theorists and 

activists to discuss the best methods for eliminating and preventing illiteracy. 

Increasingly, however, Stewart found that advocates of Americanization 

programs-programs designed specifically for the foreign-born-received the lion's 

share of attention both among NEA members and at the literacy conferences Stewart 

helped to organize. Stewart disagreed with Americanizers on many points (see Chapter 

3), but she was particularly incensed by the fact that educational programs for the 

foreign-born were liberally funded by many state and local governments while she 

struggled to locate minimal funding for illiteracy programs targeting the native-born. In 

keeping with this trend, Stewart's NEA Illiteracy Commission was merged with the NEA 

Department of Immigrant Education in 1925 to create the Department of Adult 

Education. However, Stewart refused to give up her autonomy-and particularly her 

control over her Commission's funds-because she feared that the Department would 

push aside the problems of native-born and absolute illiterates in favor of concerns 

related to foreign-born and semiliterate people. 

Stewart responded to the merge by creating a new organization that would 

specifically target native-born and absolute illiterates: the National Illiteracy Crusade 

(NIC). To ensure that the organization would garner immediate attention from 

clubwomen and philanthropic organizations, Stewart filled the Crusade's Board of 

Directors with well-known activists, including Jane Addams, Ida Tarbell, and Carrie 

Chapman Catt (Baldwin 165). Though her choices did achieve a high level of name 
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recognition for the organization, not all of the attention was positive. The Daughters of 

the American Revolution, for example, refused to support Moonlight School efforts 

because they believed that Stewart and her Crusade were tacitly supporting communism 

(because they perceived Addams and Catt as supporting Bolshevism) (Baldwin 167). 

Accusations of communist sympathy certainly worked against the NIC, but the 

organization had more pressing problems. With the passage of restrictive immigration 

laws in 1917 and 1922, public concern about illiteracy began to wane. Despite the 

momentary peak of recognition for native illiteracy sparked by the Army tests, many 

people assumed that continuing illiteracy was a product of immigration; when 

immigration was limited and a literacy test was required for entrance into the U.S., 

interest in remedying the "immigrant problem" slowly decreased. By 1925, both 

Americanizers and Stewart had much more difficulty locating funding for literacy 

education projects. 

In spite of its shoestring budget, the NIC did achieve some of Stewart's goals. In 

1929, the organization published The Mother's First Book, a primer designed for illiterate 

women who could not attend regular Moonlight School classes. Focusing primarily on 

childcare, the text was designed not only to improve the literacy abilities of women but to 

improve their ability to care for their children; the text included lessons on eating habits, 

hygiene, and childhood education. The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company agreed to 

publicize the book, and several organizations agreed to pay for its publication (Baldwin 

171). The NIC also brought increased attention to illiteracy among Native Americans, 

and the Bureau of Indian Affairs began Moonlight School classes for Native Americans. 
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These accomplishments, though, were not enough for Stewart. In 1929, she 

convinced Herbert Hoover to appoint the National Advisory Committee on Illiteracy 

(NACI). Stewart had hoped that the organization would have the benefit of federal 

support, but she was disappointed: though Hoover offered the government's resources, he 

allocated no funding to the organization. Furthermore, the NACI's membership

appointed by the Secretary of the Interior-was made up of both Stewart's supporters and 

former Americanization advocates. The Americanizers argued that adult education 

encapsulated more than basic literacy instruction, and they believed that teachers of 

adults should be trained professionals, not volunteers. Throughout her time with the 

NACI, Stewart was constantly thwarted in her attempts to promote Moonlight School 

work by former Americanizers. The vision of adult education promulgated by the NACI 

was one of extensive, professionally taught courses, a substantially different vision than 

the philosophy espoused by the Moonlight Schools. 

Though the NACI did manage to publish an instruction manual for teachers of 

adults-a manual that entirely reflected the professionalized view of adult education-the 

government's refusal to provide funding guaranteed that whatever the vision of the 

NACI, little could be accomplished toward its goals. Locating funding became even more 

difficult as the Depression set in. The organization was all but defunct by 1932, and was 

officially closed in January of 1933. As the NACI declined, so too did the Moonlight 

Schools movement it was intended to represent. Though Stewart continued to publicize 

the schools for an additional year, new government programs that offered literacy 

education undercut her message. In 1935, Stewart retired from her work with education 
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to pursue a religious calling, and with her retirement, the Moonlight Schools movement 

faded away. 

Prior Research: The Moonlight Schools in (or out of) Composition History 

Given that the Moonlight Schools faded away three decades before the beginnings 

of composition's drive toward disciplinarity, it is not surprising that few scholars in 

composition are aware of the Schools and their impact on the discourses surrounding 

adult literacy education. However, four scholars have offered analyses of the Moonlight 

Schools' rhetoric and contributions to literacy education. Though she does not identify as 

a compositionist, Florence Estes has conducted a lengthy analysis of the rhetorical 

appeals used to publicize the Moonlight Schools. Estes examines the inspiration for and 

language of the Schools' calls for literacy education. These sources, Estes demonstrates, 

are Southern public schooling drives, the Country Life movement, and the Appalachian 

mission movement (12). Estes analyzes how Moonlight School founder Cora Wilson 

Stewart appropriated the rhetoric of these social movements to further her career as a 

literacy advocate and to increase public awareness and acceptance of the Moonlight 

Schools. For instance, Estes points to Stewart's use of agricultural lessons as mimicking 

the Country Life movement's appeal to scientific agriculture, and she suggests that 

Stewart's evangelical rhetoric reflects the rhetoric of the missionaries who arrived in 

Eastern Kentucky beginning in the 1880s to "save" the local population. Because her 

purpose is to study the antecedents of the Schools' rhetorical appeals, Estes is interested 

only in the early years of the Moonlight Schools; the core of her analysis ends in 1918, 

when Stewart's Kentucky Illiteracy Commission (KIC) was denied funding by the state 

legislature. 
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Because Estes's discussion of the Moonlight Schools is limited to their work in 

Kentucky, Estes frames the adult literacy movement as essentially a failure. She writes of 

how the adult literacy movement, after having tied itself to the agenda of 
the public schools attempts, under Stewart's leadership, to get free of this 
contextual mooring, and discovers it cannot. ... [W]hen the adult literacy 
movement threatened to become a competitor with the public schools for 
state resources-county superintendents, formerly supportive of the 
project, came out against it and exposed it as "merely" romantic. (11-12) 

Though Estes's characterization is correct if one limits the scope of "adult literacy 

movement" to the Kentucky Illiteracy Commission in particular, Stewart's success in 

gaining national attention for the Moonlight Schools after the demise of the Kentucky 

Illiteracy Commission illustrates that her appeal had failed only with one audience. 

However, Estes's observation is critical in terms of my analysis of the national Moonlight 

Schools movement. Stewart learned from her mistakes in Kentucky; while the early years 

of the movement tied basic and adult education rhetorically and financially to 

improvements in childhood education, the national movement shied away from this 

connection, instead employing discourses of nativism, patriotism, and social welfare. 

Whereas Stewart's work in Kentucky was brought to a close by school teachers who felt 

that the Moonlight Schools competed with day schools for state funds, throughout the 

1920s, the Schools' rhetoric of nativism and patriotism brought Stewart and her 

movement into conflict with Americanization advocates-a conflict that continues to 

shape adult education today (see Chapters 3 and 5). 

Like Estes, composition scholar Jane Greer explores Stewart's rhetorical appeals. 

Specifically, Greer analyzes Stewart's use of epideictic rhetoric in her Country Life 

Readers, arguing that "[a]s an epideictic rhetor drawing upon picturesque illustrations 

and writings, Stewart thus affirms the centrality of agrarian values within the fabric of 
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American life and begins to unhinge the problematic linkage between illiteracy, 

lawlessness, and cultural deprivation." Greer presents Stewart's Moonlight School 

pedagogy as a potential resource for current educators working to develop local, place

based pedagogies and community literacy programs. She also examines the student letters 

preserved in the Stewart archive, and demonstrates that students often "articulate[d] 

alternative benefits" resulting from literacy education rather than the agrarian pride 

Stewart's pedagogy sought to reinforce. Greer's analysis in many ways reinforces Estes's 

findings; the Country Life Readers, as the title suggests, were in many ways Stewart's 

response to the larger Country Life movement in support of agrarian life that swept the 

U.S. in the first two decades of the 20th century. 

Peter Mortenson also shares common ground with Estes; like Estes, he limits his 

discussion of the Moonlight Schools to an analysis of their role in Kentucky, and he too 

characterizes the rhetoric of the Moonlight Schools as having failed to accomplish the 

movement's goals. Mortensen analyzes in particular the KIC's "Illiteracy Week" in 

November 1914. He begins his essay by describing the process through which 

Appalachia was "invented" in public discourse by local color writers and Northern urban 

newspapers, and he explains that in these public representations of the Kentucky 

mountains, Appalachians were imagined as illiterate and uncivilized. Central 

Kentuckians' strong response to Stewart's rhetoric was, Mortensen argues, actually a 

response to these public images. Central Kentuckians wanted-and needed-to distance 

themselves from the equation of Kentucky with illiteracy in order to ensure continued 

outside investment and economic growth. Stewart's campaign, according to Mortensen, 

presented both an opportunity to lower illiteracy rates and to place distance between 
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Central and Eastern Kentucky by framing Central Kentuckians as reaching down to help 

Appalachians rise up to civilization. 

Mortensen represents "Illiteracy Week" as a positive and exceptional 

achievement. He asserts that for the brief period immediately before, during, and after the 

campaign, "middle-class Lexington [KY] challenged the literacy myth it had inherited 

from the nineteenth century" (11). Furthermore, Mortensen argues, the KlC had 

succeeded in momentarily disconnecting the rhetoric of literacy crisis from Appalachians; 

that is, during Illiteracy Week, illiteracy was portrayed as a state-wide issue, not one 

limited to the mountain region. These were remarkable rhetorical feats. However, 

Mortensen also suggests that "this curious moment did not last very long" (11), and he 

asserts, "By 1919, the Illiteracy Commission was itself trading in images potentially 

oppressive to rural and mountain culture" (11). Though Mortensen illustrates the 

potential of the Moonlight Schools' rhetorical appeals, he finally suggests that the 

Schools were not successful in promulgating their vision of literacy and adult education 

in Kentucky (or elsewhere). 

Deborah Brandt, too, characterizes the Moonlight Schools movement as having 

failed to create a long-term public impact. Brandt focuses on Cora Wilson Stewart's 

work-as a teacher and rhetor-during World War I. Tests administered to draftees 

revealed that many U.S. troops were unable to read and write, and Brandt argues that 

Stewart used this information to "leverage her campaign to the national level" (492). 

Brandt points out that in spite of Stewart's urging, the federal government refused to 

make literacy education mandatory and argues that Stewart's own rhetoric may have 

thwarted her efforts. Even in 1918, Stewart continued to rely on the evangelical rhetoric 
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of Appalachian home missionary movements. This focus, Brandt suggests, deemphasized 

the military value of literacy: "[IJt could be argued that the entrenchment of literacy in 

the moral imperative at the time helped to occlude its growing relevance to the national 

security needs of a modern, technological military" (494). As such, military officials 

refused to offer official supp0l1 for literacy efforts in army camps, and, moreover, refused 

to tie literacy explicitly to patriotic service, both of which might have vastly increased the 

number of illiterates likely to seek out learning opportunities. 

Brandt demonstrates that Stewart's limited understanding of technological change 

prevented her from stating a more practical case for government-mandated literacy 

education. The rhetoric of adult literacy education had not, in 1917, been adequately 

tailored to appeal to military officials or Congress as a whole. However, Stewart's effort 

to use the war to "leverage her campaign" was successful if we broaden the scope of 

analysis beyond Brandt's focus on military policy. As Baldwin explains, because of 

Stewart's well-publicized efforts for literacy legislation during the war, she was offered a 

position as the national "Specialist in Adult Education" at the Bureau of Education, 

demonstrating that her rhetoric did spark governmental recognition of the need for an 

education program specifically targeted at adults. In addition, the patriotic rhetoric 

Stewart employed appealed to Americanization movements, leading to the importation of 

some Moonlight School pedagogies into immigrant education programs and to Stewart's 

wider recognition as an authority on literacy issues. 

Though several biographies of Cora Wilson Stewart have been written (most 

notably by Willie Nelms and Yvonne Honeycutt Baldwin), Estes, Mortensen, Greer, and 

Brandt conduct the only rhetorical or pedagogical analyses of the Moonlight Schools. 
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While all four authors illuminate important aspects of the movement and have worked to 

bring the Moonlight Schools into our disciplinary vision, their analyses occur in 

unpublished dissertations (Estes), conference papers (Mortensen and Greer), and as but 

one example of a larger argument (Brandt). None of the book-length histories of 

composition and rhetoric mention the Moonlight Schools or the pedagogies and rhetoric 

the schools embodied. In some ways this critique is not new: rhetoric and composition 

has long been considered a discipline specific to the university, and frequent articles in 

our major journals remind us that our discipline has for too long ignored our connection 

to and dependence on educational sites outside the university (see, for instance, 

Williams). However, the Moonlight Schools movement is unique in its relevance to 

composition because of its impact on the public discourse of literacy education: in the 

simplest terms, the Moonlight Schools represent the first in a series of "literacy crises" in 

the 20th century, and the rhetoric employed in relation to the Moonlight Schools echoes 

throughout later "crises," particularly the 1970s college writing crisis. The movement 

also brought attention specifically to adult literacy education rather than primary and 

secondary schooling, and its pedagogies are therefore directly relevant to the work of 

rhetoric and composition as a field that seeks to provide literacy education to adults. 

I argue that the "failure" of rhetoric and composition to claim the Moonlight 

Schools as part of our field's intellectual heritage stems from two sources: first, our 

resistance to framing our discipline in terms of educational sites outside the university; 

and second, our tendency to evaluate the importance of social and educational 

movements in term" of their impact on work in the university. Below, I explore these 

points in depth, and I consider how an analysis of the Moonlight Schools can inform the 
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discipline of rhetoric and composition-but I recognize as I do so that I am reinforcing 

the very tendency I have just decried, by framing the Moonlight Schools in terms of their 

impact on and value to work in the university. Nevertheless, I believe that working within 

this university-centric expectation allows me to work toward deconstructing another 

limiting trope of our discipline: by analyzing the Moonlight Schools, I am reimagining 

our work in terms of extrainstitutional sites of literacy learning. 

Understanding Our Disciplinary History: A New Lens 

Examining the history of the Moonlight Schools in relation to dominant histories 

of composition as a discipline can reveal the limits of both our own institutional history 

and provide a lens through which to analyze our history in terms of its social and extra

institutional context. As Ellen Cushman explains, universities are often "isolated socially 

and sometimes physically from the communities in which they're located," leading to 

"deeply rooted sociological distances" ("Rhetorician" 8) between university-based 

composition scholars and local community members. As a result of this distance, 

compositionists have too often ignored the significance of the daily literacy activities of 

local communities: "Because many scholars believe that critical awareness leads to 

unified social movements, sweeping structural changes, or radical shifts in consciousness, 

they disregard other forms of social and linguistic agency found at the point where power 

is applied daily" (Struggle xx). Though Cushman's critique is directed primarily at 

contemporary composition theorists, a tendency to ignore or devalue non-university sites 

of literacy education also holds true among historians of the discipline: despite some 

recent scholarship that has addressed extra-institutional sites as important locations of 

literacy development (see, for instance, Brandt, Literacy; Gere; Schneider), far too often, 
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if extra-institutional movements cannot be seen as having a direct impact on literacy 

activity within the university writing classroom-that is, unless the movements create 

"sweeping structural changes" in our perceptions of university education-these 

movements are often ignored on the grounds that they lack historical significance to the 

discipline. When such movements are addressed-as Brandt and Mortensen have done in 

their analyses of the Moonlight Schools-they are characterized as having "failed" 

(Brandt, "Drafting" 493) on the basis that these radical shifts in consciousness were not 

effected. 

Cushman argues that such characterizations do not take into account the realities 

of struggle-that in most cases, even when individuals experience a change, this change 

is not expressed in "collective action" or "unified class struggle" (Struggle xx). The 

problem, she argues, "isn't with the lack of community members' political awareness and 

savvy-the problem is with this definition" of what it means to achieve "success" 

(Struggle xx). Framing Cushman's suggestion in terms of historical discourse, 

composition as a discipline can benefit from a recognition that "success" is not an 

adequate measure of influence or importance. Remembering the other half of our 

institutional purview, rhetoric, we must recognize that all movements that seek to define 

and teach literacy, no matter their "success" in achieving social change, have had a role 

in creating a public discourse of literacy education-a discourse to which we as a field 

have responded and must continue to respond. "Failed" movements may, in fact, be at 

least as helpful as "successes" in helping us frame more effective ways to discuss the 

work we (want to) do by allowing us to articulate and trouble what constitutes "success" 

and "failure," to whom, why, and for what purposes. The Moonlight Schools, after all, 
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taught thousands of marginalized people to read and write-only by the narrowest scope 

of an institutionally-based scale of achievement can they be considered as having failed 

to bring about a social change. That we have ignored the models of success created by the 

Moonlight Schools in particular and extrainstitutional adult literacy education programs 

in general, as Cushman suggests, indicates more about composition's implication in the 

"deeply rooted sociological distances" between the university and the everyday lives of 

nonmainstream people than about the value of the Moonlight Schools' work. Conducting 

analyses of sites of literacy education outside the university can help us reveal these 

distances and interrogate the goals of our research and pedagogy. 

Limiting discussions of the history of composition almost exclusively to 

university-based sites of instruction limits our ability to see our work within a larger 

social context. This problematic relationship to social context presents several potential 

hurdles for composing a disciplinary history of composition that is both historically 

inclusive and useful in understanding the field's current position in relation to public and 

institutional discourses. One such problem, perhaps least difficult to overcome, is a 

tendency to understand particular pedagogies or innovations as arising in one or two 

specific locations without an understanding of the larger cultural forces that worked to 

inspire and, in many cases, co-"invent" these innovations. The university-based focus of 

disciplinary histories (including Crowley; Berlin; S. Miller; Connors) creates a narrative, 

for instance, in which student-centered, "process" pedagogies appear to have been 

practiced only at the University of Michigan, under the direction of Fred Newton Scott, 

while the remainder of composition students labored under current-traditional tyrants, 

despite the long history of process-oriented pedagogies in a variety of other literacy 
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teaching sites. As Lisa Mastrangelo has argued, our historical scholarship too often fails 

to account for the "larger tradition [that] existed around Scott, one that supported him and 

one that he himself contributed to" (264). I argue that composition's tradition of valuing 

university-based historical research has produced a reified concept of history, to the 

degree that even historians who set out to "complicate and challenge the master 

narratives of rhetoric and composition history" are compelled to include conclusions of 

either pedagogical or institutional value to university composition (Gold xi). The idea that 

the history of composition can inform anything other than university praxis or position is 

rarely, if ever, considered. We can, of course, argue that this neglect has a great deal to do 

with our marginalized position as a discipline: even if we were to present our history as 

useful to other disciplines, institutions, or people, within or outside the university, we 

would likely be ignored. But as Susan Miller has pointed out, "We can admit that 

collegiate instruction in writing is negatively marginal to its institutions and often to the 

interests of those who provide it. But we then would logically ask how our accepted 

social and theoretical values have worked together to create this condition" (12). I argue 

that by perpetuating a model of history that determines what "counts" based on its 

potential to be positively and immediately of use in current university classrooms or 

personnel meetings works to perpetuate our "negatively marginal" position within the 

university. By positioning ourselves within a larger social context, we can demonstrate 

that the field is not only now, but has long been, a shaping force in both public literacy 

practice and public understanding of that practice. But we cannot do so without 

abandoning our insistence that our work is "new" and "unique," and without 
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acknowledging all sides of our mutually informing relationships-or lack thereof-with 

other literacy teaching sites. 

In this dissertation, my intention is not only to argue for the Moonlight Schools as 

an additional origin for composition as a field. My project is also to read the Moonlight 

Schools in parallel with, rather than intersecting with, the history of composition. In 

doing so, my purpose is to reveal how two groups of educators with remarkably similar 

teaching projects and student populations, working in response to similar discourses of 

literacy crisis, have engaged ideological and pedagogical concepts to carry out their 

work. This parallel reading can defamiliarize our history and our work, allowing us to see 

our pedagogies, ideologies, and representations of ourselves as determined by our 

institutional position rather than as a "common sense" response to the challenges we have 

faced in conducting our educational mission. 

Composition as a field has been the subject of a multitude of historical studies. 

Lisa Arnold, for instance, has surveyed more than 150 texts that address some aspect of 

the history of the field. As such, my analysis will focus heavily on the Moonlight 

Schools, which have not been adequately historicized as an educational movement. 

Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will explore the Moonlight Schools within a larger social context of 

literacy education movements in the early twentieth century. Chapter 5 will then suggest 

ways that these historical moments can illuminate or reconfigure our understanding of the 

history of composition and our institutional status, with a particular focus on one "birth" 

of composition: the 1970s literacy crisis and the creation of the narrative of Michigan 

composition. 

Sources and Caveats 
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Though the Moonlight Schools have not been adequately studied, a wealth of 

primary material concerning the schools is extant. Because my analysis focuses on the 

rhetoric of the movement and the effects of this rhetoric on public discourse surrounding 

education, I closely examine published texts and public speeches concerning the 

movement. Though an extensive collection of Stewart's personal letters has been 

archived, I refer to these documents primarily when they work to illuminate Stewart's 

rhetorical choices in public texts. In my analysis of Moonlight School pedagogy, I have 

consulted extant student texts and teacher-produced documents preserved in archives. In 

doing so, I recognize that a selection bias is at work: Stewart collected her own papers, 

and she has likely omitted unflattering student and teacher feedback. However, because I 

am less interested in the efficacy of the Moonlight Schools' pedagogy than in how 

Stewart was able to represent the efficacy of these pedagogies, the selection bias is itself 

a valuable analytical moment: Stewart has effectively represented the pedagogies as well

received in her production of the archive, a process that mirrors her production of a 

public image of the Moonlight Schools as a pedagogical success. 

In Chapters 3 and 4, I read the Moonlight Schools in relation to the 

Americanization movement. As with my analysis of the Schools, I rely on extant 

published texts and speeches to represent the rhetoric of Americanization. Throughout the 

dissertation, I read the Schools (and the Americanizers) in relation to a larger discourse of 

education as reflected in a variety of published texts Uournals, newspapers, conference 

proceedings), most notably the Addresses and Proceedings of the National Education 

Association's annual meetings. The Addresses and Proceedings, perhaps more than any 

other texts, are reflective of national educational discourse for four reasons. First, because 
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so many educators prepared speeches for each meeting-269 in 1929, for instance-a 

variety of views from disparate geographic regions, institutions (elementary, secondary, 

tertiary, and vocational education), and positions within schools (superintendents, 

teachers, administrators) are reflected in a given year's Proceedings. Second, because 

portions of the meeting, as well as its concomitant department meetings, were held in 

different locations throughout the country, a large number of educators had relatively 

easy access to the meeting and could attend to participate in discussion. Third, because 

most speeches presented at the annual meeting was published in the Proceedings, which 

were available for purchase by all members and were distributed to libraries, nearly every 

educator could access the speeches. By dispersing the events of the annual meeting so 

widely, the Proceedings functioned as a touchstone of public discourse: though educators 

might not agree with the content of the Proceedings, many-especially those who sought 

to contribute to public discourse about education--were aware of what had been said at 

that year's annual meeting and were in some way responding to the discourse created 

there. Finally, because the NEA was incorporated by Congress in 1906, its annual 

meeting and Proceedings functioned tacitly as government-sanctioned educational 

discourse, granting the Proceedings more authority-within the federal and state 

governments as well as among teachers-than other educational publications. In reading 

the Moonlight Schools and Americanization in relation to the NEA Addresses and 

Proceedings, I am placing these movements in dialogue with the single most powerful 

influence on public educational discourse. 

I must also acknowledge two potential sites of difficulty in my research. Because 

my project is tied to the term "literacy"-a term that, as I've argued above, is always 
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defined by context-I face questions as to what collection of skills or abilities I am 

referring to when I employ the term. When I employ the term "literacy" in this 

dissertation, I do so within the context of the historical and social site I am analyzing. 

Thus, when I refer to "literacy" specifically in relation to the history and rhetoric of the 

Moonlight Schools, I employ Stewart's definition: the ability to write a simple letter and 

read aloud The Country Life Reader: First Book. While I recognize that Stewart's 

definition is both vague and oddly particular, to employ an alternative definition within 

my historical discussion of the schools would not be fruitful: there is simply not enough 

extant data to allow a measurement of students' literacy abilities by any definition other 

than Stewart's. Though my own definition of literacy mirrors Jacqueline Jones Royster's 

assertion that literacy is a social process but one that affects "ways of knowing and 

believing ... also ways of doing" (46), I cannot apply this definition to Stewart's students 

(or those of Americanizers or compositionists) because few, if any, personal accounts of 

students' ways of knowing, believing, or doing are available for analysis. While I 

recognize that Stewart likely overstates her students' achievements to gain support for her 

educational pro gram, the fact that she often provides concrete evidence of writing skill 

provides some measure of validity to her claims. Though I employ Stewart's definition of 

literacy out of necessity, I distance myself from Stewart's occasionally pejorative use of 

the term "illiterate" and "foreign-born" while recognizing that these usages are a 

particularly powerful reflection of Stewart's time and place. 

In a similar vein, StewaI1's research practices were also a product of her time and 

place, and though Stewart's "census" closely resembles a modern ethnography, her 

methods would disturb present-day ethnographic researchers. The majority of student 
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texts that Stewart has preserved are the personal letters students wrote to Stewart upon 

completion of the Moonlight Schools course. The students were not aware that these texts 

would be subject to public scrutiny. Yet Stewart published these letters in speeches and in 

her guidebook, Moonlight Schools, with no attempt to disguise their authors. Though the 

early reaction to the Moonlight Schools was positive among Rowan Countians, Baldwin 

explains that many later resented that Stewart was parading their illiteracy in order to 

further her political agenda. These students felt, it seems, that their work had been 

exploited. I believe that to re-publish these documents with the names attached would be 

to reenact that exploitation. I plan to use pseudonyms to discuss these texts to protect the 

identity of their authors and their descendants. 

Different Endings for Similar Crises 

While the initial success of the Moonlight Schools granted Stewart status as an 

"expert" in the fields of literacy and adult education, the Moonlight Schools did not 

become a path to professionalization or authority for its teachers or, ultimately, for 

Stewart. In fact, the rhetoric of professionalization promulgated by Americanizers (and, 

later, "adult educators") marginalized the Moonlight Schools in relation to the 

burgeoning field of adult education. Forty years after the first salvos of the 1900s 

Appalachian literacy crisis, the Moonlight Schools were defunct, and their work was little 

remembered. 

Conversely, while the discipline of rhetoric and composition can be said to have 

existed prior to the 1970s literacy crisis, that crisis greatly increased the field's ability to 

make a case for professionalization and disciplinary status. As Shaughnessy's Errors and 

Expectations suggests-both explicitly in its text and tacitly in its aims-the open 
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admissions crisis created a sense that teachers no longer knew how to educate their 

students. Shaughnessy and later writers (including Bizzell, Rose, and many others) 

suggested that the expertise needed to effectively teach "basic writers" could be found 

among scholars of composition. These scholars possessed a specialized knowledge not 

available to other writing teachers (especially high school teachers and English literature 

graduate students) that both allowed them to better define the "problem" of "basic 

writers" and to correct those problems. Though I do not wish to claim that the 

establishment of "basic writing" was the only element that contributed to the (relative) 

acceptance of composition as a discipline, it certainly played a key role in creating the 

composition scholar as an expert-and while this "expert" status is still somewhat less 

secure than the expert status held by other university disciplines, the field of rhetoric and 

composition has steadily improved its claim to disciplinarity in the forty years that have 

followed the first salvos of the college writing crisis. 

In the following chapters, I seek out the historical, rhetorical, and pedagogical 

conditions and decisions that led to the "failure" of the Moonlight Schools to achieve 

public recognition and status despite its cogent response to the rhetoric of literacy crisis 

promulgated in the first two decades of the twentieth century. By reading the Moonlight 

Schools in parallel with composition history, I hope to denaturalize the "success" of our 

discipline in responding to a similar rhetoric of literacy crisis. In Chapter 2, I argue that 

Stewart's pedagogy drew from contemporary scholars, particularly John Dewey, but that 

Stewart was unique in her efforts to develop pedagogies that took into account adults' 

learning styles and needs. In particular, Stewart's rejection of popular phonics-based 

reading methods in favor of whole-word learning and her development of a proto-
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ethnographic method for conducting a school census placed her on the cutting edge of 

pedagogical innovation in the period. However, I also contend that Stewart's pedagogy 

reflected an explicit attempt to promote middle-class values at the expense of local 

cultures and that her research methods in many cases exploited the very students they 

were designed to assist. While these problematic aspects of Stewart's work had little 

effect on the Moonlight Schools' popularity at the time, they both present a barrier to 

recognizing the Moonlight Schools as an important historical precursor to rhetoric and 

composition and offer an important cautionary tale for a discipline that has long prided 

itself on its egalitarian relationship with students. 

In Chapter 3, I analyze how Stewart's rhetoric shaped and was shaped by the 

Americanization movement. In particular, I focus on the intersections of literacy and race 

in the rhetoric of the two movements. I argue that Stewart's invocation of white native 

identity was made in an effort to appeal to nativist sentiment, but that Stewart also 

resisted efforts to paint immigrants as illiterate, ignorant, and unworthy of admission into 

the U.S. Stewart's refusal to accept the tenets of Americanization, I assert, ultimately 

marginalized the Moonlight Schools within the nascent field of adult education and led to 

their demise. Chapter 4 continues my analysis of the intersections between 

Americanization and the Moonlight Schools by describing the conflict between the 

Moonlight Schools' model of volunteer teaching and the Americanization model of 

professional adult education. The Moonlight Schools, I explain, continued to forward an 

image of "teaching writing" as a task that any literate person could perform. To create a 

professional identity, university-based Americanizers insisted that teaching writing to 

adults was a difficult undertaking that could only be accomplished by highly trained 
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people conducting lengthy courses. I argue that the Moonlight Schools' volunteer model 

was rendered unviable by Americanizers' success in establishing a governmental 

definition of literacy that devalued basic literacy skills and emphasized the necessity of 

advanced instruction-instruction that could only be provided by university-trained 

teachers. 

In my conclusion, I suggest ways that rhetoric and composition continues to 

struggle with the rhetorical exigencies surrounding the Moonlight Schools and examine 

how the Schools can act as both a guide and a cautionary example as we continue to 

grapple with issues of disciplinary identity and our relationship with extrainstitutional 

literacy education sites. In particular, I argue that analyzing our field's adoption of Fred 

Newton Scott's graduate program in rhetoric as an idealized beginning for our field 

carries out particularly ideological work-work that we can better understand when we 

view this historical narrative through the lens of an alternative narrative of the Moonlight 

Schools. I also argue that rhetoric and composition continues to struggle against the 

perception that anyone can "teach writing." In particular, rhetoric and composition's 

development during the basic writing crisis of the 1970s and 1980s was in many ways 

determined by the public perceptions of "teaching writing" created in the debates 

surrounding the Moonlight Schools and Americanization and instantiated in government 

policy by the National Advisory Committee on Illiteracy and the Federal Emergency 

Relief Agency. Perhaps most importantly, the Moonlight Schools serve as a reminder 

that much innovation in literacy teaching takes place outside the university; by failing to 

recognize and draw from these extrainstitutional sites of literacy education, we not only 

impoverish our own understanding of literacy teaching, but we reenact the 
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marginalization of local, volunteer-oriented, student-driven pedagogies and ultimately 

devalue the nontraditional conceptions of literacy and teaching that they embody. 

This alternative history of literacy education can open new avenues for 

reconsidering recunent problems within the discipline. As a field, we can better resist 

calls for English-only education if we have a fuller knowledge of the rhetoric of 

Americanization that surrounded the first institutions of immigrant English literacy 

education in the U.S. We can be better armed to defend our disciplinary status if we have 

a fuller know ledge of the history of volunteerism and professionalization in literacy 

education. And we can become more willing to look outside the university for 

innovations in literacy education if we understand why we as a discipline have failed to 

recognize and take advantage of progressive pedagogical theories such as those 

expounded in the Moonlight Schools movement. 
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DEVELOPING PEDAGOGIES FOR ADULTS: THE MOONLIGHT SCHOOLS, 

AMERICANIZA TION, AND COMPOSITION 

The Moonlight Schools, one of the first organizations that set out to teach a broad 

scope of reading and writing to adults, began with basic literacy and moved into 

increasingly complex reading and writing tasks. Many short-term efforts had previously 

been created to teach specific groups of adults basic literacy-for example, the 

plantation-based education provided by religious owners to their slaves, which focused 

almost exclusively on reading the Bible (Cornelius), and post-Civil War efforts by 

Northern reformers and the Freedman's Bureau to educate emancipated slaves. Others 

had set out to improve the reading and writing skills of the middle classes: both the 

lyceum movement of the mid-19th century and the job-training correspondence courses of 

the early 20th century are examples (Kett; Knowles; Grattan). The Moonlight Schools 

differed from both of these models in their attempts to offer a range of literacy education: 

the Moonlight Schools were open both to students who were proficient in reading and 

writing and to those who were without print literacy. Similarly, the Schools targeted a 

wide variety of students: though well-known for their work with rural white Southerners, 

Moonlight Schools were organized for urban, middle-class, immigrant, African

American, and Native American student populations as well. 

The creation of the Moonlight Schools corresponded with an upsurge in public 

attention to literacy issues. In particular, the influx of non-English-speaking immigrants 
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between 1880 and 1910 inspired vitriolic rhetoric that characterized immigrants as threats 

to democracy and the American way of life-a threat often described in terms of 

immigrants' perceived illiteracy. In the decade preceding the formation of the Moonlight 

Schools, Americanization programs were initiated first by business owners and later by 

civic organizations and public school systems to correct the immigrant "problem" by 

providing literacy and civic education. Immigrant illiteracy was rhetorically constructed 

as an educational problem-the immigrants could not write English because they had not 

been educated (hence the development of education programs), but moreover, their 

presumed refusal to pursue an education was also assumed to reflect a moral deficiency; 

educating immigrants not only solved the immediate problem of illiteracy but also sought 

to remedy the moral defects illiteracy "revealed." However, many immigrants were both 

literate and educated in their native languages. Because many immigrants (and their 

children) were, in fact, educated, and because many sought to continue their educations, 

immigrants' English literacy also came to represent a "literacy problem" in the halls of 

colleges and universities. As James Berlin explains, "[B]ecause of immigration patterns 

an increasing number of [college] students were coming from homes in which English 

was not spoken" (33); these students troubled existing equations of English literacy and 

educational ability and attainment. College professors, however, did not limit their 

critiques to fIrst- and second-generation immigrants: educators had been decrying the 

"illiteracy" of incoming students since at least 1874, when Harvard instituted an English 

composition requirement to its entrance criteria. 

Throughout the 1910s and 1920s, efforts to educate "illiterate" adults (defIned 

here as anyone over eighteen years of age) were underway in three distinct social 
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locations: public night schools and industry-sponsored schools for immigrants, college 

composition courses, and the Moonlight Schools. Though the pedagogical approaches 

used in all three locations have been documented," this scholarship has analyzed each 

group in isolation, and each is imagined as responding to a unique set of social 

conditions. In actual practice, of course, the three groups-Americanizers, Moonlight 

Schoolers, and compositionists-influenced one another, both directly and indirectly. 

Similarly, all three groups responded and reacted to a larger public discussion 

surrounding student-centered pedagogies inspired by the pedagogical suggestions of John 

Dewey. 

In this chapter, I place the Moonlight Schools, Americanization classes, and 

college composition in relation to one another by examining how each responded to two 

pedagogical questions: how best to teach students to read, and how best to engage 

students' interest in class material. I then consider how each group's response to these 

key pedagogical questions embodies the group's ideological stance toward the role of 

education in society. At present, Composition's narrative of its historical development is 

often framed as a struggle between "current-traditional" pedagogies and the 

comparatively student-centered pedagogies forwarded by Michigan-aligned scholars. By 

analyzing this narrative of composition in relation to both the Moonlight Schools and 

Americanization, I illustrate that there were, in fact, at least four ideological and 

pedagogical approaches to literacy education circulating widely between 1900 and 1930. 

By doing so, I suggest that we must come to frame our historical understanding of 

Composition, particularly the historical narrative of Michigan composition, in terms of 

4 See Baldwin regarding the Moonlight Schools' pedagogy; on Americanization pedagogies, see Dayton
Wood; McClymer; see, among others, Stewart; Berlin; Zenger; Campbell for discussion of college 
composition pedagogies 
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deliberate choices among a variety of possible options, rather than as an inevitable stage 

of our field's development. Because the Moonlight Schools have received far less 

attention than Americanization efforts and composition programs, I begin by explore the 

Moonlight Schools' pedagogy in depth. 

Early Pedagogy and Goals: Getting Students into Seats 

The first tenet of the Moonlight School's pedagogy-and what can be said to be 

the defining feature of the movement-was that adults should not be imagined (or 

treated) as analogous to children. Adults' purposes in pursuing education, the kinds of 

education they required, and the methods through which adults could best learn were, 

Stewart recognized, vastly different from those of early childhood learners. Importing 

textbooks and methodology from children's education into adult education initiatives, 

Stewart suggested, might result in some temporary learning progress among adult 

students, but would ultimately lead to disenchantment with the idea of education. In 

particular, Stewart believed that adults should not be forced into the "humiliation" of 

reading material from children's primers (Moonlight 23). Instead, Stewart argued that 

adult primers should feature lessons with two purposes: "the primary one of teaching the 

pupil to read, and at the same time that of imparting instruction in the things that vitally 

affected him in his daily life" (71). 

The first reader Stewart created for the Moonlight Schools was a simplified 

newspaper composed of updates on local events. Stewart explains that this text had four 

benefits: 

To enable adults to learn to read without the humiliation of reading from a 
child's primer with its lessons on kittens, dolls and toys; to give them a 
sense of dignity in being, from their very first lessons, readers of a 
newspaper; to stimulate their curiosity through news of their neighbor's 
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movements and community occurrences and compel them to complete in 
quick succession the sentences that followed; to arouse them through news 
of educational and civic improvements in other districts to make like 
progress in their own. (Moonlight 23-24). 

As this list of purposes might suggest, Stewart was keenly aware of the need to create a 

student population for her courses. Indeed, Stewart may be the first major educator to 

fully engage with the necessity of motivating students to attend classes. For much of U.S. 

history, school had been perceived as a luxury pursuable only when farm work, local 

conditions, school resources, and family income would allow: motivation (or lack 

thereof) was the purview of students and their parents (and, in some areas, clergy). In 

later years, compulsory attendance motivated students to attend. Though some schools 

that operated on a profit basis, like the International Correspondence Schools, used 

advertising as a persuasive means to enroll students, their advertisements were based on 

the premise that a need was already felt to exist. These advertisements focused primarily 

on of the affordability and convenience of education or the usefulness of particular 

lessons in obtaining higher pay. The advertisements seem to have adequately addressed 

their audience; as historian Joseph Kett explains, ":Most correspondence students seem to 

have assumed that they already possessed adequate levels of educational attainment and 

that their principle requirement was the acquisition of job-specific knowledge" (253). 

Stewart, whose courses were not run on profit and whose target audience had never 

previously thought of themselves as having access to educational opportunity and whose 

experiences with education-if any-had been profoundly unsatisfying, had to develop 

an interest in education among her students if she was to succeed in engaging nonliterate 

adults in her educational initiative. 
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Stewart theorized a number of methods to create interest among her students. This 

process began with what I am calling a proto-ethnography of literacy. First, Stewart and 

her teachers set out to "canvass her district in advance to inform the people of the purpose 

of these schools and to urge them all to attend" (Moonlight 15). In the second year of the 

Moonlight Schools, Stewart completed a fuller "census" that created a 

record, not only the name and age of every illiterate in the county, but his 
history as well, his ancestry, his home environment, his family ties, his 
religious faith, his political belief, his weaknesses, tastes and peculiarities, 
and the influence or combination of influences through which he might be 
reached in case the teacher failed with him. (Moonlight 47) 

This information was used to create personalized appeals to residents who had initially 

refused to become involved with the Moonlight Schools. In one note, the teacher 

surveying residents points to a courtship as a possible teaching relationship: "Quiet, not 

talkative, very timid, would be hard to interest. Stays at Mrs. Mauks'. Pays his respects to 

Mrs. Mauks' daughter. She might teach him" (Educational Div. No. 1). Another note 

suggests that work may be the best motivator: "Sensitive about his illiteracy. Democrat. 

Born in Ramey Creek, tenants. Just returned from Indiana. Approach him through his 

employer." (Educational Div. No.2). In her guidebook, Stewart provides an illustrative 

example of an elderly illiterate woman who had refused all encouragement to attend 

school. The district teacher, Stewart writes, consulted the "illiteracy record" created by 

the census, which noted that this woman "thought she was a physician, and felt flattered 

when anyone sought her services as such" (Moonlight 50). Stewart writes that after the 

teacher visited the woman for medical advice, the woman "concluded that one who 

possessed such excellent judgment in the selection of a physician, knew enough to teach 

her something; so while she treated him for erysipelas, he treated her for illiteracy, and 
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she learned to read and write" (Moonlight 51). The census gave local teachers the 

information they needed to make personalized appeals to students, but the proto-

ethnographic methods also suggested to students that Moonlight Schools teachers took 

their students' interests and material conditions seriously. Students were not dismissed or 

harangued for failure to attend school-instead, teachers sought to meet students on 

common ground and search for opportunities for mutually beneficial teaching 

relationships. 

Once students made their way to the Moonlight Schools, Stewart focused on 

creating immediate interest in the purpose of the course. Since students were under no 

pressure to come to school-and indeed, material conditions were such that ample 

pressure existed to prevent students from attending-the Moonlight Schools teachers did 

not have the luxury of unfolding an elaborate pedagogy that required months or years of 

student engagement to produce returns: success had to be immediate and compelling. The 

first lesson of the Moonlight Schools inspired this feeling of success in two ways. First, 

the text of the first lesson (both in the early newspaper texts and, later, in The Country 

L(fe Reader) appealed directly to the "ego" of the student (Moonlight 71). As Stewart 

explains, the "essential" elements of the first lesson are "simple words, much repetition 

and a content that related to the activity of the reader" (21). In keeping with this 

philosophy, the first lesson of The Country Life Reader-First Book reads: 

Can you read? 
Can you write? 
Can you read and write? 
I can read. 
I can write. 
I can read and write. 
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------------------

Script: I can read and write.5 (7) 

This lesson is designed to instill confidence and pride in the students. The message is one 

of accomplishment and promise. When students complete the lesson, they make the final 

line true; they are now able to read and to write. Similarly, the initial questions of the 

lesson echo questions the students are likely to have encountered; these questions, being 

asked in the context of a society that values literacy, could have produced feelings of 

shame, embarrassment, or failure. The lesson gives the students a chance, for the first 

time in their lives, to answer these questions affirmatively and to feel, in the face of these 

questions, pride, self-respect, and achievement. 

The second method Stewart employed to capture students' interest was teaching 

students how to write their names in the first class session. As The Mother's First Book 

instructs, "No other beginning is more inspiring or encouraging" and this lesson 

represents "a real victory" that "will stimulate [the student] to further progress" (7). To 

write one's name was to write oneself. The significance of this achievement can be seen 

even now in present-day research methods used to study the history of literacy; as Harvey 

Graff explains, "[T]he ability to place a signature [is] the most common historical 

indicator of the presence of literacy" (14). Beyond its importance as a point of personal 

pride and literate standing, the ability to write one's name could move students toward 

more fruitful and secure economic interactions. For instance, Stewart writes of 

mountaineers who chose not to place their money in banks because they could not sign 

checks. Those who did choose to participate in social institutions in spite of their 

illiteracy were at higher risk for a number of economic woes: an X is, after all, much 

5 Script lessons were lines printed in cursive letters. Students were expected to copy these lines into their 
tablets (provided along with the readers). 
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more easily forged than a signature; similarly, the validity of a contract signed with an X 

could be called into question. Both the Moonlight Schools teachers and their students 

recognized that the ability to write one's name was the most socially significant lesson 

that could be taught to illiterate people. Though Moonlight School sessions were ended 

strictly on time to ensure student safety,6 teachers did everything possible to ensure that 

all students left the first lesson knowing how to write their names. 

The first lessons appear to have been successful in gaining a student population-

certainly, many Moonlight Schools teachers reported encouraging enrollment figures. But 

the Moonlight Schools, due to the economic and geographic conditions faced by their 

students, had to constantly continue this process of persuasion in order to avoid attrition. 

The newspaper textbook served to keep students interested in the next news item by 

featuring local news stories about students' friends and neighbors. These lessons "caused 

[students] quickly to master the next sentence to see what the next neighbor was doing" 

(Moonlight 24). Stewart also tailored the lessons to appeal to local civic pride and social 

mores. For instance, one lesson featured the statement that "the best people on earth live 

in Rowan County," which served to stimulate both interest and a sense of personal and 

coinmunal pride. News items that celebrated one community-"They are building new 

steps to the schoolhouse at Slab Camp and putting up hemstitched curtains" (Moonlight 

24)-inspired others to follow suit and attempt to better the accomplishment, so that their 

doings would likewise be celebrated in this public forum. 

6 Travel from isolated homesteads to school buildings could be treacherous in daylight due to the poor (or 
absent) roads that connected mountain settlements; traveling in the dark was nearly impossible. Schools 
were held on moonlit nights to help ensure student safety, and classes were kept to specific time frames so 
that families would know exactly when to expect their Moonlight School students to return home. 
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Though Stewart's textbooks were focused on teaching basic reading and writing, 

the Moonlight Schools offered lessons in a variety of other subjects. The list of lessons 

included "[American] history,. civics, English, health and sanitation, geography, home 

economics, agriculture, horticulture and good roads" (Moonlight 26). What made these 

lessons unique for the time-at least to basic education students-was that they were 

elective. Students and teachers chose the lessons that would be the focus of each 

Moonlight Schools session based on which were "the four most suitable to the district's 

needs" (26). The limited list of available lessons can be read in two ways: it was simply 

not feasible for Stewart's teachers, who also taught day school, to tailor a wider variety of 

lessons to their (unpaid) work with adult students; but it was also in keeping with 

Stewart's motivation for creating the school to limit the lessons to subjects Stewart felt 

were necessary to lift the people out of their "stagnation." However interpreted, the 

variability of the Moonlight Schools' lessons was pedagogically and theoretically 

innovative: the underlying philosophy of this choice posits that uneducated students are 

capable of directing their own education. 

As these early lessons indicate, the Moonlight Schools' pedagogy was political in 

the sense that Stewart and her fellow teachers set out to inculcate her students with 

middle-class values 7 "through suggestion, if through nothing else" (72). The repetition of 

words and phrases in each lesson was designed to help students practice reading and 

writing words; but a useful by-product of this necessary repetition was to expose students 

7 In her notes for another textbook-one that does not appear to have been distributed-Stewart offers this 
list of values as ideal for students to learn: "cleanliness, good work, good words, good thoughts, banish 
fear, be cheerful, begin again, faith in the new, unselfishness, and Godliness" CReport"). Drawing from 
this list, I am defining "middle-class values" as a set of behaviors and belief, that emphasize the 
importance of cleanliness, hard work in "respectable" professions, church attendance, positive attitude, 
loyalty to one's community, and openness to education. Stewart omitted those values associated with 
poorer members of her local community, including loyalty to family, holding to traditional ways of 
behaving and believing, and independence. 
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to "good thoughts" and "good words." As Stewart explains, "The copying of the script 

sentences in the book pledged the students to progress and impressed upon him certain 

evils with fine psychological effect" (72). The principles expressed in these repeated 

phrases are, without exception, statements that reflect a bourgeois understanding of 

"good": good roads, good hygiene, paying taxes, keeping a painted house, and putting 

money in the bank, for example. Lessons on values that reflected a lower-class 

background-but which were nonetheless deeply held in the area-are absent from all of 

Stewart's texts: there are no lessons, for instance, on maintaining family bonds (a 

potential source for violent feuds), hunting, or foraging, 8 though these practices were 

often more likely to represent the values and experiences of Moonlight Schools students 

than lessons emphasizing good roads and banking. 

Baldwin suggests that Stewart's appeal to middle-class values may have been 

inspired by Stewart's childhood experiences during the "Rowan County War," a feud 

between the Martin and Tolliver families that was "the bloodiest feud in the state's 

history [surpassing] even the Hatfield-McCoy vendetta in numbers of dead" (15). 

Because she grew up during the war and saw its effects directly as wounded men visited 

her father's medical office, Stewart was particularly invested in changing those social 

features that were (she believed) responsible for promulgating feud culture. As such, 

Stewart made clear that part of her mission in bringing literacy to Rowan County and the 

mountains more generally was to put an end to the social and economic conditions that 

spawned such bloodshed. 

In her quest to improve mountain life, Stewart in many ways embraced what 

Harvey Graff has termed the literacy myth, which holds that "primary schooling and 

8 Mountain people commonly collected wild-growing herbs, mushrooms, and berries. 
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literacy are necessary ... for economic and social development, establishment and 

maintenance of democratic institutions, individual advancement, and so on" (xxxviii). 

Much of the rhetoric surrounding the Moonlight Schools movement-especially public 

speeches designed for fundraising-retlects the linkage between literacy and social and 

economic advancement that is a cornerstone of the literacy myth. For instance, Stewart 

often represents illiteracy as a form of "slavery" from which the Moonlight Schools can 

"emancipate" students. Similarly, Stewart's suggestion that teaching literacy was a 

deterrent to crime echoes the literacy myth's claim that literacy brought both social and 

economic benefits to individuals and communities. 

Though Stewart does impute a great deal to literacy learning, the Moonlight 

Schools' underlying philosophy indicates a more nuanced view of the benefits of literacy 

than is evident in the literacy myth. Stewart's decision to include lessons on banking, 

hygiene, politics, agriculture, and infrastructure suggests that she was aware that literacy 

alone would not be enough to improve her students' lives. Certainly, Stewart was under 

no obligation to address these issues; since her local news readers were so successful, 

these could well have served as the only text for the course. Her decision to include 

lessons on "good thoughts" and social and economic issues speaks to her belief that these 

were key elements in uplifting her students. Literacy was but one among many 

knowledges that the Moonlight Schools sought to provide, and though Stewart considered 

literacy essential to social advancement, she also saw a basic knowledge of history, math, 

and hygiene, in particular, as equally important. 

More importantly, Stewart makes no attempt to suggest that social and economic 

mobility is the exclusive purview of literate people. She writes, for instance, of men who 
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celebrate that they will no longer have to sign by mark at the bank, indicating that these 

men were already bank patrons. In Moonlight Schools, Stewart also includes a number of 

stories of men and women who held highly respected positions but who were illiterate or 

poorly educated: school board members, preachers, and postmasters, for instance, were 

among the first Moonlight Schools students. The text is filled with stories of community 

leaders who "had seized this opportunity to break up the stagnation which had overtaken 

them" (42): teachers, doctors, merchants, and mill owners. Stewart celebrates as an ideal 

the two school trustees who, after attending a Moonlight School, were" so delighted with 

[their] progress that [they] enrolled, also, in the day school" (39). Though the Moonlight 

Schools explicitly aimed to improve students' social and economic conditions, the 

Schools suggested that intellectual mobility-the ability to change one's way of 

thinking-was the most important key to and marker of success. 

The key to intellectual mobility, the Moonlight Schools curriculum suggested, 

was not any isolated skill or individual achievement but rather a communal desire to learn 

together-at a basic level, Stewart had to promote the idea that rural communities could 

live in harmony, that individuals could peacefully coexist with one another, before any 

further steps could be taken toward improving students' lives. Literacy meant little in a 

war zone. In response to this need for harmony, Stewart frames her students as coming 

"in quest of knowledge" (Moonlight 42) and finding in the Schools both knowledge and a 

sense of community. The Moonlight Schools led to a variety of social improvements; one 

man claims that after three weeks of at a Moonlight School, 

we papered the [school]house, put in new windows, purchased new stovepipe, 
made new steps, contributed money, and bought the winter's fuel. 

Now we have a live Sunday school, a singing school, prayer meeting once 
each week, and preaching twice a month .... Good roads clubs, fruit clubs, 
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agricultural clubs, home economics clubs, and Sunday schools were organized. 
(Moonlight 45) 

Stewart suggests that this newfound social drive for "improvement" is derived, not from 

any direct connection to literacy, but from the experience of learning: "Men and women 

who had hitherto been divided by contention and strife now worked side by side in 

concord. They were schoolmates and that is a tie that binds" (46). 

To build these ties further, the Moonlight Schools encouraged students to become 

teachers. Adults who had attended the first two sessions of the Moonlight Schools were 

enlisted to carry out the third year's mission: the elimination of illiteracy in Rowan 

County. As Stewart explains, men and women who had learned to read and write in 

previous sessions "became at once a source of pride and admiration to [their] neighbors, 

as well as to [themselves] and family, and, like most new converts to a cause, [they] 

exceeded the old adherents in loyalty and zeal" (Moonlight 48). The Moonlight Schools 

corps of day school teachers encouraged students to become "successful teachers" 

themselves; the students "attempted to give lessons in reading and writing only and to 

create that self-confidence, which, with adult illiterates, was the first battle to be won" 

(Moonlight 49). Always in search of new ways to engage potential students, Stewart 

points out that these newly educated students had a key advantage over the trained 

teachers: "they had the advantage ... of presenting themselves as examples, as living 

proof that illiterates could learn" (Moonlight 49). 

Though illiteracy is the focal point of this communal effort, the measure of 

success Stewart employs is not solely the number of people taught (or not taught) but also 

the community-building results of the project. The slogan adopted for the Moonlight 
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Schools' outreach program was "Each one teach one," and by Stewart's account, this 

message was taken literally: 

Doctors were soon teaching their convalescent patients, ministers were 
teaching members of their flocks, children were teaching their parents, 
stenographers were teaching waitresses in the small town hotels, and the 
person in the county without a pupil was considered a very useless sort of 
individual. (Moonlight 48) 

When Stewart describes one community celebrating the completion of its illiteracy drive, 

she emphasizes not just the reading and writing ability on display-the students not only 

"read and wrote," they "quoted history and ciphered proudly" (Moonlight 52)-but also 

the feeling of community among all involved. She explains that "every person in the 

district was at the school-house" for the graduation, with a "cordon of spectators six rows 

deep" (Moonlight 53). More importantly, the community meeting reflects the change in 

attitudes that is the core goal of the Moonlight Schools; as one old man explains: "Things 

have certainly changed in this district. It used to be that you couldn't hold meeting or 

Sunday school in this house without the boys shooting through the windows. It used to be 

moonshine and bullets; but now it's lemonade and Bibles" (Moonlight 53).9 Other 

Moonlight Schools teachers reported similar results. R.E. Jaggers,1O for instance, reported 

that "community spirit was aroused almost universally wherever a school was taught 

because it was the means of bringing all factions together on a common ground and 

forced them to act together (qtd. in "Facts" 6). Moonlight Schools supporters suggested 

that the very experience of working together in the school building made other forms of 

community participation viable in previously feud-ravaged communities. 

9 Bibles were given as a reward to the first session's graduates. This practice was continued in later sessions 
when funds allowed. 
10 R.E. Jaggers was my great-grandfather. He later became a professor of education at Eastern Kentucky 
University. It is perhaps worth mentioning, in light of Stewart's emphasis on volunteer teaching, that 
Jaggers later became a leading advocate for pre-service training of teachers. 
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Phonics vs. Whole-Word Pedagogies 

To create pedagogies that would both engage and educate adults, Stewart and her 

fellow Moonlight Schools teachers selected from among existing pedagogical methods 

designed for children and adapted these pedagogies to suit the needs of adults. The state 

of educational research left Moonlight Schools teachers with few other options; as 

Robinson et a1. explain, 

[N]ineteenth century author-educators ... [made] no clear distinction 
between the reading processes of the child or "little adult" and the mature 
adult reader. They believed that both children and adults went through 
similar steps in order to read and while reading. What distinguished the 
child from the adult was simply age and experience and the difficulty level 
of the materials used. (International Reading Association, Fitzgerald, and 
Robinson 10) 

Stewart, however, believed that adults and children were fundamentally different: 

different in their interests, their experiences, and their needs. Pedagogies had to respond 

to these differences or risk infantilizing-and driving away-adult students. Because no 

adult-oriented pedagogies yet existed, the Moonlight Schools teachers drew from child 

education research, employing those elements which seemed useful and discarding those 

that might impede or insult adult learners. 

The fIrst and perhaps most important pedagogical choice facing Stewart and her 

teachers was what method of reading instruction to employ in the Schools. In 1911, two 

distinct varieties of reading education existed: phonics-based instruction and whole-word 

instruction. Of the two, phonics instruction had a much longer history: the International 

Reading Association, Fitzgerald, and Robinson, as well as Miriam Balmuth, date the use 

of phonics in U.S. reading instruction to at least as early as 1793. Early American phonics 

instruction heavily emphasized spelling as well as proper oral delivery of written 
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material; all lessons were intended to be read aloud by students. As Nila Banton Smith 

explains, Noah Webster's immensely popular reader, The American Spelling Book 

(1790), began its lessons with "the alphabet, syllables, and consonant combinations. The 

second page for a child to read contained 197 syllables. The succeeding several pages 

were devoted to lists of words arranged in order by their numbers of syllables" (42). 

By the mid-nineteenth century, phonics pedagogies were often blended with 

"alphabetic" methods to produce systems that "reduced the number of characters needed 

in representing the sounds in the English language by respelling words and by omitting 

silent letters" (Smith 120). In this model, spelling was deemphasized in favor of easier 

pronunciation. This shift in phonics instruction was a response to a new pedagogical 

approach to reading: the whole-word method. As explained by an early advocate, Samuel 

Worcester, whole-word pedagogies were based on the premise that children "may first 

learn to read words by seeing them, hearing them pronounced, and having their meanings 

illustrated, and afterward [the child] may learn to analyze them or name the letters of 

which they are composed" (qtd. in Smith 81). Whole-word pedagogies began with 

"familiar and easy words, instead of letters" (Bumstead, qtd. in Smith 81). Though the 

earliest examples of whole-word pedagogies reverted to phonics methods after the child's 

initial immersion in reading, later iterations provided very little phonics or spelling 

instruction. 

Though historians of literacy education identify a variety of origins for whole

word pedagogies, many, including Geraldine Rodgers, Balmuth, and Smith, argue that 

Horace Mann was largely responsible for popularizing whole-word approaches among 

American educators. Mann initially advocated whole-word pedagogies because he 
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believed in the "need to arouse the desire to learn"-and the immediate success offered 

by reading entire words was, he believed, a more compelling motivation for students than 

phonics learning (Balmuth 190). In his later career, Mann became an increasingly fervent 

advocate of whole-word pedagogies; he described alphabetic lists as "skeleton-shaped, 

bloodless, ghostly apparitions, and hence it is no wonder that children look and feel so 

deathlike, when compelled to face them," whereas whole-word lessons would "be like an 

excursion to the fields of elysium, compared with the old method" (qtd. in Balmuth 190). 

Echoing Mann's own progression into a whole-word apostle, whole-word pedagogies 

were initially imagined as a supplement to phonics approaches, but they quickly became 

the dominant method ofreading instruction in the U.S.; many educators rejected phonics 

entirely. 

Anecdotal evidence from the nineteenth century-there were no scientific studies 

of reading conducted prior to 1910 (Balmuth; Rodgers; N. Smith)-suggests that whole

word approaches gained popularity for precisely the reason Mann identified: they did 

succeed in engaging children in the reading process. However, many educators also 

discovered that "children who had been taught by this method were not able to read well 

in the upper grades" (Smith 124). As a result, the phonics method began to regain 

popularity in the last decade of the nineteenth century. As Rebecca Pollard, a prominent 

nineteenth-century phonics advocate, explains, "By [the whole-word] method the word is 

presented to the child as a whole, and the teacher either tells the child the word, or by 

skillful questioning leads him to use the word ... He [the student] soon learns to think he 

can do nothing with a new word without the help of the teacher in some way" (qtd. in 

Smith 124). Instead, Pollard asks, "[I]s it not infinitely better to take the sounds of the 
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letters for our starting point, and with these sounds lay a foundation ... upon which we 

can build whole families of words for instant recognition?" (qtd. in Smith 125). By 1911, 

the year Stewart began the Moonlight Schools, phonics instruction had (re)gained many 

supporters, and a wide variety of children's primers existed for both phonics and whole-

word methods. 

Because at least half of every Moonlight Schools session was devoted to reading 

and writing,11 and because the schools sought to eliminate illiteracy, the choice of reading 

pedagogy was the key to the Moonlight Schools' success (or failure). As I've argued 

above, the first challenge facing the Moonlight Schools was to create and maintain a 

student population. Stewart, then, opted to employ a whole-word pedagogy in all 

Moonlight Schools texts and primers because whole-word pedagogies were recognized 

by nearly all reading advocates as more immediately interesting to students. As she 

explains in her yearly pedagogical bulletins, issued by the Kentucky Illiteracy 

Commission, "The lessons in the Country Life Readers are adapted to the words and 

sentence method. Whole sentences are first taught, and later a drill on words may be 

given" (Moonlight Schools Course of Study, Reconstruction 13). Stewart also emphasizes 

that "spelling is not employed in the beginning, lest it hamper reading, and confuse the 

pupils. After they have lessons in reading, and know a number of sentences and words[,] 

they can begin to spell. Written spelling may form some of their writing exercises after 

they have learned to write" (Moonlight Schools Course(~f Study: Reconstruction 14). 

II The remaining time was devoted to introductory singing, math, and elective drills. While some drills 
featured reading and writing components, many were conducted orally. 
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Stewart gives a more in-depth description of her pedagogy in the last primer she 

composed, the Mother's First Book. In her "Instructions to Teacher" section, she 

describes the reading process: 

The first reading lesson should be made interesting by conversation, in 
which the pupil is led by the teacher's questions and suggestions to speak 
the sentence before she sees it in print. Then when it is presented, the 
teacher may say, "Here are the words in print that you have just spoken
'See my baby. '" ... At fIrst, she should read it under the teacher's 
guidance, taking the teacher's word for it that it reads-"See my baby." 
Later, after each sentence has been read in this manner ... she should be 
drilled on recognizing and naming the words until she knows each of them 
by sight. Then the actual reading begins. She should read each sentence 
through without assistance, recognizing each of the words. By this plan, 
first the sentence as a whole, then the words composing it, are taught. This 
plan should be followed throughout the succeeding lessons. (8-9) 

Notably, Stewart's description of her pedagogy echoes precisely the pedagogy that 

phonics advocate Rebecca Pollard had critiqued twenty years earlier as failing to prepare 

students for reading new material outside the teacher's immediate presence. Given the 

widespread discussion of phonics and whole-word approaches in educational journals and 

textbooks, Stewart would have been aware of the critiques of whole-word pedagogies. 

Her decision to embrace whole-word methods, then, should be read as a deliberate choice 

among two equally viable, and therefore, as reflective of her teaching philosophy. 

Stewart's choice, as her remarks throughout Moonlight Schools make clear, 

hinged on motivation: adult students had to experience immediate success if they were to 

continue with the educational program. As Mann had suggested almost a century prior, 

whole-word approaches were recognized, even among phonics advocates, as highly 

successful in gaining student interest and in teaching basic reading skills. Also, because 

phonics pedagogies were associated with children's reading in a way that word reading 

was not-all readers read words, but only beginning readers underwent phonics drills-
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using phonics with adults could have produced feelings of resentment or shame. 

Conversely, reading words connoted advanced reading: previously illiterate adults could 

now perform the same reading act-the act of reading a sentence-as long-time readers. 

Finally, whole-word approaches allowed Stewart to avoid the difficulties of 

implementing a phonics-based pedagogy in a region where students and teachers spoke 

different dialects. Because some phonemes of the Appalachian dialect spoken among 

mountaineers were distinct from the middle-class, Bluegrass dialect spoken by Stewart 

and many of her teachers, either teachers or students would have had to adapt to a new 

phonetic system for the teaching to succeed. 12 

Stewart's choice of whole-word pedagogies reflects her long-term goals for her 

students. Stewart was extremely explicit about her primary goals, both in her textbooks 

and in other forums: to teach students to write only as well as necessary to allow them to 

communicate their thoughts. In Mother's First Book, for instance, Stewart reminds 

teachers that they must "keep before the pupil this objective: the writing of her first 

letter" (8). In her specific calls for funding and volunteers, Stewart set forth numbers of 

students to be made literate: in her 1917 "A Call to the Teachers," for instance, Stewart 

writes, "SHALL KENTUCKY SEND THIRTY THOUSAND ILLITERATES TO 

FRANCE? God forbid! Why should she send any? Hasn't she an Illiteracy Commisssion, 

11,000 public school teachers and as patriotic people as ever the sun shone on?,,13 

12 For instance, phonemic lessons based on "standard" American speech (or the middle-class speech of 
Moonlight School teachers, many of whom were not locals) would not have accounted for the Appalachian 
rendering of some "i" inflections: "hire," for instance, rhymes with "car." Stewart did attempt to alter 
students' dialect through English drills, but such activity would have "hamper[edj" initial reading efforts 
and potentially added to students' feelings of shame when encountering the written page. 
13 In this publication and in her public speeches, Stewart forwarded two rationales for providing literacy to 
soldiers. She argued, on one hand. that illiterate soldiers were an impediment to the army, because they 
could not read orders, instruction manuals, or road signs. On the other hand, Stewart argued that sending 
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Stewart most succinctly states her purpose in her private correspondence; in a letter to 

close friend A.E. Winship, she explains, "We have a very definite proposition-it is 

simply to teach five million people to write and to do it in a given time" (14 Dec 1925). 

Stewart explains in Moonlight Schools that the Schools' elective drills "attempted 

nothing more ambitious in the beginning sessions than to clear up such wrong 

impressions" as "Uncle Sam, our President of the United States, is a grand old man" 

(Moonlight 25). Similarly, her lessons in reading and writing attempted nothing more 

ambitious than to prepare students for simple textual interactions. Even in the Country 

L~fe Readers-Second Book the most difficult texts students are expected to read are 

drawn from the Bible. While the Bible is, of course, a complex text, students would not 

be reading this text without guidance; they received such guidance every Sunday and 

often on Wednesdays, too. The texts Stewart composed prepare students to write letters 

to friends and family and to read letters in return-letters which require little formal 

expertise, for friends and family are unlikely to judge harshly. The most difficult text, 

other than the Bible, that students are expected to read is the local newspaper. While the 

Indian's First Book does attempt to prepare students for more formal interactions with 

government agents, these interactions are designed to express the students' needs in as 

few words as possible, and students are provided with templates for future use. 

Because Stewart aimed at comparatively basic skills, the primary drawback of 

whole-word pedagogies-students' inability to read complex texts in higher grades-was 

negated. While Stewart certainly hoped that some students would go on to higher 

educational achievement (see CWS to Winship 14 Dec 1925), she recognized that few 

illiterate men to the front amounted to a form of cruelty, because the men were, in essence, totally isolated 
from their families at home because they could not exchange letters with their loved ones. 
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would or could pursue this course. Since students were unlikely to benefit from the long-

term advantages of phonics pedagogies, the benefits of whole-word pedagogies-the 

immediate sense of success provided by reading words, and the difference between 

whole-word and the phonics pedagogies associated with childhood learning-far 

outweighed the potential drawbacks. 

Adapting Educational Discourse to the Needs of Local Communities 

That Stewart valued her students' abilities and experience, and that her 

educational purpose was to prepare students to participate in their local communities, is 

also evident in her commitment to an experience-based model of education. Though 

archival evidence does not exist to confirm direct influences on Moonlight Schools' 

pedagogies, the Schools' appeal to locally relevant pedagogies closely mirrored the child-

centered, experiential pedagogies developed by John Dewey and his many proponents. 

As with her decision to embrace whole-word pedagogies, Stewart's decision to employ a 

Deweyan model of experiential pedagogies represents a deliberate choice among many 

existing pedagogical theories and should be read as evidence of the School's 

philosophical underpinnings. 

Much of Dewey's most respected work postdates the foundation of the Moonlight 

Schools. 14 However, Dewey had published several works outlining his pedagogical 

14 Because I aim to analyze how Stewart drew on existing scholarship (and because Stewart's pedagogical 
approach changed very little from its original (1911) incarnation), my references to "Deweyan pedagogy" 
refer specifically to those texts that Dewey published before 1911, particularly My Pedagogic Creed 
(1897); The School and Society (1899); and The Child and the Curriculllm (1902). Dewey had not yet fully 
theorized those elements of his pedagogy for which he is most remembered by modern scholars; in 
particular, his exploration of experiential pedagogies was not fully articulated until the publication of 
Experience and Education (1938). Similarly, Dewey does not explore the role of language in either 
psychology or education in his early texts; his primary theorization of language occurs in Democracy and 
Education (1916). 
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principles prior to 1911 and was already recognized as a leading educational theorist. Is In 

My Pedagogic Creed, Dewey emphasizes the importance of addressing students' life 

experiences; he asserts that "the school must represent present life-life as real and vital 

to the child as that which he carries on in the home, in the neighborhood, or on the play-

ground" and that "the school life should grow gradually out of the home life; that it 

should take up and continue the activities with which the child is already familiar in the 

home" (7-8). Dewey suggests that if the school does not reflect the child's experience, 

three "evils" result: 

In the first place, a lack of any organic connection with what the child has 
already seen and felt and loved makes the material purely formal and 
symbolic .... A symbol which is induced without, which has not been led 
up to in previous activities is, as we say, a bare or mere symbol. ... The 
second evil ... is lack of motivation .... The third evil is that even the 
most scientific matter, arranged in most logical fashion, loses this quality, 
when presented in external, ready-made fashion, by the time it gets to the 
child .... Those things which are most valuable to the scientific man, and 
the most valuable in the logic of actual inquiry and classification, drop out. 
(Child 31-33). 

Dewey argued that by creating lessons that drew from students' previous experiences, 

teachers could illustrate relationships between students' lives and class material, which 

gave students a reason to engage with unfamiliar topics and helped students grasp 

increasingly complex concepts. 

Dewey also argued that education should itself take place through experiences. 

Action, he argued, was the central source of consciousness, and thus of learning; he 

writes: 

I believe the active side precedes the passive in the development of the 
child nature; that expression comes before conscious impression; that the 

15 Because Stewart encouraged all her teaching corps to subscribe to educational journals, it is reasonable to 
believe that Stewart herself would have been aware of, if not fully informed about, Dewey's work in 
elementary education through her access to these journals. 
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muscular development precedes the sensory; that movements come before 
conscious sensations; I believe that consciousness is essentially motor or 
impulsive; that conscious states tend to project themselves in action. 
(Pedagogic 13) 

In short, students learned fIrst and best by doing activities, not by listening to lectures. 

Actions, Dewey believed, were the center of social life; the purpose of education is "to 

enable [the child] to perform those fundamental types of activity which makes 

civilization what it is" (Pedagogic 11). In light of the importance of actions, Dewey 

argued that "cooking, sewing, manual training, etc,," should be central elements of the 

curriculum. He writes, 

I believe that they are not special studies which are to be introduced over 
and above a lot of others in the way of relaxation or relief, or as additional 
accomplishments. I believe rather that they represent, as types, 
fundamental forms of social activity; and that it is possible and desirable 
that the child's introduction into the more formal subjects of the 
curriculum be through the medium of these activities. (Pedagogic 11) 

Forcing students to sit passively and "absorb" lessons, Dewey believed, accomplished 

remarkably little: by encouraging students to learn through action, teachers were 

embracing children's natural tendencies toward movement and preparing them to 

participate in their society. 

The Moonlight Schools' pedagogical philosophy closely resembled the 

experience-based model Dewey had popularized throughout the previous decade. In fact, 

Stewart argued that making connections between the students' everyday lives and the 

content of lessons "in adult education is even more necessary than in that of the child" 

(Moonlight 71). As the Moonlight Schools expanded beyond Rowan County, the 

production of specially designed newspapers became impracticable, yet there were no 

existing primers that addressed adults' daily lives. To meet the need, Stewart wrote 
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primers to be used in the Schools. The frrst of these, The Country Life Readers, were 

designed to respond to the daily lives and experiences of rural people. The Country L~fe 

Reader, First Book includes lessons on wagon upkeep, pesticide use, corn planting, crop 

rotation, and forest management. The text also includes lessons aimed at homemakers: 

lessons on the benefits of fresh air for children, ways to cook corn, potatoes, and meat, 

and methods for creating a yeast colony are included, intermixed with farming and civics 

lessons. Stewart also takes the opportunity to advocate for better conditions for women: 

one lesson points out that a woman carries "more than two thousand" buckets of water a 

year from the well to the house. Students are asked to read and write, "I will pipe water 

into my house and save my wife" (56). 

The early lessons in the First Book are so short and simple that students were 

unlikely to glean new information: most farmers would already know, for instance, that a 

silo's purpose is to keep fodder moist. But this was the point: students were already 

familiar with the concepts and experiences described, and this familiarity helped students 

decode the text and process the new skills involved in reading. In later lessons, after 

students master the basic principles of word recognition, the First Book begins to 

introduce content lessons as well. Drawing from existing lesson structures used 

frequently in children's primers, Stewart employs two varieties of lessons to persuade 

students to adopt new methods even as they increase their literacy abilities. In the first of 

these structures, Stewart describes a positive farming experience. For instance, she 

writes: 

Farmer Brown raises good fruit. 
Do you know how he does it? 
I will tell you. 
He sprays all his fruit trees. 
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He takes good care of them. 
That is why he has fine fruit. 
It sells at a good Price. 
It pays Farmer Brown to spray his fruit trees. (20) 

Stewart then juxtaposes this positive image with a negative version in the following 

lesson: 

Farmer Jones does not raise good fruit. 
Do you know why? 
He does not spray his fruit trees. 
He has very poor fruit ... (21) 

By maintaining similar sentence structures in each lesson, Stewart improved students' 

chances of reading success. Since the Moonlight Schools emphasized sight reading, 

seeing the same words used in slightly different contexts helped increase students' 

vocabulary while maintaining confidence: after learning the Farmer Brown lesson, 

students would be able to read over half of the words in the following lesson, and the 

similarity of the sentence structure helped student to infer the meaning of those words not 

featured in the previous story. But the lessons also provide a rationale for what was, as 

yet, an uncommon practice in many rural areas: the use of pesticides. The question that 

ends the Farmer Jones lesson-"Shall I be foolish like Farmer Jones or wise like Farmer 

Brown?,,-frames students as perpetuating their ignorance if they continue to forego 

spraying. Given that the lesson is provided in a school, by a book, in the presence of a 

teacher charged with providing instruction to these farmers, the lesson's admonition 

carries a great deal of cultural weight; Stewart could have done little more to ensure the 

adoption of progressive farming methods, methods she suggested could alleviate the 

poverty and ill health that plagued rural people. 
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The second lesson structure emphasizes student experience through an 

informational dialogue. In these conversations, one speaker functions as a stand-in for the 

students; the other offers useful advice. Though the advisor is positioned as more 

knowledgeable, the conversation is framed as occurring between equals: the advisor 

functions to augment, rather than contradict, the students' existing know ledge. In one 

lesson, two women have a conversation about creating a yeast colony: 

"How good the bread looks! How often do you make it?" 
"I make it every week; don't you?" 
"No, I never make light bread. I have no yeast. You cannot make light 
bread without yeast." 
"I am going to make some yeast cakes and I will give you some. Then you 
can always have yeast. 
I will tell you how I make it ... " (60-61) 

The lesson then gives a description of how to produce a yeast colony with potatoes and 

sugar. Here, the student is framed as holding some knowledge: that light bread cannot be 

made without yeast. Though the advisor knows more than the student, both are working 

from a set of shared know ledges. The student's existing knowledge of bread and cooking 

processes sets the terms through which the new content knowledge-yeast production-

is introduced. 

In combination with these experience-based reading lessons, Stewart also 

incorporates Deweyan concepts of experiential learning by augmenting the course texts 

with specific activities. The First Book's "Suggestions to Teachers" section suggests that 

"for teaching the banking lesson ... a supply of blank checks should be provided in 

advance ... Then, after a line is read in concert, the action mentioned should be 

performed by the class" (4). To accompany the lesson on spraying pesticides, Stewart 

encourages teachers to exhibit examples of treated and untreated fruits. And after a lesson 
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on voting, "A temporary voting booth can be arranged, election officers appointed, and 

blank ballots, previously prepared, should be voted" (5). Stewart, like Dewey, argued that 

these experiential lessons "both give an added interest to the subject and impress the 

principles of the same" (4). 

As the Moonlight Schools became a national movement, the student demographic 

broadened; lessons on rural life did not adequately respond to the life experiences of all 

students. Also, because the Schools aimed to teach students progressive farming, 

cooking, and sanitation methods, as well as to improve students' knowledge of history 

and world events, the readers were not sufficient to keep teachers and students up-to-date 

with new developments. To address these problems, Stewart used Kentucky Illiteracy 

Commission funds to produce a course book for each year of the Commission's 

existence 16
, and she later published textbooks that targeted specific student popUlations: 

soldiers, American Indians, and mothers. 

The fIrst of these targeted textbooks, The Soldier's First Book, was designed to be 

used in army camps before soldiers deployed overseas. Because soldiers were drafted 

from all regions of the country and from a variety of professions, students shared little 

pre-existing common experience from which Stewart could draw lessons. Instead, The 

Soldier's First Book includes lessons on camp life, an experience that all students shared 

16 Stewart did not have the resources-in terms of time or finances-to compose a new reader every year to 
address innovations in agriculture or other fields of interest to rural students. To ensure that new scientific 
and historical developments were communicated to students, the Kentucky IIIiteracy Commission (KIC), 
under Stewart's leadership, published yearly bulIetins with updated instructions for teachers and new lesson 
plans for elective drilIs. While many drilI subjects remained constant from year to year, the material within 
the drilIs, especialIy drilIs on agriculture and horticulture, were altered to reflect new developments in both 
scientific research and state policies. Stewart also added drilIs that reflected current events. In 1918, 
folIowing U.S. entry into World War I, the annual bulletin added drills on "The Nations in the War," "The 
Great World War," "America in the War," food use during the war, patriotism and patriotic quotations, the 
Red Cross, facts about the army, and the history and proper treatment of the American flag. The post-War 
1919 bulIetin replaces "America in the War" with a drill on "How America Helped Save the World" and 
omits the Red Cross drilI in favor of a League of Nations lesson. 
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but one that was new and unfamiliar to most. The Soldier's First Book served as both a 

reading primer and a primer on proper behavior for new soldiers, presenting men with 

basic information essential to camp life yet so fundamental that few officers recognized 

the need to explain the concept to inexperienced draftees. 

Many of the lessons in the textbook are designed to prevent embarrassment. For 

instance, Stewart describes a common prank played on new recruits: 

Let us playa joke on a rookie. 
All right. What shall it be? 
Send him after a key. 
A key to what? 
A key to the parade ground. 
Is that a joke? 
Can you not see it? 
No, I cannot. 
Did you ever see a key to a field? 
No. I see. The joke is on me. (Lesson 8) 

As in the Country L~fe Readers, the structure of the lesson allows for a high degree of 

repetition, reinforcing word recognition and ensuring that students will be able to decode 

many of the words on the page, increasing self-esteem. But the passage also provides a 

content lesson: recruits are not only warned about the specific prank described but are 

made aware that pranks are a part of army life. Moreover, these lessons were particularly 

pertinent for illiterate, rural soldiers, because they were likely to be targeted for these 

kinds of pranks. The lesson also demonstrates one structure used for pranks: in theory, 

students could use this information to more fully participate in camp life by pulling their 

own pranks. 

The Soldier's First Book also provides lessons in terminology. One lesson defines 

"rookie"; another defines "A. W.O.L." Yet another offers a series of important definitions 
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not provided in standard army manuals, but which functioned as an assumed common 

knowledge among experienced soldiers: 

Let's go to the canteen. 
The canteen! Where is it? 
It is over there to the right. 
What is the canteen? 
Why, rookie, don't you know? 
No, if! did, I wouldn't ask. 
It is where they keep the "dope and smokes" 

"Dope and smokes." What are they? 
Soft drinks and cigars. 
I'll take water, thank you, and a good book. (Lesson 13) 

Though Stewart's final line is perhaps more idealistic than practical, the remainder of the 

lesson provides a useful guide to army jargon. The speaker, who functions as a stand-in 

for all rookie soldiers, asks the somewhat embarrassing questions-What is the canteen? 

What are "dope and smokes"?-so that the soldiers themselves do not have acknowledge 

their own inexperience. 

The later lessons in The Soldier's First Book forego basic army knowledge in 

favor of inspirational texts: through a selection of poems and stories about patriotic 

figures, the text ties soldier students' activities to a history of valor and courage. Though 

these lessons are certainly idealistic-almost trite--they nevertheless appeal to students' 

self-esteem and work to build a sense of common experience: previous soldiers, the 

lessons suggest, have undergone similar trials. Like the terminology lessons, the patriotic 

lessons employ student experience as a tool to motivate students to engage with the text: 

because the reading materials were immediately relevant to their lives, students were 

more likely to continue with the educational program and to understand increasingly 

complex reading texts. 
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The Soldier's First Book was well-received; the YMCA ordered thousands of 

copies for use in army camps, and Stewart received letters from military students just as 

she had from earlier Moonlight Schools students testifying that they had learned to read 

and write through the lessons. This success affirmed Stewart's belief in the need to tailor 

instruction to particular student populations, and she produced two additional textbooks 

in the following decade: the Indian's First Book and the Mother's First Book. Though the 

Indian's First Book was not issued in bound form, mimeographed versions of the text 

were employed in all reservation Moonlight Schools for which Stewart kept records. 

In the Indian's First Book, Stewart faced a challenge: her educational philosophy 

demanded that she connect the readings to students' daily lives, but the Moonlight 

Schools courses held on reservations were sponsored by the Bureau of Indian Affairs-an 

organization that aimed to change the daily lives of Native Americans. If Stewart 

embraced Native American traditions, students would be more likely to engage with the 

text, but the Bureau would be unlikely to print it. If Stewart promoted middle class 

values, as she had in the Country Life Readers, Native American students might refuse to 

read the text, seeing it as yet another colonizing force introduced by the government. 

Likely in response to this dilemma, the Indian's First Book avoids the 

conversational lessons that dominate the Country Life Readers in favor of fIrst-person 

narratives. By employing first person, the text itself frames Native Americans as 

authorities on their own lives: an outside advisor does not attempt to teach the Native 

American speaker how to better himself. Furthermore, these fIrst-person narratives are 

framed in terms of economic success and family life; there are no lessons, such as those 

in the Country Life Readers, that emphasize social standing or cultural capital. 
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Stewart also balances images of the sedentary farming life, sponsored by the 

Bureau of Indian Affairs, with discussion of traditional practices. Because most of the 

reservation courses were conducted in North and South Dakota, Montana, and the Far 

West, Stewart included lessons on hunting and fishing as well as gardening and raising 

livestock. One lesson, for instance, celebrates hunting skill: 

This is the deer I hunted. 
I t is a big deer. 
I shot it in the mountains. 
Do you like to hunt deer? 
I like to hunt deer in the mountains. 
The deer runs fast. 
I like to chase him. (Lesson 7) 

By including these lessons early in the text, Stewart establishes credibility for the book. 

While the first lessons are essentially identical to those in the Country Life Readers and 

sought to inspire immediate confidence, the next group of lessons demonstrates to 

students that the text was not--or was not only-an attempt to denigrate their 

experiences and ways of life. Instead, the text recognized that the daily activities of many 

Native American men (and women) included more variety than the Bureau of Indian 

Affairs might wish. 17 

Despite these early connections to traditional practices, much of the text does 

embrace the model of sedentary farming encouraged by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. But 

rather than present this lifestyle as innately "better" than students' traditions, Stewart 

emphasizes instead the economic benefits of participating in farming. For instance, she 

writes: 

I have some sheep. 

17 Stewart appears to have drawn these lessons from observations made during her 1920 trip to several 
reservations in the Dakotas. Her letters suggest that she thoroughly enjoyed the visit, which likely 
predisposed her to embrace Natives' experiences in the textbook. 
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My sheep have good wool and fat lambs. 
I can sell my lambs and wool. 
Indians make fine blankets from wool. 
My sheep will make me much money. 
Sheep do not eat so much as cattle. 
r will raise more sheep. (Lesson 16) 

Another lesson describes children joining an agricultural club and asserts, "Pigs and 

poultry will bring them money" (Lesson 24). Similarly, writing is framed as a way to 

intercede with the government to obtain more money. A sample letter to a BIA agent 

reads: 

My little boy is going to school. He needs money to buy books and 
clothing. Please send ten dollars quick. I do not want my boy to miss 
school. I want him to learn to read and write. So please send his money. 
(Lesson 23) 

Nearly all lessons share this economic emphasis. The few lessons that stray from the 

economic focus emphasize health and well-being, particularly the need for children to 

drink milk and eat a variety of foods. In both cases, the lessons describe concrete actions 

and concrete benefits. By emphasizing monetary benefits, Stewart balances the need to 

motivate Native Americans to read with the need to appease the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

Though many lessons endorse the lifestyle encouraged by the Bureau, this endorsement is 

framed solely in economic term">. The lessons appeal to material conditions rather than 

moral or civic platitudes: though farming on the reservations may not be ideal, fair, or 

desirable, it is, nevertheless, the only available option for most Native Americans, 

particularly those enrolled in Bureau Moonlight Schools. The lessons in the primer 

emphasize, as did Stewart's earlier drills, the behaviors needed to "get by" in the 

students' social milieu, and they appeal to students by speaking to the realities of their 

experience. Perhaps more importantly, Stewart also appeals to students by refusing to 
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employ the civic and moralistic appeals common to government rhetoric, thus distancing 

the textbook, to some extent, from the government agency that distributed it. 

The Mother's First Book seems to have presented a similar rhetorical quandary 

for Stewart. As I explain in Chapter Three, Stewart strongly disagreed with members of 

the Americanization movement, a movement that sought to teach English literacy, civics, 

and middle class values to newly arrived immigrants. Stewart believed that 

Americanizers failed to recognize that many immigrants were educated and literate in 

their native languages, and she disapproved of the link Americanizers suggested between 

literacy and American identity. However, Americanization courses were by far the largest 

site of adult education in the U.S., and Americanizers were well funded: these educators 

could afford to purchase and distribute Stewart's textbooks, while many Moonlight 

Schools teachers could not. By selling the Mother's First Book to Americanizers, Stewart 

could produce income to feed back into her Moonlight Schools work ls But the Mother's 

First Book also needed to respond to the needs of rural mothers: while the Country Life 

Readers had included some lessons on homemaking subjects, the text was, at heart, a 

reader for male farmers. Moreover, the Country Life Readers were designed for 

classroom use, and their experiential lesson plans were designed for groups. But many 

mothers were unable to attend regular evening sessions because of their childcare 

responsibilities. The Mother's First Book was "designed for use in the home," for 

individual women being taught "by the public school teacher or by an ex-teacher; or, if 

not by these, by a member of the woman's own family, by a neighbor or friend" (5). Two 

18 The Mother's First Book was the only textbook that sought to appeal to Americanizers because Stewart 
composed her other broad-audience textbooks, the Country Life Readers, prior to, or immediately after, the 
U.S. entered World War I. As I explain in Chapter 3, though the Americanizers were already funded at 
higher levels than the Moonlight Schools, Americanization funding saw massive increases in response to 
the patriotic fervor created by the war. 
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competing aims framed the work of the book: to appeal to immigrant educators' efforts to 

reform "foreign" practices; and to appeal to rural women's experiences to maximize their 

engagement with the text. 

To meet these competing aims, Stewart focuses on universal homemaking 

activities that would be common for both immigrant and rural women. Many lessons 

discuss basic childcare; for instance, the third lesson reads: 

What can I do for the baby? 
I can keep the baby warm. 
I can keep the baby clean. 
I can keep the baby quiet. 
I can keep the baby well fed. (13) 

Nearly all the lessons in the Mother's First Book appeal to middle-class mores, 

emphasizing the "virtues" of cleanliness, hard work, and thrift. While these are but three 

of many of the values associated with the middle-class, these three are particularly 

appropriate for the Mother's First Book because they respond to prevalent stereotypes of 

both rural and immigrant women as unclean, lazy, and lax with money. 19 To emphasize 

these values, "through suggestion, if through nothing else" (Moonlight Schools 72), and 

to speak directly to the immediate experience of students-students who are sitting in 

their homes as the lessons are read-Stewart provides readings on basic home upkeep 

that explicitly characterize "better" and "nice" homes and people as "clean" and "neat"; 

for instance: 

Here is a real home! 
See how neat and clean it is ... 
My family can work here. 
My family can be happy here. 

19 Though Stewart often sought to ill ustrate that rural women did not fit these stereotypes in her speeches, 
she nevertheless believed that many rural women could benefit from such lessons. But by publishing a text 
that responded to these characterizations by trying to "colTect" uncouth behaviors, Stewart ultimately 
participated in reifying the stereotypes immigrant and rural women faced. 
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I will keep my home neat and clean. (18) 

In another passage, women are asked to read the lines "I have a nice, clean family. They 

shall have nice, clean clothes" (24), and the readers are taught that the "best way" to wash 

dishes is to "prepare well and take pride in the job" (39). Other lessons extol the benefits 

of work--"Day is the time for work.! I am glad to work. / Work is good for me" (21 )--

and encourage students to save the money they make: "I can have a brand new five-dollar 

bill, and when I get it I will save it, too" (32). 

Stewart makes no secret of her desire to see women adopt the practices she 

describes in these lessons. In the book's introduction, she explains that the lessons "aim 

not only at teaching women to read and write, but at leading them to better home 

practices and higher ideals in their home and community life" (6). While Stewart aimed 

at much the same goals in the Country Life Readers, the structures of the lessons in the 

Mother's First Book are quite different. There are no juxtapositions of positive and 

negative examples, and while dialogue lessons are still used frequently, these dialogues 

are evenly divided: in some, an advisor provides useful information to an interested, 

capable woman (who functions as a stand-in for the reader); in others, the reader is 

positioned as the informed party within the dialogue, dispensing knowledge to less 

educated friend. For instance, women read: 

A woman asked me, "Why is it that your family is seldom sick? Why do 
they look so strong, and keep so well?" 
"I keep them clean, I see that they have fresh air, and exercise, I see that 
they have plenty of sleep, and I feed them the right sort of food," I told her 
(50-51). 

In other cases, the lesson structures are similar to those used in the Indian's First Book: 

the lessons are written in first person and extol the abilities of the speaker/reader. The 
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middle-class values Stewart preaches, then, are framed as practices that the women 

already know and already undertake regularly. 

Here, Stewart takes what I would call an unethical advantage of the students' 

isolated position. The Country Life Readers employed persuasive efforts precisely 

because they targeted large groups of people who already shared common know ledges 

and methods; to alter these methods required that a majority of men be convinced that the 

methods were sound, or, alternatively, that the benefits of using new, scientific farming 

methods outweighed the social desire to hold fast to traditional ways. Women, isolated in 

their homes, had less opportunity to create such shared consensus, and because the 

lessons themselves were designed to be conducted one-on-one, the female student was 

effectively outnumbered: the teacher and the textbook spoke in favor of Stewart's 

methods. The very structure of the text often denies that a viable alternative to Stewart's 

practices exists. While I do not mean to suggest that all women who read the Mother's 

First Book followed its suggestions, Stewart celtainly intended to make dissent as 

difficult as possible by creating a text that granted authority and prestige to middle-class 

behaviors and little recognition whatsoever-even in a negative sense-for traditional 

practices. 

In most of these coercive lessons, the subject matter is related directly to 

motherhood and housekeeping, which, given the setting for the lessons, could be taken as 

universal experiences with which all readers could relate. In the later sections of the 

book, though, Stewart ventures into topics that require differentiation: because she 

intends to appeal both to Americanizers and rural women, Stewart creates lessons that 

address nutrition-related topics in relation to both urban and rural life. In a lesson on the 
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benefits of fresh fruit, Stewart first depicts the urban ii·uit seller: "Fresh fruit. Fresh fruit. 

Here is fresh fruit for sale! Come buy for the family!" Students are asked, "Imagine 

somebody at your door calling out like this. What would you do?" Having presented this 

urban scene, Stewart writes, "Or, perhaps, you live on a farm. If so, you must have 

planted fruit trees of all sorts" (55). She then insists that "Whether in the city or on the 

farm, we must have fruit" (55). Similarly, the very inclusion of lessons on proper cooking 

techniques appealed to Americanizers who, as John McClymer explains, were 

passionately concerned with eliminating the stench of cabbage from immigrants' homes 

("Americanization" 98; see Chapter Three for further discussion): hence, Stewart 

includes a lesson that explicitly describes proper ways to cook cabbage (61) and offers 

other instructions on beneficial (one might say American) eating habits. By presenting 

explicit appeals to both urban and rural women, Stewart created lessons that spoke to the 

experiences of a wide variety of women while still promoting middle-class values. 

Despite what many composition scholars now recognize as problematic attempts 

to impose cultural values on uneducated men and women, Stewart's primers represent a 

valuable extension of Deweyan theories of experiential education to adult populations. In 

her insistence that adult students' experiences be taken into account in preparing lessons, 

she implicitly placed a high value on those experiences and their educative value, even as 

her lessons sought to change future behavior. Furthermore, her lessons achieved success 

by any standard: students who enrolled in Moonlight Schools, by all extant teacher 

accounts, rarely failed to complete the course. The reading texts and classroom activities 

succeeded in maintaining student interest and, given available evidence, also seem to 
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have succeeded in providing students with the ability to carry out simple literacy 

practices. 

Perhaps the most significant addition the Moonlight Schools made to Deweyan 

pedagogy was the recognition that literacy needs were determined by social setting. 

Though Stewart's stated goal in producing multiple readers was to create texts that 

reflected student experience, her larger goal, as outlined in Moonlight Schools, was to 

provide students with the tools necessary to engage with their community--to share their 

"genius" with the world. The various primers indicate Stewart's recognition that the 

communities students would engage with were varied and that the kinds of words and 

subject lessons needed to succeed in those communities were likewise variable. Hence 

the sample letters in the Country Life Reader, First Book feature newly literate men and 

women corresponding with distant relatives, a rhetorical situation that responded to the 

real-world conditions of rural life, particularly in Appalachia, where travel between 

locations was difficult and increasing industry drew families to new, isolated locations. 

Yet the sample letters in the Indian's First Book are all framed as letters written by 

Native Americans to agents from the Bureau ofIndian Affairs: because Native 

Americans were kept in close proximity through official government policy, there was 

little need to correspond with distant relatives, and students' most pressing social need 

was to campaign for the rights (and money) due to them. Though Stewart herself did not 

articulate her theory of literacy, the rhetorical framing of the primers make clear that 

Stewart recognized that social conditions ultimately determined what counted--or rather, 

functioned-as being "literate." Because Stewart's own definition of literacy relied on 

completing the material in the Moonlight Schools reading, her definition of literacy thus 
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took into account social conditions: a Native American was literate when s/he could 

compose a letter to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, while an Appalachian became literate 

when s/he could communicate with family members and his/her local community. While 

Dewey, too, had argued that experiential education not only drew from students' social 

experiences but should prepare students for future social interaction, Stewart extended 

this argument beyond actual "actions" and into the realm of language practice: 

experiential education not only prepared students "to perform those fundamental types of 

activity which makes civilization what it is" (Dewey, Pedagogic 11), not only to act 

within their community, but also to communicate about those actions. 

The Americanizers: A Different Perspective on Student Achievement. 

As I explain in Chapter 3, it is not possible to exhaustively document the 

pedagogies used in Americanization classrooms; because there was no centralized 

authority guiding the movement, many teachers were required to create their own 

pedagogies in the absence of any guidance, and pedagogies therefore varied widely even 

within a single school district. However, the Carnegie Corporation's extensive study of 

Americanization methods, given its broad scope, represents the general trends within the 

Americanization movement in the years immediately preceding its 1920 publication. 

The Carnegie study is both an examination of existing practices and a 

recommendation of best practices for future use. Its primary author, Frank V. Thompson, 

suggests that teachers must recognize that adults 

are not like children who know but little language and who must therefore 
be taught verbal expression in association with new objects or experiences 
as they arise. Our pupils have had children's as well as adults' 
experiences, so that psychologically the problem of learning English 
consists for them in associating new symbols, new words, and new 
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sentence structures with old experiences for which they already possess 
more or less adequate symbols. (187). 

In keeping with this philosophy, Thompson insists that "in language the sum of all the 

parts does not equal the whole" and that "anything is 'simple' which is meaningful, 

interesting, useful" (191). 

Because Thompson recognizes that adults already have a firm understanding of 

language, and because he suggests that adults must be engaged with material that is 

"meaningful" and "interesting," Thompson strongly advocated whole-word pedagogies in 

the Carnegie report. He excoriates teachers who employ phonics-based methods for 

teaching English to adults, terming one such teacher "cocksure" and "blithely 

unconscious" of how language actually works (193). However, the results of the Carnegie 

study suggest that many Americanizers disagreed with Thompson's theories. In 

particular, Thompson notes "an extraordinary difference of opinion among teachers as to 

the value of phonics in English instruction for adults" and a "wide diversity in practice" 

(179). Thompson provides a series of "typical answers" to the question "What use do you 

make of phonics 7"; all of the responses indicate some use of phonics in the adult 

classroom, and several suggest intensive phonics instruction. One superintendent writes, 

"A constant use of phonetics. Many learn their abc's in this class" (179). Another 

explains that "pupils are drilled until they understand thoroughly the phonetics and then 

applied on selected words for pronunciation" (179). Still another simply states, "As much 

as possible" (178). In the example Thompson attacks as "blithely unconscious," the 

teacher writes, "The alphabet is the basis of the English language, and should be used in 

forming the words of the beginner's vocabulary. A thorough drill should be given to the 

sounding of the letters a, e, i, 0, U, W, and y, and the division clearly shown between 
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vowel and consonant letters" (192). By these accounts-and given Thompson's disdain 

for phonics and his attempts to persuade readers to abandon the method, we should 

assume that the Carnegie text underrepresents, rather than overrepresents, the use of 

phonics instruction-the majority of Americanization courses employed some phonics 

instruction. 

Like the Moonlight Schools' adoption of whole-word pedagogies, the 

Americanizers' adoption of phonics pedagogies seems to reflect the Americanizers' long

term goals for students as much as their belief in the immediate efficacy of phonics 

instruction for adults. In describing his perception of immigrant needs and the end 

purpose of education, Thompson writes, "It is obvious that the great mass of immigrants 

have even less need for writing in English than have native Americans; in teaching them 

English there cannot be even a pretense that they are to become men of letters and that 

they must be taught the four forms of discourse" (174). Instead, these students "must 

know how to write their names and addresses, and how to fill in the black spaces in such 

commonly used instruments as checks, receipts, and applications for postal and express 

money orders and the like" (174-175). Because he, like Stewart saw little educational 

future for immigrants, Thompson favored a whole-word approach that valued students' 

immediate success and satisfaction above long-teml, advanced achievement. 

However, the Americanization movement as a whole was less willing to consign 

immigrants to lives that encompassed little writing. The rhetoric of the Americanization 

movement framed literacy as essentially American: the idea that many Americans found 

limited uses for their literacy went unrecognized. Literacy bore with it the "Anglo

Teutonic conceptions of law, order, and government" (Cubberly, qtd. in Pavlenko 175); 
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democracy itself rested on the practice of literacy. Acknowledging that writing was not 

necessary for certain members of society would have been to undermine the very idea of 

"American society" as a democratic institution. Not surprisingly, Thompson's assertion 

that writing was not necessary gained little traction in the decade following the Carnegie 

study. 

Whatever their motivations, Americanizers in the 1920s moved toward a model of 

education that contradicted Thompson's claim: increasingly, immigrants were offered 

and encouraged to enroll in higher education programs. Evening high schools, which 

were open to native students but were targeted towards immigrants, were developed 

throughout the decade, and leading adult educators, including Lewis Alderman, 

suggested that adult literacy education should be understood as but the "foundation work" 

of a larger program of adult education (133). Immigrants' presence in the college 

classroom is also represented in the discourse of college compositionists; Fred Newton 

Scott, for instance, writes that 

In our impatience with the bad English of our students, we forget that 
much of it comes out of the melting-·poL It is well to remember that more 
than twelve millions of our fellow-Americans ... were born in countries 
where English is not the native language ... The children from these 
homes attend the public schools, and a considerable proportion of them 
finish the high-school course. Of these last anyone who is above a certain 
minimum of intelligence and aptitude, may, in spite of his defects of 
speech, find his way into a college or university" ("English" 464). 

Compositionists thus recognized that many of the "problems" that arose in student 

writing were less symptoms of a decline in writing quality than a function of the fact that 

many students were composing in their second language, indicating that both immigrants 

and their children-also a target of Americanizers--were indeed in need of the "four 

forms of discourse," in spite of Thompson's claim otherwise. 
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Many Americanizcrs, both because of their rhetorical focus on democratic life and 

because of their desire to push immigrants toward higher education, saw their role as 

providing a variety of literacy instruction that would allow students to participate in 

public discourse. Americanizers imagined more for (or, perhaps, demanded more of) their 

students than the simple acts of reading newspapers and filling out checks. Given this 

emphasis, it is not surprising that many Americanization courses opted for phonics 

instruction rather than (or in addition to) whole-word pedagogics. Because phonics 

seemed to promise a higher level of reading achievement, Americanizers could justify 

their pedagogics in terms of both individual and social good: students would be provided 

with more opportunities, and they would be better prepared to contribute to democratic 

society. That many students dropped out long before achieving any reading or writing 

skills was beside the point: mere "basic" skills offered society little more than no literacy 

at all. Only advanced literacy "counted" as fulfilling social needs; producing students 

who stayed in class but who mastered only simple literacy tasks did not end the threat to 

democracy that provided the rhetorical exigency for the Americanization movement. 

Both the Moonlight Schools and the Americanization movement, then, 

instantiated a paradoxical relationship between goals and means. The Moonlight Schools 

valued students' abilities highly, but by selecting a teaching method that would guarantee 

that most students' abilities could find expression in writing, the Schools also ensured 

that students would not find it easy to advance beyond basic literacy. The Americanizers 

had little respect for student contributions, but by selecting a teaching method that 

attempted to make immigrants as similar as possible to "real Americans," Americanizers 
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could argue that they provided their students with opportunities for educational 

advancement and individual achievement. 

Just as Americanizers sacrificed the benefits of whole-word pedagogies in 

engaging students in favor of advancing their long-term goals, they also disregarded the 

Deweyan suggestion that appealing to student experience could keep students interested 

in school work. The rhetorical framing of Americanization work disallowed the use of 

many aspects of De'};eyan pedagogy. Because the explicit goal of Americanization 

work-a goal instantiated in the term "Americanization"---was to inspire (or coerce) 

immigrants to adopt American ways of doing, speaking, and believing. any pedagogy that 

suggested celebration or even recognition of immigrants' existing beliefs and experiences 

would have been perceived as counterproductive. As Thompson details, many 

Americanization programs sought to minimize even the practical use of the immigrants' 

native languages in the classroom to facilitate the learning of English. Similarly, despite 

the seeming connection between the goals of Americanizers and Dewey's emphasis on 

social life, Americanizers were often reluctant to engage in activities that built 

community or a sense of social engagement in any tangible sense.20 Many Americanizers 

suggested, in fact, that efforts should be made to discourage a sense of community 

among classmates. One "problem" that prevented assimilation, Americanizers believed, 

was those "thousands [of immigrants] who live together in 'colonies' in the congested 

sections of great cities, still holding to the language, customs, and manners they brought 

with them" (Thorngate 123). Disconnecting immigrants from their peers created a more 

fertile ground for the seeds of Americanization. 

20 Americanizers did, of course, teach many lessons on "American life," which, in theory, taught students 
how to participate in society. However, extant data suggest that more often than not, these lessons consisted 
of platitudes rather than concrete explanations (see McClymer). 
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However, some prominent Americanizers, including Thompson, did apply one 

aspect of Deweyan pedagogy to immigrant lessons: selecting lessons that appealed to the 

students' interests. As Peter Roberts, a widely respected Americanizer, explains, "The 

foreign-born is very practical. He wants what is useful ... He wants that which he can 

use in his daily life. The teacher in charge of Americanization work, who knows the 

work-life of the foreign born, can prepare material to supplement the written lesson 

which will interest the student" (5 I). Roberts suggests, for instance, that men involved in 

copper mining learn "mining terms, the names of tools used, the process of mining, and 

working regulations" (52). Thompson likewise encouraged teachers to focus on basic 

lessons such as the students' names and addresses, because these lessons would respond 

to students' immediate needs. Much like Stewart, Americanizers recognized the need to 

give students a clear reason to engage with the class, and developing lessons that 

responded to immediate needs was one way to create this engagement. Yet the task 

facing Americanizers was daunting: unlike Moonlight Schools classes, which took place 

in rural areas and were often quite small, Americanization classes tended to enroll 

(initially) a larger number of students who had very little in common, both because of 

Americanizers' policies encouraging classroom heterogeneity and because of the variety 

of employment available in urban areas. Developing lessons "useful" to all students was 

correspondingly difficult. Not surprisingly, the enrollment statistics produced by 

contemporary researchers (see Miller; Thompson) suggest that Americanizers were often 

unsuccessful in their efforts to maintain students' interest. 
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Dewey Meets Composition Instruction 

Many modern historians of composition, including James Berlin, Greg Myers, 

and Linda Adler-Kassner, have traced Dewey's influence on early college composition 

courses. In particular, these historians have argued that compositionists affiliated with the 

University of Michigan, including Fred Newton Scott, Sterling Leonard, Joseph Denney, 

and Gertrude Buck, were particularly influential in promoting Deweyan pedagogies 

among composition practitioners. Below, I analyze how this group of composition 

theorists-particularly the director of the graduate program, Fred Newton Scott

imported Dewey's theories into composition pedagogy. By doing so, I aim to 

denaturalize what have become "common sense" practices within composition. By 

reading composition's use of Deweyan pedagogies in parallel to the Moonlight Schools' 

Deweyan textbooks, we can better understand the rhetorical, political, and pedagogical 

choices made by early composition practitioners-choices that continue to frame the 

assumptions of our field, and as such, continue to determine composition practice today. 

Before I proceed, I must acknowledge that recent disciplinary historians, 

particularly Lisa Mastrangelo, have critiqued previous historical analyses of composition, 

including Berlin's, for creating a "lone wolf' or "hero" narrative of Scott's work. 

Mastrangelo argues that while Scott may have been "the head of the pack ... there 

clearly was a pack" (264): Scott was not the sole creator or promoter of student-centered 

pedagogies in college writing classrooms. While I concur with Mastrangelo-indeed, my 

own project responds to Mastrangelo's call to "acknowledge that a larger tradition 

existed" around Scott's work (264 )-the rationale for Mastrangelo's critique informs my 

decision to analyze Scott and his pedagogical descendants. Because Scott has been 
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lionized as a heroic figure in composition history for so many years, his pedagogies, 

unlike the pedagogies that made up the "larger tradition" informing his work, have 

survived in composition's disciplinary narrative and continue to inform current practice 

in ways that his contemporaries-including Stewart and even college-based 

Americanization advocates-have not. 

Though my goal is to analyze how pedagogies that made up the "larger tradition" 

influenced Scott's work, there is no evidence in Scott's public writing that he (or his 

fellow Michigan compositionists) was influenced by the phonics/whole-word debate. In 

fact, composition instructors made almost no attempt to teach "reading" in its simplest 

form--the act of decoding printed letters--and therefore, of course, they did not employ 

any particularly methodology for reading instruction. In some sense, this is not 

surprising; though all of the Michigan compositionists, now remembered as college 

compositionists, wrote textbooks and theory for elementary and secondary school 

students, the students they imagined and the lessons they proposed were advanced 

writing and reading tasks. All of the authors I am examining shared the seemingly valid 

assumption that if students were reading the book, students were capable of decoding. On 

the other hand, all of the compositionists are explicitly responding to perceptions of a 

literacy crisis that centered not only on writing ability but on reading taste. One 

contemporary high school teacher presented the crisis in these terms: "Many of our boys 

and girls finish the high school with a repugnance for the reading of good literature, and 

with utter inability to write decent English" ("Influence" 110). Faced with widespread 

perceptions of an "utter inability to write," it seems strange that compositionists did not 

address, even in passing, the possibility that students' "repugnance" for reading "good 
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literature"-which, for teachers, often corresponded with "more difficult literature"-

stemmed from an inability to adequately decode the text. Hence, suggestions for 

improving reading rested on issues of comprehension rather than decoding; for instance, 

a survey conducted by the National Education Association of the "influence of the 

uniform entrance requirements in English" ("Influence" 95) asserted that the goal of the 

English course "is to foster in the student the habit of intelligent reading and to develop a 

taste for good literature, by giving him a first-hand knowledge of some of its best 

specimens. He should read the books carefully, but his attention should not be so fixed 

upon details that he fails to appreciate the main purpose and charm of what he reads" 

("Influence" 116). The only specific instruction included as to how students should be 

taught to read is that they "should be trained in reading aloud" ("Influence" 115). The 

rhetorical rendering of the college literacy crisis, therefore, disallowed discussion of 

actual reading difficulties in favor of a rhetorical crisis of cultural decline. 

While the Michigan compositionists were absent from the quite forceful debate 

between phonics and whole-word pedagogies, they were at the forefront of debates 

concerning the efficacy of Deweyan pedagogies. Ample evidence suggests that Dewey 

directly influenced Fred Newton Scott (and vice versa), and, by extension, his students 

and co-workers in the University of Michigan's English department. Berlin explains that 

"Scott had known Dewey at the University of Michigan and had even taught a course in 

aesthetics for him in the philosophy department" (47). Donald Stewart asserts that "the 

two men were ... close friends and associates" and explains that Scott's diary entries 

suggest that "the two men exerted mutual influence on each other's thinking" ("Model" 

43). Certainly, Scott's pedagogy emphasizes, as Dewey suggests, that the purpose of 
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education is to prepare students to participate in society. Defending the teaching of 

literature, Scott echoes Dewey: 

Earning a living is not all of life, even when life is upon the lower levels. 
Being a husband, being a father, being a friend and helper is as important 
as being a carpenter or a foreman of shops or a bookkeeper. Being the 
right kind of neighbor is vastly more difficult than being the right kind of 
architect, and raising children is a more responsible task than raising 
wheat. When Dr. Johnson replied to the visitor who protested that a man 
must live: "I do not see the necessity of it, sir," he meant, no doubt, that if 
a man only lives, his life might as well not be. ("Our" 1 0) 

In response to critics who suggest that literature "is not a preparation for life" ("Our" 9), 

Scott argues that we must understand "life" as involving more than rote action. To 

prepare students for life is to "broaden[] the mind, season[] the judgment, give[] poise 

and flexibility, make[] men tellers of truth and tolerators of the average weaknesses of 

human nature" ("Our" 10). The school must teach, as Dewey argued, "not ... mere 

practical devices or modes of routine employment. .. but active centers of scientific 

insight into natural materials and processes, points of departure whence children shall be 

led into a realization of the historic development of man" (School 29). The English class 

in particular, Scott suggested, was the site where students should learn the habits of mind, 

behaviors, and modes of communication that would prepare them to both participate in 

and improve social life. 

Scott also suggested that existing educational practices often work against 

children's acquisition of the activities of civilization. Scott is, of course, particularly 

concerned with the process by which students are taught to formalize their language, 

particularly in writing. Again echoing Dewey, Scott emphasizes in "English Composition 

as a Mode of Behavior" that the child arrives in school already in possession of years of 

experience with language and communicative acts: 
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When the child enters the school he is possessed, therefore, of two 
invaluable gifts: an eagerness to communicate and be communicated with, 
and a vocabulary-if we may stretch the term to include all significant 
externalizings of himself---sufficienlt to convey his feelings and ideas to 
his playmates. He is a complex of rich fundamental instincts and habits 
ready to respond normally and copiously to any natural stimulus. 
("English" 468) 

Poor language achievement, Scott argues, is due to the tendency of schools and teachers 

to disregard the child's language experiences; he explains: 

The teacher approaches the pupil as if he were a great emptiness to be 
filled and a great dumbness to be made vocal. Ignoring or at least 
undervaluing the gestures and poses and cries and modulations that are the 
child's natural medium of expression, the teacher proceeds to unload upon 
him the colossal structure of our speech. ("English" 468) 

The school's attempt to shift the students' language abruptly from his previous vernacular 

to the formal language of the school creates, Scott suggests, a "pathological condition" of 

"somnambulistic convulsions" that "continues through high school and into the college" 

("English" 469-470). By ignoring students' language experiences and, perhaps more 

importantly, by frustrating their desire to learn, teachers transform language learning 

from a natural, enjoyable process into an "effort to escape from what seems to [the 

student] the body of death" ("English" 469). 

Scott's description ofthe poor practices in childhood education, then, is almost 

identical to Dewey's description of those practices in his 1902 monograph The Child and 

the Curriculum. However, Scott applies Dewey's theories to a broader scope of students. 

As Joseph Kett succinctly explains, "Dewey focused on the education of 'future 

workers.' He wrote mainly about small children, next to nothing about teenagers, and just 

enough about adult job-training programs to indicate his disdain for them" (225). Scott, 

however, extends Deweyan theory to teenagers and adults when he suggests that the 
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effects of elementary language learning continue through high school and college. But in 

this description, and indeed in each of Scott's four full-length articles published in the 

Eng fish J oumal between 1910 and 1922, Scott makes no distinction between the 

difficulties facing students in lower grades and those facing college students: the 

intellectual problems encountered by students and, further, students' reactions to those 

intellectual problems, are tacitly assumed to be the same no matter what the students' age 

or educational level. Nor did teachers need to be able to account for differences in age or 

educational level: despite the book's title, Scott's contribution to The Teaching of English 

in the Elementary and Secondary School made no distinction whatsoever among the 

preparation needed to teach elementary, secondary, and college-level English courses or 

among the types of assignments that should be used in these settings. Because Scott did 

not differentiate the needs of adult college students from those of students in secondary or 

elementary schools, Scott did not face the same difficulties as Moonlight Schools 

teachers did in importing Dewey. While the Moonlight Schools, according to Stewart, 

designed their lessons explicitly to differentiate adult students' work from that of 

children, Scott's remedies for both tertiary and primary education were not differentiated: 

both followed a Deweyan conception of appealing to and stimulating students' interest, 

drawing lessons from student experience, and emphasizing the social nature of writing. 

Scott outlines each of these principles in his chapter "The Philosophy of the 

Assignment." In this chapter, Scott fIrst explains that "in the majority of cases it is better 

for the teacher to choose the subject [of a composition theme] for the student" because 

this most closely reflects actual social interaction: "'in the actual struggle for existence," 

he explains, "choice among unlimited possibilities is extremely rare .... Men who make 
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a business of writing do not spend much time or energy in choosing subjects; subjects are 

chosen for them" (320-321). Though this vision of "social" is a somewhat depressing, if 

accurate, assessment of writing conditions, elsewhere Scott gives his social emphasis a 

more positive bent: in The New Composition-Rhetoric, for instance, Scott and Joseph 

Denney explain, "Composition is regarded as a social act, and the student is therefore led 

constantly to think of himself as writing or speaking for a specified audience" (iii)-and 

for a specific purpose. The act of writing is carried out in a manner designed to prepare 

students for what Dewey calls "those fundamental types of activity which makes 

civilization what it is" (Pedagogic 11). 

Though the teacher is tasked with choosing the students' subject, Scott 

emphasizes that "the subject must be one that is interesting, or can be made interesting, to 

the students" (New 322). In his own textbook, Scott meets this need by drawing 

assignments "not only from literature and from studlent life, but from the vocations 

toward which the various classes of students are naturally tending" (New iV).21 To further 

"arous[ e 1 such an interest," teachers should follow the Deweyan principle of using prior 

experience as a starting point for new knowledge: Scott writes that the teacher should 

connect[] the subject with other subjects already known to be interesting. 
In order that he may use this kind of stimulus intelligently, the wise 
teacher will make a special study of his pupils. He will learn their likes 
and dislikes and take stock of their ideas. Knowing these things, he will 
next seek for some point of contact between the new subject and the 
ideas already in their minds. (New 323) 

This effort to connect the current lesson to previous experience not only helps students 

engage with and integrate new material-it also models for students a habit of mind that 

21 It is worth noting, in light of my critique of Stewart's attempt to inculcate middle-class values, that Scott 
suggests that "there are such things as unhealthy interests, and these it is [the teacher's] business to 
suppress" ("Philosophy" 323). 
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they can take forward into society. Students could come to understand how to approach a 

new (writing) situation by connecting the current (socially-provided) prompt to prior 

writing experiences. 

Scott's emphasis on the need to draw connections among student experience, new 

material, and social life is echoed by many of the teachers who matriculated in Scott's 

graduate program at the University of Michigan. Of these students, two have been 

"recovered" by composition historians: Sterling Leonard and Gertrude Buck. Because of 

the historical narratives composed about Leonard and Buck, they have become, like Fred 

Newton Scott, a part of composition's disciplinary narrative: their theories are imagined, 

accurately or not, as prefiguring our current disciplinary position, pedagogies, and 

attitudes. It is because of Leonard's and Buck's positions within composition history, 

rather than their status among their contemporaries, that I analyze their work. 

Sterling Leonard makes his philosophical commitments clear in the preface to his 

book, English Composition as a Social Problem: he acknowledges that his greatest debt 

is "to Professor John Dewey, who has stated with most helpful cogency the ideals of 

education as a social problem" (xii). Much like Scott, Leonard's most forceful 

pedagogical suggestions hinge on the need to appeal to student interests by selecting 

subjects drawn from "vital, realized experience" (2). However, Leonard goes beyond 

Scott's application of Dewey by also emphasizing the need for composition teachers to 

create experiential learning in the classroom. For Leonard, this learning is designed to 

both replicate and prepare students for social interaction. Students are asked not only to 

write about their interests but to participate in "group discussion, careful organization of 

ideas, cooperative criticism, and organized study" to develop "not only ... power of 
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expression in individual children, but ... ability to take interest in common projects and 

to cooperate in a friendly fashion for their achievement" (193). 

In particular, Leonard suggests that teachers design "community-worker projects" 

for students to undertake as writing assignments. These lessons center around "group or 

neighborhood needs" and are experiential in nature: students actually "write the 

necessary letters-requests, orders, and so on-and see to the school or branch public 

library, checking up books and getting and returning them" (26). Students are also 

encouraged to survey their fellow students and produce reports on local conditions. 

Leonard also suggests that teachers find real-world readers for the writing students 

produce: "they may actually speak or write to other classes, or to their own parents, or to 

anyone who can be got to care about their experiences and projects, and try and gain 

their assent" (32). Allowing students to experience writing as a social act-not only in 

composition but in reception-helps students understand the need for presenting their 

work "so vividly as to win assent and action" and to "be able to work with others and 

value their contributions" (28). In importing the idea of experiential education to 

children's composition, Leonard frames composition's purpose as preparing students not 

to participate in their society but to improve it. He also depicts writing as a tool for social 

change: writing itself is imagined as what Dewey termed an action, an action which 

defined and molded civilization itself. He thus emphasizes both direct experience and 

civic participation. 

Gertrude Buck, like Leonard and Scott, believed that the best way to inspire 

students to take an interest in writing was to draw subjects from their experience. She 

also felt that students' interest level was the key factor in the quality of writing students 
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produced: good writing would be produced only by interested students. In her textbook 

for college students, A Course in Expository Writing, she explains, "[G]ive a boy or girl 

something that he-not we-calls 'interesting,' and give him somebody who is 

interested, or whom he must make interested, and he will write for you" (iv). Buck, like 

Leonard, extends this logic to call for actual interaction among students, but Buck also 

extends this theory into the realm of assessment. As Buck herself points out, in spite of 

the adoption of progressive theories of composition that account for student experience 

and interest, "[T]he question of criticism had been left practically untouched" ("Recent" 

244). Buck argues that student interaction, in addition to its work in creating a "real 

audience" for student writing, can provide far more useful critique than the teacher's 

"penciled criticism on returned themes" ("Recent" 246). She argues that "the more 

students can ... be made to supply their own criticism, the better will be the results; and 

to this end, all kinds of devices will be of use-exchange of papers between students, 

descriptions read aloud where the class does not know the subject but must recognize it 

from the account there given, and so on" (A Course v). In this model, the student, "her 

audience before her ... had seen the effect she produced, and this gave her the power to 

do better" (A Course vi). 

Buck also emphasized the need for an inductive model of knowledge, urging, like 

Dewey, that experience followed by analysis was the most effective teaching method. 

She explains, "[I]t is always best, not fIrst to tell a student how to write a thing, and then 

bid him to do it, but fIrst to get him to do it, and afterwards to let him see how it was 

done" (vii). But Buck frames the usefulness of experiential education in somewhat 

different terms than her fellow Deweyans; while Dewey himself argued that experience 
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more fully imprinted a given lesson on the mind of the students and allowed the students 

to make clear connections between current experience and prior experience, Buck saw 

her experiential model of writing in terms of natural tendencies; she explains that 

rhetorical forms have "arisen because they were the best ones for the treatment of a given 

subject; give a student such a subject and he is more than likely to drop naturally into this 

form" (vii). In this way, she writes, the student "will come to realize that writing is not 

made from rules, but rules are discovered in writing" (viii). 

Both Scott and Leonard understood writing as responding to social conditions; 

Scott in particular explains in 'The Standard of American Speech" that appropriate 

language does and should change based on one's social situation. Similarly, Dewey 

understood the process of education as preparing students to take their place in society; 

the school, he suggested, should model ideal social conditions as a way to improve 

society itself. Buck reverses this relationship: writing, in her model, is imagined as 

characterized by an immutable sense of appropriateness-rhetorical forms are "the best 

ones" for the subject no matter the context or audience-and are informed by students' 

natural tendencies rather than their social milieu. Though this rendering of Buck's theory 

may appear, in light of modern rhetorical theory, to be the least progressive of those I've 

examined, it is also worth noting that Buck's theory of writing gave students much more 

authority and agency in language than Scott's, Leonard's, Dewey's, or Stewart's; because 

students would "naturally" produce the "best" writing, there was simply no need for the 

tacitly (or overtly) coercive attempts to squelch "improper" interests. 
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Conclusion: Riding the Rails into the Station 

Despite their differences in social and geographical location, student populations, 

and pedagogical emphases, the three groups of educators I've examined above-early 

composition theorists, Americanizers, and Moonlight Schools teachers-agreed on one 

core principle: literacy education should prepare students to participate in their society. 

At a more basic level, all agreed that learning to read and write was necessary for 

meaningful social participation. And all agreed that this preparation should take into 

account student interests, if not student aspirations. From these central points of 

agreement-points of agreement which connote what I call a Deweyan pedagogy-three 

distinct pedagogical models emerged. By considering the differences in philosophy that 

led to these disparate pedagogies, I highlight the assumptions underlying in each of these 

models-models which continue to inform the practice of teaching writing. 

One difference is both logical and easily identified: the three groups understood 

the end points of their work in very different ways. The Moonlight Schools, designed 

specifically for the least educated adults, aimed for what we might now term "functional 

literacy": the Schools aimed at "nothing more ambitious" than equipping students to 

function within the modest confines of their immediate, local, often rural, society. The 

Michigan-based composition theorists, conversely, were designing textbooks for students 

who (in theory, if not in fact) were destined for college education; in Buck's case, her 

textbook was written for college students. The students were imagined as already 

familiar not only with the rudiments of reading, writing, and the English language, but 

also with a keen sense of middle- or upper-class standards of appropriateness within 

language. Though the compositionists make far fewer overt attempts to inculcate students 
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with middle-class values than Stewart does in the Moonlight Schools' textbooks, this lack 

represents the compositionists' apparent assumption that such lessons are unnecessary: 

students and teachers arrive in class equipped to identify and eliminate "improper" 

interests. The Americanizers occupied a somewhat bizarre middle ground between these 

two extremes: while the Americanizers had far less faith in their students' intellectual 

abilities than Stewart (or the compositionists), they also worked much harder to prepare 

students for higher educational opportunities by selecting models of basic education that 

mimicked those processes used in secondary and tertiary education. 

These end goals reflect a less explicit but no less important difference in the 

groups' understanding of the nature of social advancement and, by extension, society 

itself. For the Moonlight Schools, more than either of the other groups, "society" was not 

totalizing; the social setting of the Appalachian mountains was vastly different from that 

of a Western reservation, and the Moonlight Schools' pedagogy demanded that teachers 

take local social conditions into account. Indeed, the Moonlight Schools' emphasis on 

volunteer teachers (more on this in Chapter 4) guaranteed that teachers would be familiar 

with the social milieu of their students and would therefore be equipped to prepare 

students to read and write themselves into their local communities. The Moonlight 

Schools were also the most practical of the three groups: immersed as she was in the 

society of her first students, Stewart was keenly aware of the difficulty those students 

would face in achieving anything resembling higher education. In addition to the 

hindrance of poor educational opportunity, few students could have afforded tuition, 

fewer still had the means to travel outside the mountains to attend school, and even fewer 

had the ability to support themselves once there. Similarly, the other groups of students 
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who most inspired Stewart-soldiers, mothers, Native Americans, and African 

Americans-were prevented by social circumstance, prejudice, and, in many cases, law, 

from attending institutes of higher education. For Stewart, to prepare students for an 

education they would never have the opportunity to receive would have been cruel and, 

as she would have bluntly stated, it would have been a waste of good time and resources 

that would be better used to provide basic education to those who needed it. 

For Americanizers, "society" was equivalent to a universal "American society." 

Immigrants were perceived as a threat because of their "difference": "they" were not like 

"us" (in most cases, because "they" could not write and "we" could). This rhetorical 

framing of the "immigrant problem" and the Americanization solution disallowed a 

rendering of "society" as a complex, differentiated system that represented a myriad of 

beliefs, languages, and behaviors: Americanizers imagined one model of patriotism, one 

model of behavior, and one (English) language. Despite what Michael Olneck describes 

as the role of Americanization in "symbolically construct[ing] or enact[ing] a relationship 

of benevolent control and social superiority between native and newcomer" (416), the 

logic of Americanization rhetoric demanded that immigrants (could) become "us"-an 

"us" that could go to college, could be educated, and could participate in society. For the 

immigrants to desire something other than higher education would signify, once again, 

their difference from middle-class America and indicate the failure of the assimilationist 

project, recapitulating the threat of difference. At the same time, the reality of immigrants 

receiving a college education-and in doing so, competing with the middle class for jobs 

and for positions in "American society"-posed no less a threat. 
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As Fred Newton Scott's "A Standard of American Speech" makes clear, 

composition theorists understood their work in relation to this latter threat. The rhetoric 

of declining writing ability in colleges, he asserts, has much to do with the reality that 

many students are second language speakers and writers. Scott's statement that one 

"perfectly obvious" cause of "the bad English in our schools and colleges" suggests that 

he assumed that the critiques leveled at college student writers were in fact critiques of 

immigrant writers. Compositionists' appeals to the Deweyan notion of respecting student 

experience, in light of the student demographic Scott suggests, presented a double-edged 

sword: while the pedagogies almost certainly improved all students' engagement with 

education by evincing a respect for students' unique lived experiences, such pedagogies 

were most likely to benefit those students whose lived experiences had most closely 

mimicked those of educated society and whose writing already closely mimicked 

educated, formal discourse. 

Similarly, the goal outlined by all Michigan compositionists was to help students 

participate in society as it currently existed; though Leonard provides some hope that 

students might also change society, he as well as Scott and Buck imagine that the 

ultimate goal of the composition class is to allow students to produce the "best" writing 

and to read the "best" literature. They do not offer any suggestion that students might 

work to redefine what is "best," or that other traditions might carry other "best" practices. 

This position served to reinforce existing social relationships. As Greg Myers explains, 

If one believes that the society of that time was basically just, and that the 
treatment of immigrants and workers, and their children, was just, then the 
attempt to integrate these newcomers into a consensus view, into the 
melting pot, was a generous project. But if one reads the history of that 
period as a history of challenges to a system that promoted great extremes 
of poverty and wealth, and terrible conditions of living and work, 
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challenges by labor unions, immigrant communities, and new black urban 
communities, then the attempt by educators to deny the existence of these 
challenges can be seen as part of a repressive response by the government 
and corporations. (444) 

Though Myers' analysis is perhaps overstated-I would argue that the attempt by 

educators to deny the existence of these challenges had less to do with a repressive 

response by the government and corporations and more to do with educators' desire to 

see their work as participating in an equitable society and to see their own efforts as a 

genuine attempt to uplift downtrodden student populations-Myers is correct in asserting 

that compositionists' reluctance to theorize pedagogies that dealt with the clear 

inequalities that existed within their classrooms (inequalities that Scott and Leonard 

explicitly reference) ultimately perpetuated those inequalities. Compositionists' refusal to 

imagine society as embodying anything other than equal oppor:tunity and, more 

importantly, equal preparation for and exposure to educated discourse, helped to 

guarantee that society would continue to be anything but equal. 

The Michigan compositionists' tendency to forward pedagogies and textbooks 

that assumed a universal reading readiness and universal agreement on the "best" writing 

practices appears to have stemmed from another crucial assumption: that the best 

practices for teaching writing differed little between elementary school and college. 

Indeed, the three authors I have examined employ the terms "student" and "child" (Buck 

also uses "girl" and "boy") to describe all students, whether the text is directed toward 

elementary, secondary, or college level students. Similarly, the three rarely acknowledge 

any distinctions among the needs of various age groups, and none accounts for the 

difficulty of using Deweyan pedagogies-pedagogies explicitly designed for elementary-

level education-in secondary schools or colleges. 
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The Moonlight Schools and Americanizers were much more aware of the 

different educational needs of children and adults. Though Americanization teachers, 

many of whom were not provided with materials or training, often did employ children's 

primers and lessons with adult students (see H. Miller), Americanization theorists saw 

this practice as irresponsible, and they urged additional training that would permit 

teachers to tailor their lessons to adults (see H. Miller; Thompson; Roberts). The 

Moonlight Schools were explicitly designed for adults, and Stewart makes clear that her 

first priority in designing instructional materials is to account for adults' needs and to 

differentiate their lessons from those of elementary students. In practice, this meant 

leaving behind those elements of Deweyan pedagogy which demanded that the child be 

understood as afuture worker, afuture participant in society. Americanizers and the 

Moonlight Schools hoped to improve society by teaching students, certainly-but part of 

the reason that literacy instruction was so necessary stemmed from the fact that students 

were already a part of society. For Americanizers, the illiteracy of immigrants threatened 

to dilute literate "society"; Stewart also saw illiteracy as promoting social problems, such 

as feuding, but she believed that illiteracy robbed society of great minds and rare talents. 

In both cases, the men and women being taught were imagined as active participants in 

society, and it was this very participation that rendered their illiteracy dangerous. Though 

the Americanizers' and Moonlight Schools' recognition of student agency and 

intelligence is both admirable and forward-thinking, this attitude also had negative 

effects: because students were already members of society, but members who did not live 

up to social standards, students could easily be positioned as scapegoats. The Moonlight 

Schools, which placed a premium on student agency, also tacitly suggested that social 
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problems, such as crime and poverty, were caused by illiteracy; if students refused the 

"help" offered by the Moonlight Schools, they could be read as willingly encouraging 

these social ills. 

Compositionists, on the other hand, imagined students as having no real effect on 

society. Indeed, Leonard seems to suggest that it would be quite difficult for teachers to 

find anyone who might be interested in what students have to say. Even in his 

"community worker" assignment, the changes students suggest are theoretical; there is no 

suggestion that students might actually succeed in instantiating change. Similarly, 

students' writing-present and future-is depicted as participating in and molding to an 

already-existing tradition over which students themselves have little or no control. The 

Michigan compositionists disallow even the negative impact of student writing suggested 

by contemporary commentators; Scott in particular suggests that poor student writing is 

less prevalent than public outcry would suggest and is, in fact, a representation of other 

cultural issues ("Standard"). Though this statement seems, at fIrst, a defense of students, 

it robs students even of the power to damage society. Despite the Michigan 

compositionists' deeply respectful stance toward student experience, the thought that 

student writing could contribute great minds or rare talent to the world simply never 

enters into their public writings, nor is student writing considered powerful enough to be 

the harbinger of doom for literate society. 

In offering these critiques, I do not mean to suggest that one group created 

"better" pedagogies than another. The Michigan compositionists, the Moonlight Schools, 

and the Americanizers all made contributions to pedagogical theory that benefIted 

contemporary students and might continue to be of use to modern educators. All three 
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groups attempted to pursue educational methods that they believed would improve their 

students' lives and economic prospects. And all three groups ultimately succeeded in 

improving social conditions for at least some of their students and in calling attention to 

the need for a better understanding of students' literacy practices. But all three groups 

also endorsed what modern educators consider deeply problematic assumptions 

concerning student agency and social good. By acknowledging the assumptions that 

produced both the beneficial and potentially harmful aspects of each group's pedagogies, 

we can, moving forward, better gauge the assumptions undergirding our own pedagogical 

choices and analyze the potential gains and losses those pedagogies might entail for our 

students. 
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THE POLITICS OF AMERICANIZATION 

The pedagogies employed by the Moonlight Schools and Americanization 

advocates represented the local instantiation of the two groups' ideological foundations. 

However, the debate between the two groups and the struggle that arose from their 

differing ideological premises did not take place in the classroom-and indeed, the two 

groups had little influence on one another's classroom practice. Instead, the struggle took 

place within wider public discourse, particularly sites of exchange between educators: the 

meetings of the National Education Association, Congressional hearings on educational 

policy, in the headquarters of government agencies and private foundations, and in 

newspaper headlines. 

In this chapter, I analyze the public debates waged between the Moonlight 

Schools and Americanizers. In particular, I examine the rhetorical choices made by both 

groups in their efforts to represent their own work as worthy and effective and to 

denigrate the work of the opposing faction. I consider how and why Americanization 

advocates were able to secure public funding for their efforts, while Stewart and her 

fellow Moonlight Schools advocates were relatively unsuccessful in finding public or 

private funding to support their work. I suggest that Stewart's effort to appeal to and 

subvert the proponents of Americanization by employing a rhetoric of American identity 

and whiteness was ultimately unsuccessful in sustaining the Moonlight Schools 

movement; however, I also argue that it is this very effort that makes Stewart's work 
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valuable for modern-day compositionists. I begin by providing an overview of 

Americanization rhetoric and the policies and politi!cs of school funding; I then analyze 

how Stewart responded to both of these forces in crafting the rhetoric of the Moonlight 

Schools. 

The Rhetoric of Americanization 

Assimilating "New" Immigrants 

Beginning in the 1880s, the U.S. experienced a shift in immigration patterns. In 

the first century of U.S. history, most immigrants had come from Northern Europe. After 

1880, the volume of immigration increased in response to rapid industrialization and the 

resulting demand for cheap labor. Between 1890 and 1910, thirteen million immigrants 

arrived in the U.S. (Carlson 80), most of whom were Catholic and Jewish and were from 

Southern and Eastern Europe (Weiss xiii). 

The drastic change in immigration patterns led to new and expansive efforts to 

"Americanize" the newcomers. While this urge to Americanize was, of course, a nativist 

reaction, it differed substantially from earlier (though equally virulent) responses to 

perceived threats to native identity. Whereas the influx of immigrants from northern 

Europe and Ireland in the 1850s and 1860s also spawned organizations designed to 

counteract the perceived threat posed by immigrants, these organizations were rarely 

educative. As Knowles explains, "Northern and western Europe ... had educational 

systems and cultural heritages similar to those of early America," while the new southern 

European immigrants did not share a common culture, religion, or language with most 

"native-born" Americans (Knowles 55). Though definitions of educational status and 

literacy varied widely near the turn of the century, almost all commentators agreed that 
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the new immigrants were "less educated" and less literate than Northern European 

immigrants (Knowles 56). In his 1919 survey of Americanization courses, Howard Hill 

provides census data to outline the shift in educational attainment: "Whereas in our 

earlier immigration the illiteracy of immigrants had occasionally been less than that of 

native Americans, in 1910, 12.7 per cent of foreign-born were illiterate, against 3 per cent 

of native Americans" (611). Worse, in Hill's view, was that these immigrants had 

"custom..;;, habits, and to some extent ideals that formed striking contrasts to those of 

Northern and Western Europe" and "unlike the earlier immigrants, many of the late-

comers manifested ... no desire of becoming Americans" (611). Elwood Cubberly, a 

well-known educator and superintendent of San Francisco schools, declared the new 

immigrants "illiterate, docile, lacking in self-reliance and initiative, and not possessing 

the Anglo-Teutonic conceptions of law, order, and government," adding that "their 

coming has served to dilute tremendously our national stock, and to corrupt our civic 

life" (qtd. in Pavlenko 175). 

In short, the new immigrants were perceived as less desirable than earlier 

immigrants because they were more difficult to assimilate, even if the immigrants 

themselves desired to become "100 percent American." As Americanizer Helen Boswell 

explained, "We have begun to realize that peoples living side by side do not necessarily 

constitute a nation" (204). Ella Thorngate presented a more hyperbolic image: 

We called America the great "melting-pot" and were satisfied that all this 
raw material was going through the refining process and would come out 
as good Americans in time. But much of the raw material never got into 
the "melting-pot" and has remained raw material with all its Europeanism. 
This is represented by the thousands who live together in "colonies" in the 
congested sections of great cities, still holding to the language, customs, 
and manners they brought with them" (123). 
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For both of these women, as well as the local, state, and federal governments, one answer 

to the immigrant "threat" was to "Americanize" the offending immigrants by teaching 

them American values and American ways, including "caring for babies, ventilating the 

house, [and] preparing American vegetables" (GFWC, qtd. in McClymer, 

"Americanization" 98). 

As Weiss and Carlson have both outlined, Americanization education can be 

defined in a variety of ways. Carlson defines as Americanizers those who "sought to 

uphold freedom by indoctrinating norms of belief in religion, politics, and economics" 

(4). By this definition, Americanization can be said to pre-date the formation of the U.S. 

as a country. Alternatively, Weiss draws on Cubberly to define Americanization as the 

effort to "assimilate and amalgamate these people [the immigrants] as part of our 

American race, and to implant in their children, so far as can be done, the Anglo-Saxon 

conception of righteousness, law and order, and popular government" (xiii). One source 

of difficulty in establishing a definition through which to examine Americanization 

courses is the wide scope of definitions operating between 1900 and 1930. William 

Sharlip and Albert Owens explain in a 1925 text that "there is little agreement concerning 

the scope and purpose of Americanization" (12). Sharlip and Owens then offer thirteen 

unique definitions given by leading commentators of the period, and they note in 

particular that there is "no unanimity of opinion as to whether or not the native-born 

should be embraced within the term Americanization" (15). But the definitions also show 

little agreement as to the role of language. Many avoid referencing language at all, 

implying, perhaps, agreement with Supreme Court Justice James McReynold's assertion 

in his 1919 ruling against compulsory English education that "even if the end result of 
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giving all the youth of the nation a know ledge of English was desirable, it still could not 

be coerced" and, further, that "mere knowledge" of a language other than English "could 

not now be regarded as harmful" (O'Brien 164). Others, including Theodore Roosevelt 

and Sharlip and Owens themselves, insisted that fluency in a "common language"-

specifically English-was an essential component of Americanization. 

Despite this disagreement about the importance of English language to 

Americanization curriculum, nearly every Americanization course for which records 

remain included lessons on both speaking and literacy, and the overwhelming majority of 

these lessons were conducted in English. The Bureau of Naturalization's textbook 

describes a beginner's class, including an elementary reading lesson: 

The teacher sits quietly on a chair before the class and when she has the 
attention of all, she says, slowly and distinctly, "I sit." She rises, then sits 
again, and again says, "I sit." ... She writes I sit upon the board. She has 
the pupils read, "I sit." She points to the sentence, reads it, and sits as she 
does so. (qtd. in McClymer "Americanization" 107-108) 

In the Cleveland Foundation's survey of Americanization courses in the city, Herbert 

Miller gives repeated examples of attempts to teach reading and writing: 

In the first of the five classes [surveyed by one agent] a writing lesson was 
being conducted, and these husky laboring men were busily engaged in 
copying, "I am a yellow bird. I can sing. I can fly. I can sing to you." ... In 
the fourth room the pupils had a reading lesson about "Little drops of 
water, Little grains of sand." They then had a spelling lesson of the words 
in the reading selection. (92-93) 

Furthermore, as the Bureau of Naturalization's foray into textbook authorship suggests, 

nearly all Americanization classes relied on a textbook of some sort, either drawn from 

children's lessons or designed specifically for work with immigrant adults. The use of 

these textbooks, perhaps more than any specific lesson plan, suggests the centrality of 

reading lessons in Americanization courses. 
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The emphasis on teaching reading and, to a lesser extent, writing, indicate a 

widespread belief among Americanizers and their supporters-including government 

officials-that the "common language" of America was both a spoken and a written 

English. Thorngate, for instance, lamenting the revelation that over one third of World 

War I draftees could no-t read well enough to take a standard paper-and-pencil exam, 

wrote, "Of the 8,500,000 immigrants and native illiterates over ten years of age, 

5,500,000 could not read or write English. Even in our own city, Omaha, they say there 

are 5,000 people who cannot read or write English, and English is the language of the 

United States of America!" (124). Thorngate here elides the distinction between spoken 

language fluency and literacy skills; to know the "language of the United States of 

America" is to be able to read and write English, not to speak it. In 1906, Grover Huebner 

makes a similar rhetorical move, disclaiming, on the one hand, the linkage between 

literacy and American identity while, on the other, using literacy as a measure of 

Americanization: "While it is not claimed that an illiterate man is not an American and 

that a literate man is, it does indicate whether or not the school has influenced him. It is 

safe to say that if the school has changed the child from a condition of illiteracy to one of 

literacy he has been Americanized to a large extent" (199). In the rhetoric of many 

Americanizers, illiteracy (in fact or in perception) came to symbolize "unAmerican" 

identity, and its removal was a significant marker of assimilation. 

The inclusion of literacy education in Americanization curriculum was also driven 

by more practical concerns. Because many immigrants arrived in the U.S. to fill factory 

jobs, industrial businesses were among the earliest proponents of Americanization 

education; Henry Ford's well-known compulsory program for Americanizing foreign-
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born Ford employees is but the most extreme example. Many business owners believed 

that literacy education would improve efficiency and safety, while English fluency would 

simplify the process of distributing safety material to workers. For instance, the chairman 

of the National Safety Council, J.B. Douglas, pointed out that labor laws that had 

"required foremen overseeing hazardous work to speak the language of their workers" 

were in many cases impractical, given the diversity of most factory workforces (qtd in 

Korman 154); the director of the U.S. Board of Vocational Education, Charles A. Prosser, 

"agreed that safety bulletins could 'be made a very practical drill in English'" (qtd. in 

Korman 155). If safety notices and instructions could be printed in a common language, 

employers could more easily ensure the safety of both their workers and their (often 

expensive) equipment. 

Other educators argued that if spoken English fluency was the goal of 

Americanization, literacy in any language would further this aim: "Perhaps the most 

serious difficulty in the way of teaching the English language," Carol Aronovici 

explained, "is the illiteracy of many of the immigrants in this country" (712).22 Literacy 

skills, these theorists suggested, improved one's ability to comprehend the structure of 

language, thus improving one's ability to acquire a second language. Most frequently, 

however, calls for literacy teaching had a far less scientific or practical foundation: 

Americanizers advocated literacy education primarily in terms of assimilation. Illiteracy 

was a marker of foreignness; therefore, eliminating illiteracy became in many ways 

synonymous with eliminating foreign thoughts, languages and beliefs. 

22 
It is wonh noting that during World War I, Aronovici was the most vocal opponent of militant Americanization programs, yet here 

she acknowledges that illiteracy among the immigrants presents a major hurdle toward English language acquisition. 
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Perhaps because of its connection to English language teaching, Americanization 

is often perceived as a response to anti-German World War I propaganda. However, both 

Knowles and Kett emphasize that Americanization courses gained popularity prior to the 

war. In 1906, Huebner outlined what schools, trade unions, and churches were already 

doing to promote the Americanization of immigrants. As Carlson details, Jane Addams 

and John Dewey had advocated more humanistic versions of Americanization throughout 

the first decade of the century: 

Dewey and the settlement workers wanted the schools to be, in the words 
of Jane Addams, "a socializing and harmonizing factor" in American 
society. Dewey described the settlements, like the schools he desired, as 
"bringing people together, of doing away with barriers of caste, or class, 
or race, or type of experience ... " They were echoing the cry of the 
Americanizers. (87) 

Given the development of Americanization programs at least as early as the 1890s, these 

courses have a claim to be the fITst organized adult literacy education program. However, 

Americanization programs, as I've explained above, were so varied that it is difficult to 

characterize them as a unified movement; as John McClymer explains, "[T]he movement 

lacked a center. Several agencies, principally the business-dominated National 

Americanization Committee and the federal Bureau of Naturalization, tried to direct the 

crusade. None succeeded. Instead local school systems, businesses, and unions ran their 

own programs pretty much as each saw tit" ("Americanization" 98-99). The sheer 

volume of surveys and analyses dedicated to examining the methods used in 

Americanization courses produced in the early 20th century (by Sharlip and Owens, 

Thompson, Huebner, Moore, H. Miller, and Mahoney, among others) suggests the lack of 

a shared vision for what the courses should teach, who should teach them, and by what 

methods. 
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World War I: Americanization as Defense 

Though Americanization programs predate World War I, the war did give the 

Americanization movement a new sense of urgency. As McClymer explains, during the 

war, "Diversity smacked of disloyalty" ("Americanization" 97). McClymer credits 

Theodore Roosevelt as playing a "key role" in promoting the idea of "100 percent 

Americanism" ("Americanization" 97), and Roosevelt's rhetoric was indeed passionately 

pro-"American": in 1915, he declared, "We have a right to ask of all these immigrants 

and the sons ofthese immigrants that they become Americans and nothing else" (qtd. in 

Vought 128) and warned against "the evil intrigues of these hyphenated Americans" (qtd. 

in Vought 129). But Roosevelt was not the only advocate of absolute patriotism; 

Woodrow Wilson and members of his administration, paI1icularly the Bureau of 

Naturalization, also pressed forward the image of 100 percent Americanism. The Bureau 

"came to see citizenship training not simply as a useful service to those seeking 

naturalization but as a vital component of the nation's internal security" (McClymer, 

"Americanization" 99). The National Americanization Committee (NAC) (led by vice-

chairman Frances Kellor, perhaps the most widely known proponent of Americanization), 

one of the more powerful groups that sought to organize Americanization efforts, 

initially presented Americanization in terms of mutual obligations: the 
foreign-born would adopt the English language and American ways, and 
the native -born would accept the immigrants as equal partners in a 
common destiny. When the country entered the war in 1917, the NAC 
turned over nearly its entire staff and equipment to the national 
government. At that point, the group's rhetoric became more overtly 
nationalistic. (Salomone 31-32) 

The war pushed existing Americanization programs toward more intense education 

efforts and toward an increased emphasis on the markers that signified identifiable 
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"Americanness." As such, English language teaching gained traction as the essential 

element of Amercanization courses. 

But the war changed Americanization courses-and adult education in general

in a more significant way. Because Americanization was seen as an issue of national 

security, it became much easier for supporters to gain public funding for classes. As Hill 

explains, "Prior to 1914 ... the only state in the Union which had made financial 

provision for the education of immigrants was New Jersey" (619). But by 1915, "eleven 

states had made appropriations for the support of evening schools" for immigrants (621). 

Hill also records funding from local sources; Cleveland's local government "appropriated 

a sum sufficient to defray all expenses of these special classes [for immigrants]" (622). 

Frank Cody details similar funding in Detroit: "Three years ago [in 1916], the 

appropriation for evening schools was $65,000, last year it was $95,000, and this year 

[1918] it is $100,000" (618). While long-standing federal resistance to funding education 

prevented a direct appropriation from the federal government toward the support of 

Americanization courses, the Bureau of Naturalization used "its surplus revenues ... to 

print and distribute its citizenship textbook to aliens who were petitioning for 

naturalization and attending public school programs" (McClymer, "Americanization" 

101). The Bureau later undertook a survey of "publicly supported Americanization work" 

("Americanization" 102). Though McClymer demonstrates that the enrollment figures the 

Bureau calculates are not reliable because many classes listed had been shut down

usually due to lack of interest from students-and others had underreported the number 

of immigrants enrolled in classes, what the Bureau's data show is that 2,872 cities and 

towns had at some point between 1914 and 1922 appropriated public funds to 
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Americanization work, whether or not those funds were actually used ("Americanization" 

102-103). 

In Americanization rhetoric, public funding was not premised on morality or 

compassion but rather cultural and even racial defense; Americanization rhetoric was 

often accompanied, for instance, by warnings against Anglo-Saxon "race suicide" 

(Roediger). Funding appeals were linked not primarily to the good of immigrants-

though this appeal was often included-but the good of society as a whole. Immigrants 

were not depicted as "deserving" instruction, and the fact that courses were free was not 

framed as stemming from a belief in the right of all people to education. Instead, 

immigrants were portrayed as being unwilling or unable to pay for fee-based courses, and 

their education was justified as a public necessity; failure to educate immigrants might 

result in nothing less than the complete collapse of democratic institutions. 

As James Barrett explains, Americanization, particularly during World War I, 

typically meant "something the native middle class did to immigrants, a coercive process 

by which elites pressed WASP values on immigrant workers, a form of social control" 

(997). Americanization was not-except in rare cases, such as Jane Addams's Hull 

House-a student-centered enterprise but one that sought to perpetuate social hierarchies 

through education. Michael Olneck asserts that 

the significance of the Americanization movement need not ... rest on its 
effect on the behavior, thought, and identifications of the immigrants it 
sought to transform. Rather, ... Americanization may be interpreted as 
"symbolic behavior," which is 'ritualistic and ceremonial in that the goal 
is reached in the behavior itself rather than in any state which it brings 
about.' ... Not only did the content of the Americanizers' rhetoric, texts, 
and rituals symbolically assign status to those adhering most closely to the 
culture of native-born Americans. The activity of Americanizing the 
immigrants also assigned to native-born Americans the roles of tutor, 
interpreter, and gatekeeper, while rendering immigrants the subjects of 
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tutelage and judgment. Doing Americanization symbolically constructed 
or enacted a relationship of benevolent control and social superiority 
between native and newcomer. (399; 416) 

A key part of the symbolically constructed social superiority enacted by Americanizers 

was the attribution of illiteracy to the foreign-born. To complete the symbolic 

relationship created by the rhetoric of Americanization, the reality that "new" immigrants 

had higher levels of illiteracy than "old" immigrants or than native Americans was 

totalized to create an us/them binary: immigrants as a group were figured as illiterate, 

and white native-born citizens were depicted as literate. An exchange from the 

Congressional Record of 1914 aptly demonstrates the tenor of this rhetoric: 

Mr. KELLEY of Michigan. I notice from the report issued by the 
Commissioner of Education that out of every thousand white people in the 
State of Texas there are forty- three over 10 years of age who can not read 
or write. 

Mr. DIES. Very likely that is true .... I will tell you how we got that. You 
set the negroes free, and you neglected to educate them. You set them free 
for us to educate, and we are taxing ourselves every year, and we are 
doing it the best we can and getting along nicely. The illiteracy the 
gentleman speaks of is the illiteracy among the colored people. 

Mr. KELLEY of Michigan. But this report says that forty-three out of 
every thousand white people are illiterate. 

Mr. DIES. Oh, well, then, there is more immigration from foreign 
countries into Texas than I imagined there was. [Laughter.] (4192) 

As the war progressed, more and more Congressmen adopted Mr. Dies's attitude; by 

1917, Congress passed a bill requiring a reading test for all immigrants over President 

Wilson's veto. With this bill, official government policy codified the relationship 

between reading ability and American values: if one could not already read, one clearly 

did not possess the character necessary to be an American. 
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The force of this symbolic binary uniting literacy and American identity boded ill 

for the Moonlight Schools, because the binary insisted on a connection between literacy 

and American identity. If one was not literate, this characterization implied, one could not 

be American. Native-born illiterates were thus othered by a symbolic process 

constructed to conserve native identity. Yet the practicality of material resources and 

funding required that Stewart and the Moonlight Schools become part of the conversation 

surrounding Americanization and that the efforts to teach native illiterates be cast in 

relation to the rhetoric of American identity. 

The Realities of School Funding 

The initial student population of the Moonlight Schools was made up of 

Appalachians. This starting point to some extent occurred by happenstance-Stewart had 

lived in Eastern Kentucky throughout her life, and her work was inspired by the 

conditions she encountered there. The conditions she encountered, though, were not 

happenstance, but rather a product of educational dilstricting and funding policies that had 

long made rural education a daunting if not impossible proposition. By 1910, the year 

prior to the first Moonlight School session, rural education was widely characterized as 

inefficient and ineffective-in fact, conditions almost guaranteed a continuing population 

of adult illiterates, because even if compulsory attendance laws were enforced, the one

room schoolhouse often could not provide adequate educational opportunities for all the 

students it served. 

The Addresses and Proceedings of annual NEA meetings provide a record of 

mounting concerns surrounding rural education. In fact, the NEA established a 

Department of Rural and Agricultural Education in 1908 to explore the unique issues and 
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challenges facing rural schools. In spite of the existence of this department, discussions 

of rural education reform spill over into the proceedings of almost every other 

department. Though an almost mind-boggling number of issues are addressed by rural 

school advocates, three primary concerns regarding rural education recur throughout the 

Addresses and Proceedings between 1910 and 1915: lack of funding, lack of parental 

support for education, and lack of teacher training and interest. 

Of these concerns, Stewart was most keenly aware of the lack of funding 

available for rural schools. As Rowan County school superintendent, one of her tasks was 

to assess the equipment each school in her district possessed. These accounts, preserved 

in her papers, include counts of desks, chalkboards, and even windows and window 

dressings. None of these items were in adequate supply in Stewart's schools. As Baldwin 

explains, the "per capita expenditure per child [in Rowan County] was $4.36, one-fifth 

the national average" (23), providing little opportunity to upgrade or even replenish 

supplies. Stewart was in charge of dispersing the meager funds available to the schools, 

and she was thus aware of both the dearth of supplies available to rural teachers and the 

dearth of money available to the school board for remedying the problem. However, she 

was also aware of the near impossibility of obtaining any increase in funding in the 

foreseeable future. 

The chief cause of poor funding for rural schools resulted from well-entrenched 

laws stipulating that local schools should be funded by local taxation. In poor districts, 

voters refused to apportion adequate money to schools. Furthermore, individuals in these 

communities did not have the income to pay for adequate schools, even if such taxes had 

existed. As Warren Wilson reported to the NEA in 1912, 
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[I]f you believe that farmers have an adequate income, 1 refer you to the 
survey recently made at Cornell University, which showed that the 
farmers around that splendid institution, devoted to helping the farmer get 
up, get an income of less that $1.20 per day for their work. ... 1 begin to 
believe, for my part, what the farmer says when we go to him to propose 
the improvement of schools or churches or roads in the country. His reply 
is: "1 cannot afford it," and 1 cannot but believe that the farmer is telling 
the truth. (283) 

The lack of funding was exacerbated by the number of rural schools. In spite of lower 

population density, rural areas often supported as many schools as urban districts. Poor or 

absent roads meant that students could not travel easily to distant schools; as a result, 

each small community supported its own one-room schoolhouse. 23 

City schools were funded at much higher rates than rural schools. Though poverty 

existed in cities as well, wealth was also concentrated in cities, creating a larger tax base 

from which to fund an almost equal number of schools. As D.W. Hayes reported at the 

1913 annual meeting, 

While but little more than one-third of the children of the United States are 
in city schools, there has been expended toward their education 55 per 
cent of all the moneys expended for education. Putting it another way: 
nearly two-thirds of the children of the United States are in rural schools, 
while but little more than 45 per cent of the money invested in public 
education is expended for the maintenance of rural schools. (546) 

This difference in school funding was reflected in illiteracy statistics: ten percent of rural 

people were illiterate, according to the 1910 Census,24 while only five percent of urban 

residents were illiterate. The census abstract further highlights the differences in urban 

and rural illiteracy: "The contrast between urban and rural illiteracy is by far the greatest 

in the case of native whites of native parentage, of whom less than one per cent were 

23 While rural schools suffered disproportionately from the effects oflocally-based funding, rural school 
boards were often among the most vocal opposition to increased state or federal control over education. If 
schools were placed under government auspices, the school board trustees believed they would be replaced 
by specially trained and/or more educated officials (and, in fact, they were). 
24 And, as I've argued elsewhere, the 1910 Census undelTepresents illiteracy. 
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illiterate in urban communities and over 5 per cent in rural districts. There was also a 

much higher percentage of illiteracy among the negroes in rural districts than in urban 

communities" (73). These statistics suggest that when immigrants were omitted from 

statistical consideration, the division amongst urban and rural people who had been 

educated (or who had not been educated) in the U.S. was striking: rural native whites 

were five times more likely to be illiterate than urban native whites. 

The poor conditions of rural schools both arose from and reflected local parents' 

attitudes toward education. Wilson writes, "Henry C. Wallace, of Des Moines, recently 

declared that in the state of Iowa the profit on farms was measured by the child labor put 

on the farms. In the city we think it disgraceful that a child should work, but in such a _ 

rich state as Iowa the farmer's only source of income in average instances is the labor of 

children" (283). The status of children as workers on rural farms created a double bind 

for rural school reformers: if compulsory education laws succeeded in bringing these 

children into school, their presence in schools would concomitantly lower the tax base 

funding the schools, leading to poorer educational standards. 

In particular, the lack of funding led to poor teaching. As Wilson's study revealed, 

"In Georgia 88 per cent last year of the country school-teachers were each teaching for 

the first time in that school" (284). High teacher turnover and low teacher training 

resulted from the poor salaries offered by rural schools; one of the NEA's most 

frequently advocated "solutions" for the problem of rural schools was a salary scale 

"based on years of service, so that for at least five years the most rural schools would pay 

its teacher the same salary as is paid in the most central of city schools" (Keppel 719). 

Many were not willing to sacrifice the income represented by their children for the 
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substandard education provided in "poorly heated, poorly lighted, poorly ventilated, and 

poorly taught" schools (De Garmo 304). The poor quality ofrural schools and the 

illiteracy that resulted were self-perpetuating: parents who had not received a worthwhile 

education from rural schools were unwilling to support those schools, thus denying their 

children the opportunity to be educated. 

The fIrst students of the Moonlight Schools were white Appalachians, who were 

particularly subject to the poor schooling conditions outlined by rural school advocates 

because of the absence of infrastructure connecting isolated rural communities. Though 

Kentucky's 1909 education reform bill sought to alleviate the problem of rural school 

funding by consolidating school districts, by 1911, the year Stewart founded the 

Moonlight Schools, consolidation had gained little traction in Eastern Kentucky because 

students simply could not travel long distances to consolidated schools. Additionally, 

Eastern Kentucky teaching jobs were among the least desirable because of the lack of 

funding for supplies and the lack of infrastructure; those who agreed to teach were either 

local women in search of (any) work or poor teachers who could not fInd work 

elsewhere. 

The 1910 Census data for Kentucky reflect these schooling conditions: while the 

national average for rural illiteracy was 10.1 %, 12.1 % of all Kentuckians were illiterate. 

Almost twelve percent of native white Kentuckians were illiterate-more than double the 

national average even for rural white illiteracy, and twelve times more than urban native 

whites. But even these statistics do not adequately represent the divide between 

Appalachian education and education in other areas, urban or rural. Appalachian counties 

posted the highest illiteracy rates in the state: of the 53 Kentucky counties designated as 
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Appalachian by the Appalachian Regional Commission25 , 34 reported illiteracy rates 

higher than fifteen percent in the 1910 Census,26 and of these, seventeen counties 

reported illiteracy rates higher than twenty percent. 

Initially, then, Stewart understood illiteracy as a product of rural schooling 

practices; the people who came to her office to have her read their letters were not men 

and women who had "frittered away" their opportunity for education but men and women 

who had "never had a chance" to learn ("Illiteracy as a Factor" 52). As she explains in 

Moonlight Schools, "Many of these people had never been permitted, for reasons all too 

tragic, to enter school, or if enrolled, they had been stopped at the end of a week, a month 

or at the close of their first term" (4). The Moonlight Schools were a way, as I have 

described elsewhere, for Stewart to both repair past injustices of the rural school and 

improve its future prospects. If parents could see the value of education, they would be 

more likely to support the school, both by levying tax-based appropriations for the school 

and by allowing their children to attend regularly. Though Stewart also campaigned for 

other varieties of rural school improvement, particularly legislation that sought to 

improve teacher salaries and place schools under state and federal jurisdiction, she 

believed the most immediate solution to the problems facing rural schools was to bring 

education to adults. Though holding Moonlight Schools in local schoolhouses was 

primarily practical, it was also symbolic-the schools were the site where past 

educational injustices were rectified, imbuing both the school building and the teachers it 

housed with positive connotations. 

2S The Appalachian Regional Commission currently designates 54 counties as Appalachian, but one, 
McCreary, had not yet been formed in 1910. 
26 By contrast, only six of the 66 non-Appalachian counties reported rates higher than 15%. 
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The Rhetoric of Amercanization Funding: Invoking Native White Identity 

Stewart founded the Moonlight Schools amidst an upsurge in attention to adult 

illiteracy. Given that the Moonlight Schools' spread through the U.S. coincided with the 

largest outcry supporting public funding for adult education in U.S. history, one might 

assume that the Moonlight Schools benefited from this explosion of available money. 

However, throughout her career as a literacy advocate, Stewart spent the vast majority of 

her time seeking funding to carryon Moonlight Schools and never received more than 

$32,250 of public funds per year for her literacy programs. In 1916, Stewart received 

$5,000 with which to organize adult literacy education for the entire state of Kentucky; in 

the same year, Cody attests that the city of Detroit alone appropriated $65,000 for 

Americanization courses aimed at adults. 

At both the local and state level, the lack of funding for Moonlight Schools as 

compared to the funding given to Americanization programs reflected the disparity of 

educational funding between rural and city schools. During the Kentucky Illiteracy 

Commission's 1919 campaign, Stewart asked speakers to emphasize education funding 

statistics; as Baldwin explains, "Audiences across th.e state were told Kentucky's $977 

per capita income was nearly $1,000 lower than the national figure of $1,965, and that its 

per pupil expenditure of $9.76 was less than half the nation's average of $22.76" 

(Baldwin 115). Given that so little funding was available even for traditional students, 

Stewart expected and received little aid from state and local sources. 

In the absence of this funding, Stewart appealed primarily to two other sources for 

financing: private clubs and the federal government. Both of these audiences were, during 

the period of Stewart's work, keenly focused on Americanization. Nearly all of Stewart's 
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rhetorical efforts between the years 1914 and 1925 can be read as a response to the 

dominant discourse of adult education at the time: the discourse of Americanization. 

Stewart's response was nuanced: because she relied on Americanization supporters for 

funding, she invoked many of the tropes of the movement in her speeches and writing

yet Stewart also resisted the totalizing discourse sUlTounding literacy that was a hallmark 

of Americanization as she sought to redefine illiteracy as a marker of governmental 

refusal or inability to provide adequate educational opportunities rather than as a marker 

of personal failure or moral ineptitude. 

That Stewart's rhetoric was directed at Americanization supporters is evident in 

the introduction to Moonlight Schools. In the text, Stewart draws on William Goodell 

Frost's rhetoric to mark a clear contrast between native illiterate mountaineers and 

foreign-born illiterates by emphasizing Appalachian culture as a "reservoir of strength 

and patriotism" (5). Like many reformers of the time, Stewart took advantage of the 

image of Appalachia "invented" by 19th -century local color writers that called forth a 

region of blood-feuds, backwardness, and extreme poverty (Shapiro). As Allen Batteau 

reminds us, "tens of thousands of high-minded citizens have been galvanized to action, 

millions of words have poured forth from journalists and novelists, and billions of dollars 

in federal programs have been spent" (6) both to support these stereotypes and to attempt 

to resolve these identified "problems." Rather than denying these stereotypes, Stewart 

acknowledges Appalachian "backwardness" but celebrates it as a uniquely preserved 

national heritage rather than a bastion of ignorance. She writes, for instance, that it is 

"comforting to remember that in these mountains of the southern states America has a 

reservoir of strength and patriotism in the millions of pure Anglo-Saxon Americans ... it 
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should be developed and permitted to send its strength to every section to carry virility 

and the very essence of Americanism to communities where these precious things are 

diluted or dying out" (5-7). The defining characteristic of Appalachians-the "strongest 

urge of the mountaineer's soul"-is "his eager, hungry, insatiable desire for knowledge" 

(3). Stewart acknowledges that Appalachians have been "deprived for years of 

educational opportunities" but insists that "they have not degenerated" (3) and are still 

quite capable of learning. Because local color writers had been largely responsible for 

creating the image of Appalachians as "peculiar" or "backward," Stewart speaks 

explicitly to these misconceptions: "Of all the authors who have chosen them as their 

theme and the artists who have recently begun to present them as a type, none have 

seemed to catch, or at least have failed to portray" (3) the desire for education that 

Appalachians possessed. While acknowledging that Appalachians are to some degree 

uncivilized-they only "stand at the threshold of a new civilization" (5), but are not yet a 

part of that civilization-Stewart suggests that it is a simple matter to improve their 

condition: "They need the world's help, its best thought, its modern conveniences" (5) 

only to become as civilized as any other section of the country. 

The hyperbolic and nativist celebration of Appalachian people in Moonlight 

Schools depicts the Schools as a racist enterprise, designed to fortify white racial identity. 

As Robert Luke points out, 

In Cora Wilson Stewart's story of the Moonlight Schools in Eastern 
Kentucky in the second decade of this century there is no reference to 
work among the blacks .... Of the 26 fine, rare photographs in the book, 
all are of Caucasian groups and all of 'whites of the South' except one of 
"Mexican mothers in California learning to read and write" and another of 
immigrant "Jewish mothers in New York improving their education." 
(xvii) 
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The images Luke cites of Mexican mothers is particularly noteworthy, as the women in 

the image appear to be more white than the mountaineers featured in other pictures-that 

is, the images emphasize the similarities between these women and native white students. 

Only one reference is made to Black students in the text of the book, while "Anglo

Saxon" people are continually described as students of the highest caliber. Moonlight 

Schools leaves its reader with the impression that the Schools are exclusively a "white" 

enterprise. 

However, archival evidence suggests that the framing of whiteness and American 

identity in Moonlight Schools is a rhetorical strategy rather than an accurate reflection of 

the Moonlight Schools' practices. From the outset of the Schools, classes were held in 

both black and white school districts (though the schools themselves remained 

segregated). Nelms writes that "some [Kentucky Illiteracy Commission] agents reported 

their greatest successes among the African-American population" (91). Baldwin asserts 

that by 1915, "at least fifteen Kentucky counties conducted schools for black students" 

(49). In addition, these schools employed both "black and white teachers" (Baldwin 137). 

The Kentucky Illiteracy Commission appointed an advocate to address Black school 

districts. Though no pictures of African-American students appear in Moonlight Schools, 

such pictures are included in Stewart's collection of photographs (and some can be 

viewed in Baldwin's biography). Given the records Stewart kept of African American 

Moonlight Schools, their existence could easily have been acknowledged or even 

celebrated in Moonlight Schools, yet Stewart chose to omit these references from the 

published text. Furthermore, Stewart often referenced African American students in her 
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speeches (more on this below), suggesting that her choice to elide African Americans 

from her published text is a deliberate rhetorical move (see, for example, "Delivered"). 

Stewart also dedicated a great deal of her time to calling attention to illiteracy 

among American Indians, though there is no reference to this work in Moonlight Schools. 

In 1921, Stewart toured North Dakota reservations to observe educational conditions and 

develop strategies for teaching literacy to Native Americans. Drawing from the 

information gathered on these visits, Stewart created the Indian's First Book, a primer 

designed for use in reservation Moonlight Schools. She also persuaded the Northwest 

Indian Congress to "take a stand for the removal of illiteracy as the first step in a program 

ofIndian welfare and development" (Nelms 143). In 1931, Stewart personally taught a 

Moonlight School at the Heart Butte Blackfoot reservation. Though much of this work 

with American Indian populations postdates the publication of Moonlight Schools, 

Stewart had already begun composing the Indian's First Book; given Stewart's penchant 

for well-timed publicity, Moonlight Schools represents an excellent opportunity to 

publicize this upcoming text-yet she makes no mention whatsoever of American 

Indians in Moonlight Schools. 

The frequency of Moonlight School programs among non-white student 

populations suggests that the white-only image presented in Moonlight Schools was a 

carefully framed rhetorical appeal to (white) readers' sense ofracial superiority. The 

rationale for invoking the Appalachian as the ideal of white American identity can be 

seen in the clause that precedes Stewart's celebration of "millions of pure Anglo-Saxon 

Americans": "In a day when racial groups weld themselves together in America and seek 

to advance the welfare of the country from which they came rather than the welfare of the 
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nation that has received them into its bosom" (5). That is, Stewart frames Appalachians 

as an opposing, conservative (or preservative) force that serves to counterbalance 

"racialized"-that is, non-white-immigrants by emphasizing their status as both "white" 

and "pure" and, even more importantly, as "native.'" In doing so, Stewart echoes the 

rhetoric of the Americanization movement, which suggested that the recent influx of 

"unassimilated" immigrants was a threat to American identity. However, Stewart also 

presents images and accounts of immigrants who have learned to read and write English 

through the Moonlight Schools. Within its 194 pages, Moonlight Schools both 

perpetuates the image of the "new" immigrant as a threat and presents a "solution" to that 

threat: the Moonlight Schools, she suggests, are an excellent site for assimilation. 

Stewart's use of nativist rhetoric appeals directly to Americanization proponents 

by invoking immigrants as a potential threat and by highlighting native Appalachians as a 

source of cultural defense and preservation. Americanizers had far greater access to 

funding than rural school districts; by tailoring her appeal to Americanizers, Stewart 

could hope to gain access to these funds. She makes the differential in spending on native 

and immigrant adults a key point in many of her speeches; for instance, in a speech to the 

Kansas State Teachers Association, Stewart directs this question to "superintendents of 

rural as well as of city schools": 

Is there any reason why the night school should be a city product and a 
city institution only? The illiterate foreigner may find the night school 
open to him in any city where he may land. Then, is there any excuse for 
condemning our pure-blooded Anglo-Saxon mountaineers, our American 
farmers and our Western pioneers who did not have an o~portunity in 
childhood, to everlasting ignorance? ("Moonlight" 14).2 

27 Stewart was not the only Kentuckian making such claims; David Whisnant explains that in 1913, Josiah 
Combs, a renowned scholar of Kentucky folk music, "lamented that more money was being spent to 
educated the 'thousands of feigners that pour into our country monthly by way of New York harbor' than 
the 'virile and sturdy' Anglo-Saxon stock of the mountains" (92). As I detail in my introduction, William 
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City night schools were held in public schools and supported by public funds; 

furthermore, the Bureau of Naturalization provided textbooks and pedagogical 

information free of charge to night schools that educated immigrants. Given the lack of 

funding even for day school work in the rural communities targeted by Moonlight 

Schools, Stewart had to rely on volunteer teaching and private donations to keep the 

Schools running. She calls attention to this lack of funding subtly throughout Moonlight 

Schools; for instance, she writes that giving each newly literate student a Bible was "an 

offer that was made when our vision was small ... When hundreds began to claim it, we 

tried to keep the faith, and some of us have not yet recovered from the strain on our 

pocketbooks" (51). By framing the Moonlight Schools as teaching "real Americans"-

specifically, Appalachians-Stewart hoped that she could gain access to the public funds 

and assistance available for "Americanization" efforts. 

Though Stewart advocated throughout her work that the best teaching methods 

involved lessons that were intimately related to the students' daily lives, she also 

recognized that very few Moonlight School organizers could actually afford to buy her 

textbooks; to create the funds needed to distribute the textbooks to the students they had 

been designed for, Stewart needed to tap the funding for Americanization classes as a 

potential revenue stream. As such, her later books,including Moonlight Schools, both 

directly and indirectly appeal to Americanizers. The preface of the Country Life Reader: 

Second Book includes the assertion that "while designed to be used by adults in the 

moonlight schools, this book is not unsuitable for adults in cities, for they need to become 

Goodell Frost, president of Berea College, is often cited as the first rhetorician to posit Appalachians' 
Anglo-Saxon identity as a counterpoint to immigrant cultures. 
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better acquainted with country life and its opportunities. It may also be used to advantage 

by children in both country and city schools" (3). 

Furthermore, many Americanizers were particularly concerned with the illiteracy 

and unAmerican ideals of immigrant mothers, because, as the Bureau of Naturalization 

explained, mothers "have much of the responsibility of determining what kind of citizens 

their children shall become" (McClymer, "Gender" 10). In response to this focus, 

Stewart's The Mother's First Book marks the major themes of Americanization for 

immigrant women: volunteers who teach mothers in their homes render not just a useful 

but a "patriotic" service (5), and lessons include appropriate cooking methods. As 

McClymer explains, an "antipathy to cabbage may seem too outre to be representative of 

the general run of Americanizers' concerns. In fact, it was typical of them" and their 

concerns regarding the "American ways of ... preparing American vegetables, instead of 

the inevitable cabbage" (GFWC, qtd. in McClymer, "Americanization" 98).28 Stewart's 

lessons, then, on "a new way to cook cabbage ... about twenty minutes in very little 

water" (Mother's 61) or the importance of eating fruit "[w]hether in the city or on the 

farm" (55) respond to Americanizers' fixation on the daily habits of immigrant women, 

making the textbook marketable to these comparatively well-funded educators.29 

Similarly, the pictures of "Mexican mothers" and "Jewish mothers" in Moonlight Schools 

28 Americanizers' obsession with immigrants' food intake stemmed from two causes. First, many 
immigrants (and many natives) did not practice healthy eating habits, and settlement workers zeroed in on 
diet as a concrete way to improve the lives of immigrant children. More subtly, immigrants' eating 
practices were an identifiably different from natives' diets. Unlike race, personality traits, or education, all 
of which were ultimately rhetorically constructed, the presence of cabbage in one's home was an 
unmistakable, tangible, physical marker of "otherness" that could then be tangibly removed. 
29 Unfortunately for Stewart, the Mother's First Book was not published until the Americanization 
movement had begun to wane. 
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emphasize that the Moonlight Schools curriculum is applicable to illiterate immigrant 

women. 30 

Stewart's texts constructed an argument not only of cultural but of racial defense. 

As David Roediger explains, Eastern and Southern Europeans were not perceived as 

"white"; influential sociologist Edward A. Ross, Roediger explains, "used the language 

ofrace to draw lines between 'Asiatics' and whites but also policed divisions among 

European groups we would today regard as clearly white" (7). Similarly, the "invention" 

of Appalachia and its people involved a dualistic denigration and celebration of 

Appalachian culture. Local-color writers and, in their wake, politicians and reformers 

revived "the idea of the Anglo-Saxon race as a distinct, all-encompassing force" and as 

"the purest of the pure" (Horsman 209, 210). Appalachian "backwardness" was imagined 

to have preserved a now-lost racial heritage and identity. Stewart drew on this image of 

Appalachia as a bastion of white identity to frame the Moonlight Schools as a counter to 

the "race suicide" decried by Roosevelt and other Americanizers. This appeal to racial 

identity also explains the omission Luke notes in Moonlight Schools: had Stewart 

highlighted her work with African Americans or American Indians, she would have 

undercut her case for the Moonlight Schools as a racially conservative enterprise. Also, 

and perhaps more importantly, emphasizing the Moonlight Schools' work with non-white 

people would have perpetuated the synonymy of "illiteracy" and "nonwhite," and, by 

inference, would have undercut the illiterate mountaineer's status as "white." 

30 Neither the book nor Stewarts' papers makes clear whether the Mexican and Jewish mothers pictured 
were immigrants or natives; however, coupled with Stewart's reference to "racial groups," it is likely that 
contemporary readers would have thought of these women as immigrants. 
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Rhetorical Resistance to Americanization: Questioning Race and Native Identity 

In spite of her efforts to appeal to Americanizers (or, more specifically, to their 

pocketbooks), Stewart was, in fact, staunchly opposed to many of the tenets of the 

Americanization movement. Though she might easily have tapped into Americanization 

funding by directly marketing the Moonlight Schools as an Americanization pedagogy, 

Stewart refused repeatedly to join forces with Americanizers, most notably by refusing to 

become a member of the Department oflmmigrant Education, despite that Department's 

increasingly vital role in sponsoring adult education?l Instead, she emphasized the 

differences between her movement and what she called "immigrant education" and 

attempted to highlight what she saw as the flaws in the movement without alienating 

potentially important financial backers. To do this, Stewart focused on two particular 

misconceptions underpinning the Americanization movement: the idea that illiteracy was 

in some way "un-American" and the perception that immigrants were largely illiterate 

and constituted the majority of illiterate people in the U.S. 

Though Stewart's emphasis on Appalachian whiteness serves to appeal to 

Americanizers on the grounds of racial defense, the opening of Moonlight Schools also 

emphasizes that, though illiterate, Appalachians were quintessentially American. She 

includes below her own reference to their Anglo-Saxon purity a lengthy footnote that 

excerpts Roosevelt's Winning of the West. In this quotation, Roosevelt describes 

Appalachians as "a peculiar and characteristically American people" (5), and emphasizes 

both that they were "Americans by birth and by parentage" (6) and that their immigrant 

31 In 1917, Stewart also refused Education Commissioner P.P. Claxton's offer to appoint her as "Specialist 
in Adult Education" to the Bureau of Education. Though Stewart cited her work in Kentucky as the reason 
for her decision to decline, the position was also one that would have placed Stewart firmly in the field of 
immigrant education (Baldwin 107). 
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ancestors "were fitted to be Americans from the very start" (7). In public speeches, she 

refers to the problem of "America's illiteracy" and tells her audiences that "America calls 

today to her public school teachers to enlist and strike a death-blow at illiteracy" 

("Moonlight" 12). She also refers in Moonlight Schools to the "illiterate soldiers [who] 

are courageous and patriotic as their understanding will permit" (23). Moreover, though 

she avoids linking "white" illiteracy to other racial groups in print, she frequently invokes 

the lack of geographical and racial boundaries on illiteracy in her speeches; she says, for 

example: 

These schools minister equally to illiterate Indians in Oklahoma, illiterate 
negroes in Alabama and illiterate white persons in lowland and highland 
in North Carolina and the other states. California and New Mexico, the 
last states to adopt the institution, are finding it useful, in the education of 
the immigrant population of the one, and the large Mexican population of 
the other. ("Moonlight" 11) 

Here, Stewart illustrates that illiteracy knows no bounds of geography or of race-it is a 

universal problem. Because every region Stewart visited had a unique illiterate 

population, Stewart needed to emphasize the efficacy of the Schools for all potential 

student populations. This changed emphasis between printed texts and public speeches 

can also be attributed to Stewart's near obsession with fundraising: she was typically paid 

or contracted for a set speaking fee prior to her performance, so she could feel freer to 

express her opinions. The books, however, needed to be marketable to a mass audience to 

be profitable, and their rhetoric is correspondingly more conservative. 

Stewart's speeches likewise vary in tone depending on her audience. Because 

speeches given at the NEA's annual meeting were published in the widely distributed 

Addresses and Proceedings, these speeches are more conservative than those given to 

private clubs or teachers' organizations. In NEA speeches, Stewart seeks to represent her 
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program in ways that cater to Americanization advocates, who made up a substantial 

number of the speakers at the annual conferences between 1915 and 1925. Even in this 

forum, though, Stewart takes advantage of opportunities to highlight the false logic of 

Americanization. At the 1918 meeting, Stewart writes, "Among our five and a half 

million illiterates, one million, six hundred thousand are foreign born. The remainder, 

nearly four million in number, are native born. We are attempting to Americanize 

foreigners, an excellent thing to do, but let us not forget to Americanize the people of the 

Abraham Lincoln and Booker T. Washington type" ("War-Modified" 119). Here, Stewart 

credits the work of Americanization with foreigners and appears to offer support for 

those who, like Sharlip and Owens, would extend Americanization to native-born 

citizens. However, her references to Abraham Lincoln and Booker T. Washington are 

tongue-in-cheek-her decision to invoke these two widely respected symbols of 

patriotism, rather than more generic or less admirable figures, invites the question: who 

are we to suggest that Lincoln and Washington need to be Americanized? Moreover, by 

suggesting that Lincoln and Washington themselves are of the "type" that need 

instruction, Stewart highlights that American values exist independent of one's status as 

literate and educated. Stewart also chooses both a white and a black American as 

representatives of native American populations, perhaps reminding her audience that 

African Americans are both educable and worthy of being educated. 

Perhaps most tellingly, Stewart disliked using the term "Americanization" even to 

characterize education programs designed for immigrants. In her private correspondence, 

she consistently employs the term "immigrant education" (see, for example, CWS to 

Winship 14 Dec 1925; Baldwin 156). While Stewart did sometimes employ the term 
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"Americanization" in speeches and letters addressed to Americanization supporters, she 

uses the term when issuing explicit (though often subtle) critiques of the movement. 

Stewart believed that "the United States of America is a place where illiterates should 

meet with instruction, not exclusion", and she supported Wilson's veto of the literacy test 

(qtd. in Baldwin 156). For Stewart-and, in fact, for nearly all Americanizers-the term 

"Americanization" suggested that the essential quality required to be an American was 

education. By extension, the term implied that uneducated Appalachians were not 

Americans-on the basis of their lack of an education that America itself had failed to 

provide them. Fully aware of this paradox, Stewart believed, as Wilson did, that it was 

both absurd and in fact unAmerican to create a law that implied that "those who come 

seeking opportunity are not to be admitted unless they have already had one of the chief 

opportunities they seek, the opportunity of education" (Wilson, qtd. in Vought 117-118). 

Though she believed immigrants had a right to education, Stewart did not accept 

the Americanizers' claims that most if not all immigrants were unschooled and illiterate. 

As a fanatical collector of statistics, Stewart emphasized in her speeches that native 

illiterates far outnumbered foreign-born illiterates and that Americanizers too often 

tended to blur the line between the ability to read and write and the ability to read and 

write in English (see, for example, "War Modified'"). However, Stewart spent little time 

explicitly defending immigrants' educational attainments in public forums, in part 

because she felt she should instead call attention to native illiteracy-immigrant 

education had taken quite enough attention already. In spite of this reluctance, Stewart 

subtly attacked the idea that literacy had to be in English in order to "count" in three 

ways: fIrst, by calling into question definitions and statistics associated with literacy 
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education; second, by suggesting that Americanizers were engaged in something other 

than literacy education; and third, by emphasizing the non-English literacy skills of some 

Moonlight School students. 

In her 1922 address to the National Council of Education (NCE), Stewart takes 

perhaps her most explicit public jab at the notion that "literacy" is equivalent to "literacy 

in English." Arguing that the role of the Illiteracy Committee of the NCE should be to 

function as a clearinghouse for literacy statistics, she opines that "the standards of literacy 

in this country are indefinite and variable" and points out, "Some define literacy as the 

inability to read, write, and speak the English language-a test which had it been adopted 

by France before President Wilson's visit to that country, would have put him in the 

illiterate class while there because he could not read, write, or speak its native tongue" 

("Report of Committee" 455). For Stewart, literacy in any language brought the ability to 

distribute "rare talents" and knowledge, which, for her, were the essential benefits of 

literacy. In fact, Stewart promoted the Moonlight Schools at the World Conference on 

Education between 1923 and 1929, suggesting that the Moonlight Schools could be used 

to educate rural people in countries around the world. She even planned a trip to Russia 

to observe literacy conditions and, if possible, found Moonlight Schools. 32 Certainly, she 

envisioned no essential connection between the Moonlight Schools and English. 

In the same address, Stewart writes scathingly of "illiteracy statistics varying so 

widely from fact [that they] will tend to convince the laymen that educators are very 

careless or not altogether informed" (456). Though not explicitly stated, Stewart is clearly 

pointing fingers at the Americanizers, as supporters of Americanization were the most 

32 This trip was cancelled because many Americanization supporters voiced concerns that the National 
Illiteracy Crusade was "red." 
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prominent distributors of literacy statistics (other than Stewart herself).33 In her letters, 

Stewart makes clear that she does not believe that Americanizer~ are "very careless or not 

altogether informed"-instead, she believes that they are interested in a continuing 

education program focused on upper-level and university instruction for immigrants 

rather than the simple illiteracy and citizenship training courses they explicitly promoted 

("Report of Committee" 456). 

Her resistance to this larger program is most evident in her exchanges with Robert 

Deming, Chairman of the NEA's Department of Adult Education. Stewart's NEA 

Illiteracy Committee offered its fIrst report in 1918; the NEA's Department ofImmigrant 

Education was formed in 1921. In 1925, the NEA joined these two agencies under 

Deming's leadership as the Department of Adult Education. Following the merger, 

Deming sent Stewart three letters expressing his enthusiasm for her work and inviting her 

to suggest ways that the Illiteracy Commission and the larger department could benefit 

one another. Stewart did not respond to either of the first two letters,34 pointedly ignoring 

Deming's request. When she replied, fIve months after Deming's initial contact, she 

declined to undertake any shared work with the Department, citing the differences 

between "adult education" and the "illiteracy crusade": "the friends of the illiteracy 

crusade, at least those who have been with it from the beginning, are unwilling to 

dissipate their energies in the various phases of adult education" (CWS to Deming, 14 

Dec 1925). 

33 In fact, Stewart's request that the Census Bureau release names of illiterates to Moonlight School 
organizers opened a key avenue of statistical evidence for all illiteracy workers, including Americanizers. 
34 She excused the delay by saying that she had been in Europe and the Pacific Northwest and that her mail 
had not been efficiently forwarded; however, records of her correspondence demonstrate that she 
responded to more welcome mail with relative promptness during this period. 
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In a letter written on the same day to close friend A.E. Winship, Stewart is more 

explicit about the distinction she perceives between the work of "immigrant education" 

and literacy teachers: 

Some folk are about to confuse the issues .... The illiteracy crusade deals 
with all over ten years of age who cannot read or write. Since it takes in 
those in the teen age and tries to lead them into day schools, it could 
hardly be consistently called adult education .... I have made a hard fight 
to keep the illiteracy crusade from being confused with immigrant 
education and other things. We have a very definite proposition-it is 
simply to teach five million people to write and to do it in a given time. 
This opens up the way for them to go on through school and through 
college, and they will benefit by the adult education movement as much as 
others are now doing. (14 Dec 1925) 

Stewart reiterates this distinction in another reply to Deming; she writes, "I am glad that 

your Department is giving some time to illiteracy, though I realize that you are covering a 

general field and cannot devote as much time to this one problem as it deserves" (CWS to 

Deming, 22 Jan 1926). As Stewart explains to Winship, the adult education movement-

which, for Stewart, is essentially synonymous with immigrant education-does not aim 

to teach those in need of basic literacy skills but rather those who already have the 

rudiments of education. She compares the U.S. adult education movement to those in 

Europe, which target "educated men and women" who would benefit from continued 

schooling (14 Dec 1925). 

Clearly, Stewart is claiming that the Department of Immigrant Education35 is not 

concerned with issues of illiteracy. Since Stewart largely avoids discussing immigrant 

education programs (these exchanges between Stewart and Deming and Stewart and 

Winship are the most voluminous extant references to the issue), it is less certain what 

she believed was the rationale for the Department's focus on continuing education. 

35 The Department's name change reflected solely the absorption of the Illiteracy Committee. 
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However, her pursuit of statistics concerning immigrant illiteracy and her concessions to 

immigrant education in her textbooks suggest that she saw the Department as having 

tacitly recognized that many of the immigrants who made up the student population for 

Americanization courses were, in fact, literate, and as having ignored literacy education 

in favor of more overtly coercive methods of bringing immigrants in line with their 

conception of "Americanness." These methods included the faulty equation of know ledge 

of English with literacy. 

Though her NCE speech is an exception, Stewart is rarely explicitly critical of the 

Americanizers' focus on English language teaching; after all, the Moonlight Schools 

conducted schools in English. However, Stewart does take advantage of opportunities to 

emphasize the non-English literacy abilities of Moonlight School students. For instance, 

in Moonlight Schools, Stewart recognizes the Spanish literacy abilities some students 

possessed: "This county [Santa Fe County, NM] had a large Mexican population, some of 

whom could read and write in Spanish, but came to the moonlight schools to learn to read 

and write in English" (132). In Moonlight School work conducted by the Bureau of 

Indian Affairs, teachers documented students' language and literacy abilities in all 

languages, not only English, resulting in an impressive recognition of the cultural 

diversity within (as well as among) reservations. And, in promoting the Moonlight 

Schools globally, Stewart indicates her belief that pedagogy is-and should be

separable from its language of instruction. 

Conclusion: The Cost 

Perhaps the best evidence of Stewart's disdain for Americanization programs is 

her refusal to join forces with any Americanization groups. This decision cost Stewart, 
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both figuratively and literally. We can read Stewart's acceptance of these costs in several 

ways: as a testament to her conviction that literacy was essential and that all people 

should have equal rights to an education that guarantees literacy; as an indication of her 

zealous belief in the superiority of her own methods; or, perhaps most generously, as 

reflective of her belief that the Americanization movement was unrealistic, unpatriotic, 

and unethical. 

The literal costs that Stewart absorbed for her refusal to join the Americanization 

movement nearly bankrupted her. The rural states that most needed Moonlight Schools 

(and that began statewide initiatives to organize them) were the states least willing or able 

to fund schools for adults. Given her work as a superintendent, Stewart was well versed 

in these funding problems. Though she adamantly believed that the Moonlight Schools 

were a positive investment for the state-the inefficiency, unemployment, and crime 

caused by illiteracy would, she argued, be eliminated if the Moonlight Schools were 

properly funded-she found it difficult to argue against school superintendents who 

insisted that the little educational money available would be better spent on teacher 

salaries. Stewart was forced to rely solely on donations from private sources to fund 

literacy efforts across the country. When these funds ran out, Stewart spent her own 

money to continue the work. In Kentucky, "Stewart often financed the work of the 

[Kentucky Illiteracy] commission 'from her own pocket''' (Baldwin 76), while also 

lamenting that she "cannot pay [her] own personal debts" (qtd. in Baldwin 141). 

In contrast, Americanizers were well funded from a variety of public sources. 

Private donors, too, were more forthcoming in providing funds for Americanization than 

for Moonlight Schools. The NEA's funding of the Illiteracy Commission and the 
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Department of Immigrant Education reflects the trend of funding for the two movements. 

The Illiteracy Commission was funded by NEA grants that covered Stewart's expenses 

(and it is worth noting that these checks rarely arrived on time) (Baldwin 141, 144). This 

relationship required Stewart to constantly justify both the work of the Commission and 

her own use of NEA funds. Though the Department of Immigrant Education also 

received money directly from the NEA, it also "had a membership, collected dues, 

elected officers and boards of directors" (Luke 10)--that is, it functioned as an 

autonomous unit that dispersed its funds (gained from membership dues and donations) 

as it saw fit. In nearly every encounter with potential donors, Stewart had both to 

document the need for Moonlight Schools and to demonstrate their success; nearly all of 

her public speeches include invocations of specific students who have learned to read and 

write and offer to display letters written by these students. The need and efficacy of 

Americanization programs, conversely, was taken as a given by most state and municipal 

governments, factory owners, and private donors-despite near unanimous agreement 

among researchers who studied Americanization programs that the classes were totally 

ineffective in teaching either spoken or written English (see, for example, H. Miller). 

Had Stewart chosen to reframe her work as a variety of Americanization, much 

more funding would have been available to her-. even if native illiteracy remained her 

primary concern, she could have used income generated by her affiliation with 

Americanizers to fund rural Moonlight Schools. Refusing to join forces with Deming or 

other Americanization advocates meant sacrificing these funding opportunities, and by 

extension, meant innumerable hours spent campaigning for more money. To borrow, for 

a moment, Stewart's hyperbolic rhetoric, her decision likely also cost thousands of native 
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illiterates the opportunity for more schoolbooks, better schoolhouses, and longer 

Moonlight School terms. 

Money was not the only sacrifice Stewart made in foregoing calls to become an 

Americanizer: because almost all other adult educators of the period were involved with 

Americanization, Stewart was marginalized professionally by her decision to focus 

exclusively on native illiteracy. For example, when the NCE finally agreed to Stewart's 

call to form a Committee on Adult Illiteracy in 1921, the Committee was made up of 

"seven state superintendents of education, one former state superintendent, two 

newspaper editors, and two adult education practitioners [one of whom was Stewart]," 

instead of "a group of literacy experts" as Stewart had asked (Luke 56). These experts, 

Luke explains, were not appointed because they were occupied with duties elsewhere

duties with the Committee on Instruction of Immigrants and the Interstate Council on 

Immigrant Education, organizations focused solely on the education of immigrant 

populations, particularly adult immigrants. Stewart eventually cut many ties with both the 

NEA and the General Federation of Women's Clubs because during the organization of 

the first National Illiteracy Conference-an event both created and planned by Stewart, 

but sponsored by the NEA, GFWC, and the Bureau of Education-Stewart was pushed 

aside by the Commissioner of the Bureau of Education, James Tigert, as well as the 

educators who represented the GFWC on the grounds that the event she had organized 

did not include enough nationally-known educators (that is, more Americanization 

advocates) (Baldwin 151-152). 

Though both Stewart and the Americanizers had faded from national prominence 

by 1935, Stewart's refusal to merge with the Americanizers has been one source of her 
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historical marginalization. As I have argued elsewhere, the Moonlight Schools influenced 

(and continue to influence) current conditions in the field of literacy education in two 

ways: by (re)defining the importance of literacy and (re)creating literacy as a public issue 

and by spawning debate about who had the ability to teach reading and writing. As the 

Moonlight Schools' counterpoint, Americanization courses also contributed to this 

dialogue, and in fact, the Americanizers' vision of who should teach reading and writing 

has become accepted policy in most organized literacy programs. Stewart's refusal to 

participate in the conversation surrounding Americanization led to her marginalization 

among literacy professionals, which undercut any future for a volunteer model of literacy 

teaching within an increasingly professionalized society. However, Stewart's refusal to 

participate in Americanization is also perhaps the best reason for modern scholars to 

recover her important work. 
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PROFESSIONALIZING ADULT EDUCATION: WHO TEACHES? 

Between 1910 and 1930, the Addresses and Proceedings of the NEA's annual 

meeting document increasing awareness of and concern for the education of illiterates. 

However, the overwhelming focus of attention during this period was not who should be 

taught or what they should learn but rather who should teach. This question occupied the 

time of nearly every NEA department and committee, from elementary through higher 

education. Of course, any discussion of illiteracy or its associated issues-compulsory 

education, rural school funding, Americanization--necessarily addressed this question. If 

the goal was to find the cause of illiteracy, educators asked why adequate teaching was 

not present; if the goal was to find the solution, educators asked who would teach the 

millions of illiterates (and/or immigrants). Today, education is seen as the work of 

professionals-one cannot teach in a public school without credentials from a higher 

education program-yet nearly all adult education programs, including both 

Americanization and the Moonlight Schools, began as volunteer efforts. In this chapter, I 

begin by considering the state and status of elementary education as the primary site of 

literacy education in the first decade of the 20th century; specifically, I examine the 

tension between efforts to professionalize teachers and efforts to find adequate numbers 

of teachers to staff rural schools. I then explore the literacy education efforts of the 

Moonlight Schools and Americanization as two widely disparate reactions to this tension 

between professionalization and material conditions. Finally, I detail how attitudes 
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toward volunteer teaching changed-and were changed by-the interaction between 

Moonlight School advocates and Americanizers. 

Background 

Though local-level discussions concerning who should teach have existed since 

the fIrst European settlements ofthe U.S., the question became a national issue when 

common school education became increasingly widespread in the 1830s and 1840s. In 

particular, the high volume of common schools in rural areas demanded a rurally-based 

teaching corps. For instance, as late as 1906, Kentucky had over 8,000 school districts, all 

requiring at least one teacher (Kett 319). Two problems arose in attempts to fIll this 

demand: comparatively few rural people had attained high levels of education prior, to the 

formation of the common schools, and those who had attained such education sought 

careers in more prestigious and better compensated fIelds. As a result, during the early 

decades of the common school movement, rural schools were most often taught by 

temporary teachers who worked only during winter months and who were attempting to 

earn money to fInance their own education in other, more lucrative fIelds (Herbst 22). In 

the latter half of the nineteenth century, women increasingly fIlled positions as common 

school teachers, but women, like some men, saw teaching as temporary employment until 

marriage, not as a permanent vocation. As might be expected, the quality of teaching was 

often poor, and replacing teachers was often a never-ending process for local school 

boards. 

In response to the problem of supplying rural teachers, Butts and Cremin explain 

that as early as 1835, educational advocates argued that "high standards would not be 

met, nor permanent, professional teachers secured until salaries were increased to the 
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point where competent persons could be attained and held in teaching" (231-232). In 

addition, these educators-including common school theorist Horace Mann-argued that 

the state should fund training schools to prepare elementary school teachers for their 

work. In response to these calls, public normal schools were first founded in 

Massachusetts in 1839 and were initially focused on providing instruction for elementary 

educators. 

Many legislators, though, disagreed with the idea that a normal school education 

was necessary for future teachers and opposed this expenditure of state funds. For 

instance, the Massachusetts House Committee on Education argued "'that every person, 

who has himself undergone a process of instruction, must acquire, by that very process, 

the art of instructing others.' ... From this it followed that normal schools were 

superfluous" (qtd. in Herbst 64). Their position was bolstered by the failure of the normal 

schools to produce trained teachers. Normal schools were caught in a vicious cycle of 

remedial education: because schooling conditions--including both teaching and material 

conditions-were so poor, normal school students often entered their training coursework 

with little background education; before the normal schools could offer instruction on 

teaching, they first had to teach students the basic subject matter that they would be 

required to impart to their students. This left little time for lessons in pedagogy. In light 

of these difficulties, Herbst argues that the Massachusetts schools "had not solved the 

rural school crisis" (86). 

Despite the failure of the Massachusetts normal schools to provide adequate 

numbers of trained teachers, state-supported normal schools spread throughout the 

country during the 19th century. However, the focus of these schools moved increasingly 
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toward preparation for high school teachers and administrators. Educators recognized that 

"as long as America's rural schools were governed by local boards and their teachers 

were subject to lay direction in professional matters, neither could rural teachers regard 

them"elves as professionals nor would they serve in any other capacity than as temporary 

shopkeepers" (Herbst 102). One way to increase the prestige of the profession and frame 

its members as professionals was to focus on advanced courses rather than elementary 

education-that is, education that not just anyone could provide (Herbst 187-188). 

Elementary teacher training was relegated to "high school normal classes, to county or 

city training schools, and to the undergraduate departments of teachers colleges and state 

universities"-none of which were easily accessible to the rural women who filled tbe 

majority of elementary teaching posts (Herbst 188). As a result of both the realignment of 

normal schools to favor high school teacher training and the widespread conception that 

any educated person could teach, few rural teachers pursued any form of advanced 

education; an 1887 Bureau of Education report found that fewer than ten percent of the 

225,000 teachers in the U.S. had attended a normal school (Kett 164). 

Even this low percentage, however, overestimates the training of U.S. teachers. 

Many of those who attended normal schools failed to complete the entire course (Butts 

and Cremin 449); because the Bureau of Education surveyed attendance, rather than 

completion, its figures should not be interpreted as representing the number of teachers 

who underwent a full training program. Furthermore, a normal school certificate was no 

guarantee of a quality education. Many normal schools themselves suffered from poor 

teaching, and the course offerings were "confined largely to the methods and mechanics 
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of the classroom" (Cremin 169) and taught "almost entirely on the secondary level" 

(Butts and Cremin 449). 

The low availability of, low quality of, and little necessity for teacher training in 

the 19th century meant that most students were taught by teachers whose qualifications 

were simply the ability to read, write, cipher, and remember key historical dates. Often 

the only requirement one needed to meet in order to teach a common school was to have 

graduated from that common school. As inconceivable as it may seem today, throughout 

the 19th and early 20th centuries, the overwhelming majority of people who learned to 

read and write were taught at home, at school, or at church by women and men who had 

no teaching qualifications whatsoever. 

University Involvement 

Though higher education did not begin to provide a route to professionalization 

for elementary school teachers until the 1930s36
, between 1890 and 1920, universities 

became increasingly invested in education as a field of study. Normal schools also 

"began to design regular four-year baccalaureate courses, thereby converting themselves 

into collegiate institutions" while continuing to frame their work as the training of 

teachers (Cremin 169). The most well-known and influential institution of higher learning 

for teachers during the period was Teachers College, affiliated with Columbia University. 

Its program of instruction included three areas of "professional knowledge" that were 

adapted by many other education programs: "educational psychology and child study," 

"history of education and comparative education," and "school administration and its 

36 A route that, even today, does not provide equal payor equal respect for elementary school teachers in 
comparison to teachers of higher grades or, indeed, college graduates in general. A recent CBS 
MoneyWatch report indicates that Elementary Education is the second-lowest-paid college degree in the 
U.S. (only Child and Family Studies graduates earn less); Elementary Education graduates earn an average 
starting pay of $31,600 and an average mid-career pay of $44,A00 (0' Shaughnessy). 
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relation to the teacher, student, and society" (Cremin 174). However, Teachers College 

and other institutions served primarily as "colleges for the teachers of teachers" (Herbst 

105). After having invested both time and, in many cases, money, to pursue a degree in 

education, few graduates of teachers' colleges aimed to return to the low status, poorly 

paid work of elementary schools. 

In fact, the development of teachers' colleges in many ways further diminished 

the status of elementary school teachers, especially in rural areas. As Herbst explains in 

regard to the Massachusetts normal schools, institutes offering teacher education 

"aided-unwittingly, to be sure-what we have come to call the brain drain from the 

country" (84); those rural men and women who sought normal school education rarely 

"stayed or returned to play the role of country schoolmaster of schoolmistress" (84). Most 

normal schools and teachers' colleges had, by 1900, required applicants to have 

completed high school-thus, the rural attendees often represented the most qualified 

potential teachers in their home area. Only those who could not qualify for admission or 

those who had no desire to attend (suggesting, perhaps, a lack of interest in teaching as a 

permanent career) were left to fill rural school posts. 

More importantly, the creation of a body of professional educational theorists 

resulted in a divide between those who practiced teaching and those who were recognized 

as authorities on teaching practice. This split is evident in the Addresses and Proceedings 

of the NEA's annual conferences. Between 1907 and 1915, only three of fifty speakers to 

the Department of Kindergarten Education were identified as kindergarten teachers 
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(6%).37 In the same period, the Department of Elementary Education featured no speakers 

identified as elementary school teachers. Instead, speakers were drawn overwhelmingly 

from the ranks of teachers' college and normal school professors and superintendents of 

education. 38 In its choice of speakers, the NEA-by far the most influential collection of 

educators of the period (and today)-implied that elementary school teachers were not 

able to contribute to the theory of elementary education. 

Judging by the increasingly fervent calls from speakers in the Department of 

Rural Education that the solution to the "rural school problem" must begin with giving 

teachers incentive to engage in professional development, elementary educators, for their 

part, largely ignored the rhetoric and pedagogical suggestions put forward by educational 

theorists. Certainly, much of the resistance to these pedagogies was not resistance at all, 

but rather a predictable result of the temporary status of elementary teachers-some were 

likely not even aware of'the growing body of literature on educational practices. In other 

areas, though, school boards and superintendents pushed teachers to engage in 

professional development; many required teachers to attend a summer training institute to 

maintain their posts, while others-including Cora Wilson Stewart-required their 

teachers to subscribe to educationally-focused publications. But even where teachers had 

access to educational theory and were invested in implementing new pedagogies, material 

conditions of schooling often prevented meaningful change. For example, during the 

1910 Annual Meeting of the Department of Elementary Education, one speaker argued 

that elementary geography should "be taught to interpret the history of a country and the 

n Two speakers' employments were not identified. Though these speakers may have been elementary 
school teachers, a lack of designation in the Addresses typically implies that the speaker is not currently 
employed or is changing jobs. 
38 Other speakers include editors of educational publications, state inspectors, members of educational 
committees, and a medical doctor. 
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chief occupations of its people from studying a good map of that part of the earth's 

surface" (Greenwood 437). Though elementary educators then and now could recognize 

the value of this suggestion, not all rural schools were equipped with sources of heat or 

adequate desks-maps were an even less frequent luxury. 

The division between theorists and rural practitioners was nowhere more evident 

than in discussions surrounding literacy education. As NEA speaker Adelaide Steele 

Baker explained in 1910: 

No subject, in recent years, has received more attention at the hands of the 
teaching force than English. Over a decade ago, more than a dozen 
national and sectional conferences had been held to repair the gross evils 
in the teaching of English, while general and local organizations, clubs, 
and committees have continued to put forth untiring efforts to investigate 
and improve the work .... The qualifications of elementary-school 
teachers have been based upon their extensive preparations in the subject 
of English, a criterion that has led to the special pride taken by normal 
schools and higher institutions of learning in their extensive English 
courses. (430) 

I have quoted Baker at length because her speech illustrates two recurring themes in 

discussions of elementary English education: fIrst, among those who are said to have 

investigated and improved the work, no teachers are mentioned;39 second, elementary 

school teachers are assumed to have been extensively prepared for their work, and school 

boards are assumed to care whether or not the teachers have been prepared. Though most 

teachers were required to undergo some variety of certification, many certifIcation exams 

tested knowledge of basic common school curriculum-no advanced or "extensive" work 

was required to pass. The English qualifications of many teachers extended no further 

than the English lessons available in local high schools. While English education became 

a central area of study in higher institutions, it remained the province of teachers whose 

39 In fact, Baker is more inclusive than most NEA commentators-she includes a brief quote from a 
"spirited little third-grade teacher" in her argument for improved English teaching (432). 
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qualifications were those outlined by the Massachusetts House Committee on Education 

in 1840: because teachers could read and write, they possessed the necessary 

qualifications to teach others to read and write. 

Who Teaches Moonlight Schools? 

Before any Moonlight School sessions could be held, Stewart had to answer the 

same question that had plagued school organizers for nearly 100 years: who should-or 

who would-teach? Her answer was similar to the Massachusetts House Committee, 

though Stewart took a two-pronged approach: alllilerate people, she argued, could and 

should offer immediate instruction to illiterates, working to move them from absolute 

illiteracy toward a familiarity with the basics of reading and writing. In the long term, 

volunteer day-school teachers trained to instruct adult students were the best option to 

move students toward their fullest potential. For the initial meeting of the Moonlight 

Schools, Rowan County elementary school teachers were "asked to volunteer" 

(Moonlight 14).40 From the outset, then, the Moonlight Schools participated in an 

economic devaluation of elementary teaching: men and women were expected to double 

their workload but were given no extra salary or benefits. 

But the effects of the Moonlight Schools on the status of elementary teachers was 

nuanced and multiple. In spite of the economic devaluation of teachers' time and effort, 

the Moonlight Schools also led to an increased respect for local educators as individuals. 

The adults who attended the Moonlight Schools had previously had little cause or 

40 Though modern readers may interpret this statement as coercive-Stewart was, after all, the teachers' 
supervisor; could they have said no?-the request may also be interpreted as benign. In general during the 
early 20th century, and particularly in small rural communities, social structures were predicated on 
reciprocal volunteerism; the teachers could have reasonably expected to be repaid in kind by community 
members. 
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opportunity to interact with the day school teachers. Some saw education as an 

unnecessary luxury; others were ashamed of their illiteracy. The Moonlight School 

classes presented an opportunity for these adults to work closely with the teachers and to 

see the teachers as volunteers who both respected their habits and beliefs and sought to 

improve their lives. Many of the personal letters sent to Stewart by Moonlight School 

students mention the work of local teachers, and specific teachers are often singled out by 

name. James Smith writes that "Miss Audrey Chapman is [his] teacher" (Moonlight 81), 

while Amanda McElroy thanks Stewart and "our Carrollton teachers" (83) for their good 

work.41 Students who learned to read and write during the sessions could have little cause 

to doubt the abilities of their local teachers or the efficacy of their methods for teaching 

literacy. While teaching's status as a profession was economically devalued by the 

Moonlight Schools, the status of the schools as institutes of learning and the teachers as 

purveyors of know ledge was increased, at least at a local level. 

As the Moonlight Schools grew, Stewart encouraged others to take on the role of 

teacher. In the third Rowan County session, every person who had the ability to read and 

write was encouraged to find someone to instruct. Though we can read Stewart's claims 

as hyperbolic, her assertion that "doctors were soon teaching their convalescent patients, 

ministers were teaching members of their flocks, children were teaching their parents, 

stenographers were teaching waitresses in the small town hotels, and the person in the 

county without a pupil was considered a very useless sort of individual" does indicate 

that Stewart and other Moonlight School supporters believed in the adage that anyone 

who had attended school could be a teacher (48). In particular, Stewart cites former 

Moonlight School students who "became itinerant teachers, going from district to district 

41 Names of students have been altered to protect identities (see Introduction). 
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giving lessons" (48). "They were successful teachers," she writes, because "they 

attempted to give lessons in reading and writing only .... Their visits to illiterate homes 

started the process of learning in most cases, and cleared the way for the teacher who was 

to follow with more complete and thorough knowledge" (49). The Moonlight School 

philosophy, then, held that anyone could teach a subject in which they had been 

instructed-no specialized know ledge of either the subject or of the art of teaching was 

necessary. 

However, if anyone could teach, it was still true that not all teachers were created 

equal. Trained elementary school teachers, with their "more complete and thorough 

know ledge" of both teaching and the basic curriculum of the Moonlight Schools, were 

portrayed as the most able Moonlight School instructors. Stewart also believed that 

specialized knowledge about educating adults would make Moonlight School volunteers 

better teachers. To train teachers for Moonlight School work, Stewart held Moonlight 

School institutes, which offered discussion in "the methods of teaching adult illiterates, 

materials to use, ways and means of reaching the stubborn and getting them into school 

and other things relative to the problem of educating adults" (Moonlight 32). She also 

published her guidebook, Moonlight Schools, to provide teachers with "inspiration and 

guidance" for organizing and teaching Schools (vii). Yet Stewart adds that the text is 

"purposely written in simple language and kept free from technical terms. It is ... as easy 

and accessible to those who have had little preparation for teaching as to those who are 

experienced and trained" (viii), reaffirming that the Moonlight Schools could be taught 

by any educated person, regardless of their training in teaching. It is also worth noting 

that teachers not only had to volunteer their time to the Moonlight School institute, they 
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also had to "pay[] their own expenses," including travel and lodging, while present 

(Moonlight 32). Once again, while Moonlight Schools economically devalued of 

teachers' time and effort, the Schools also celebrated the teachers' professional 

qualifications. 

As the Moonlight Schools were expanded through Stewart's work with the 

Kentucky Illiteracy Commission (KlC), the voluntary teaching model became even more 

important. The KlC initially had no funds with which to employ teachers; when funds 

were at last appropriated, they were far too few to adequately support the teaching staff 

needed for the Schools. Stewart continued to advocate that any educated person could 

and should take on the work of teaching illiterates, but she focused much of her rhetoric 

on elementary school teachers, because she felt that teachers were best equipped to 

instruct illiterates, and elementary school teachers composed by far the largest body of 

teachers in Kentucky (and the U.S.). While there is no evidence that Stewart recognized 

in her initial planning that one effect of teachers volunteering for work in the Moonlight 

Schools would be an increased respect for the teacher (though she certainly recognized 

that the Schools would produce an increased respect for education as an institution), she 

capitalized on this appeal in her public addresses during her work with the KlC. In 

particular, during World War I, Stewart pointed to the Moonlight Schools as a way for 

teachers to demonstrate their patriotism. Their willingness to teach, she writes, is a "test 

[ of their] patriotism and [] devotion to education" ("Call"). It was not only a "duty" but a 

"high privilege" to educate illiterate soldiers before they were deployed to France. 

Perhaps recognizing that her emphasis on volunteer teaching could be seen as an 

economic devaluation of teachers' work, Stewart also includes an economic appeal: "We 
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may have been unable to invest in Liberty Loan Bonds. It may not be ours to follow the 

boys to France to minister to them under the Red Cross, but we can add to their comfort 

their self-respect and efficiency by giving them this [literacy] training before they go" 

("Call"). By equating literacy teaching with more tangible physical donations of time and 

money, Stewart gives teachers a way to understand themselves as contributing fully to the 

war effort without having to sacrifice either their meager paychecks or their teaching 

positions. Though this appeal likely had little effect beyond its audience of teachers-it 

did not help improve the teachers' public status-Stewart does encourage teachers to 

place higher value on their own work. 

The Moonlight Schools remained a volunteer-based effort until their demise in the 

early 1930s. But Stewart's public rationale for a volunteer teaching force became 

increasingly nuanced as she found herself competing with Americanizers for public 

attention and financing. The Americanizers' far different answer to the question of who 

should teach became the key battleground between the two movements, and the debate 

between the two shaped the public discourse surrounding literacy education. 

Who Teaches Americanization? 

The Americanization movement rejected the idea that "anyone" could be qualified 

to teach literacy, English speaking, or civics. Michael Olneck argues that 

Americanization was symbolically important because it "assigned to native-born 

Americans the roles of tutor, interpreter, and gatekeeper, while rendering immigrants 

the subjects of tutelage and judgment" (416). If any English speaker were qualified to 

teach, there would be no need for native-born teachers; immigrants who had already 

learned English could pass this know ledge on to new arrivals. The Americanizers' call 
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for specialization highlighted the idea that the know ledge teachers possessed was 

different and better-in every sense of the word-than the know ledge immigrants 

possessed, even if those immigrants had been educated in their native country. Also, 

because the Americanizers linked education with American identity, those with more 

education-that is, professional educators-were imagined as the "most" American, and 

as such, the most apt teachers for immigrant students.42 Instead, Americanizers pushed 

for the professionalization of adult education. I draw on Burton Bledstein to define 

"professionalization" as a 

fairly difficult and time-consuming process [by which] a person mastered 
an esoteric but useful body of systematic knowledge, completed 
theoretical training before entering a practice or apprenticeship, and 
received a degree or license from a recognized institution. A professional 
person in the role of a practitioner insisted upon technical competence, 
superior skill, and a high quality of performance. (86-87) 

In the case of Americanizers, professionalization involved teacher training courses 

specializing in the theory of adult education, as well as a general expectation that all 

teachers should be graduates of some higher learning institution (at least a normal school, 

if not a college or university). 

However, it would be inaccurate to suggest that Americanizers never employed 

volunteers; the Americanization "movement" was ultimately a nebulous and loosely-

defined grouping of public and private organizations and courses. Just as volunteers were 

inspired by the rhetoric of the Moonlight Schools, many more were inspired by the 

appeals to patriotism and national defense made by Americanizers. In the Bureau of 

Education's manual, Training Teachers for Americanization, Fred Butler refers to the 

42 Not surprisingly, immigrants' preferences seem to have been given no more than cursory consideration 
when teachers were assigned to courses; none of the major surveyors of Americanization programs 
reference any practice of consulting immigrants on their preferences for teachers (or, for that matter, 
pedagogy). 
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"hundreds of volunteers [that] have taken up the work throughout the country ... as a 

patriotic duty" (6). In spite of this reliance on volunteers, the rhetoric of the movement 

emphasized the need for its teachers to have professional training not only in teaching, 

but also in the specific field of adult education. Butler's attention to volunteers is not to 

applaud their willingness to donate their time, but rather to suggest Training Teachers as 

a remedy for the fact that these volunteers "have not had the opportunity of studying their 

subject" (6). He also emphasizes that the text itself is not produced by teachers or 

volunteers but by a "committee of leading experts in this field of education" (6). 

Though the importance of trained teachers was a key component of 

Americanization rhetoric throughout the 1900s and 191Os-in his 1906 study, Huebner 

emphasizes the superior resources of trained day school teachers for Americanizing 

children-Americanization remained the province of volunteers until the 1920s. 

McClymer explains that "few school systems had, prior to 1916, ongoing programs for 

adult education," and there were correspondingly few "proven techniques [or] tested 

curricula available to the thousands of school systems that hurriedly inaugurated 

Americanization classes" ("Americanization" 105) after U.S. entrance into World War I. 

In 1919, P.P. Claxton, the Commissioner of Education, declared that "we have had very 

little experience, and there are few established and accepted principles or methods of 

procedure" for teaching adult immigrants (qtd. in McClymer "Americanization" 106). 

Even if pedagogical methods had been studied, there were few organized efforts 

to train teachers for Americanization work. A 1919 study found that: 

the total number of teachers in sixty-one representative cities engaged in 
Americanization work was 592, and of these 207 have had professional 
training of and also special training in Americanization work .... of these 
207, 157 were in four cities out of the sixty-one. Thus fifty-seven cities 
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reported only fifty public school teachers with special training for the 
work. (R. Gray 224) 

At a 1919 Americanization conference, W.e. Smith reminds his audience that "it is 

within the short memory of everyone of us here that there was any definite method taken 

for the training of teachers in this great work" (108). That Smith was attending an 

Americanization conference, though, indicates the increasing organization of the 

Americanization movement. As the raison d' etre for Americanization classes waned with 

the end of the war and the imposition of more stringent immigration requirements 

(including a literacy test), the movement needed to appeal to more than patriotic fervor 

and nativist fear to continue its mission. Though Americanizers' emphasis on "creating 

citizens" remained strong, the rhetoric of the movement increasingly invoked the 

specialized knowledge of its teachers and leadership as the feature that separated 

Americanization efforts from other mass education movements-including the Moonlight 

Schools. 

Just as the Moonlight Schools' emphasis on volunteer teaching arose from both 

deep-seated belief and the pressures of material conditions, so did the Americanizers' 

push for professionalization. As the Bureau of Education's teacher training manual makes 

clear, many Americanization courses simply weren't effective. As its primary author, 

John Mahoney, explains, "The schooling of the immigrant in the past has been, speaking 

broadly, an unsuccessful endeavor" (7). The Carnegie Corporation's study of 

Americanization found that "there is not only ... relative failure to enroll in evening 

classes, but ... [a] disconcerting lack of persistency of attendance. The more efficient 

evening schools hold their students better than the less efficient, but not much better" 

(Thompson 95). The study also asserted that "the evening school by its nature cannot be 
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an institution completely adapted to the needs of immigrants, and conversely, that the 

majority of immigrants find it impossible to use the evening school as their means of 

education" (98), because immigrants could not do the work required by the evening 

schools in addition to their often arduous factory work, night shifts, or family conditions. 

However, few Americanizers were willing to accept that their programs would not 

be fully effective. While pedagogical methods, school facilities, and immigrants 

themselves were often blamed for the failure of the evening schools to find and retain 

students, the majority of this failure was attributed to the lack of teacher training. 

Mahoney, for instance, asserts, "One of the principle reasons, without a doubt, [for the 

lack of success,] was the slowness on the part of the public and not infrequently on the 

part of school people themselves, to appreciate the fact that the teaching of the adult 

immigrant is a highly specialized piece of work, requiring not only special aptitude but 

special training as well" (7).43 Thompson, in the Carnegie Corporation report, asserts that 

"looming large among those causes [of the failure of the evening schools]" was that "for 

years the evening school was but an appendage of the educational system, and for years it 

was felt that anyone could teach an evening school class" (262). But as Herbert Miller 

points out in his critique of the quality of teaching in evening schools, "There seems to be 

no effective supervision, no plan for improving the teachers in service, and no effort to 

find out which of the many methods used produces the best results" (94). Even the most 

vociferous critics of evening school teaching acknowledged that the lack of teacher 

training was not the fault of the teachers. Unlike day school teachers who, many felt, had 

adequate access to training opportunities, few cities offered even one-day courses in adult 

43 Though I have cited Mahoney, the first page of Mahoney's text is lifted-without attribution-from The 
Schooling of the Immigrant. 
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education methods. Teacher training programs were thus framed as an essential 

requirement for the continued existence of Americanization programs. 

Most Americanizers argued that normal schools and universities were the best 

option for training teachers in adult education because these schools could provide 

lengthy courses. Emory Bogardus, for instance, suggested that normal school courses 

should offer "training in field work," which "should include at least three hours a week of 

practice teaching of adults for several months under careful supervision" (291). Robert 

Gray goes further, suggesting that while normal schools must offer courses that include 

"observation and practise," in addition, "the state department should organize teachers' 

institutes to aid teachers already in service" (227). In both types of training courses, the 

material covered should include "a background of our various immigrant peoples," "the 

meanings and interpretations of Americanism," "the teaching of English to both 

beginners and advanced students," "industrial Americanization," "Americanization of 

women," and "field work," and should develop a "sympathetic attitude toward the alien" 

(R. Gray 229). To cover this volume of material, lengthy courses taught by specialized 

teachers were necessary. 

Other Americanizers recognized that the transition from an untrained and often 

volunteer teaching corps to a trained, paid group of educators would need to happen 

gradually if Americanization courses were to continue unabated. YMCA organizer Peter 

Roberts, for instance, agreed with his contemporaries that Americanization workers 

should attend "a normal class" (206), but his demands were less strenuous: the course 

would meet "at least every other week" (206), and volunteers would be permitted to 

specify the work for which they felt they were most suited, rather than attempting to learn 
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the entirety of the (little) accumulated know ledge about adult education methods. The 

recommendations of Oakland's Department of Americanization for 1918-1919 included 

the suggestion that night school teachers be required to attend a training course only one 

afternoon of each week, and teachers were permitted to continue teaching as they 

completed the course (United States 106). 

Nearly all Americanizers agreed, though, that teachers had to be paid for their 

work. As Roberts, the least militant advocate of professionalization among 

Americanization's leading organizers, warned, "When volunteers are sought, it should be 

clearly stated what is expected of them. If they are to teach for two nights a week, let it be 

clearly understood that the work will continue for three or four months and not 

interminably" (206-7). Roberts' concern was that teachers were likely to lose interest in 

teaching the lengthy courses Americanizers preferred if they were not paid for their 

work-hence the comfort to volunteers that their work would not go on forever. Others 

pointed out that teachers would not undergo training if there was no tangible reward: "if 

this work requires a specialized form of training and service the financial return must be 

adequate to the outlay of time and expense for the training" (Smith 109). Also, the most 

"gifted" teachers would not enter the field if pay were not sufficient (Smith 109). If 

Ame!icanization teachers were paid the same amount of money as other elementary 

teachers, there would be no motivation for them to train beyond the standard normal 

school preparation for elementary school work. In order to justify higher pay, 

Americanizers had to posit that their teachers were undertaking work far more complex 

than that of elementary teachers, work that could not be done by just "anyone." 
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Moving Beyond Americanization 

By 1925, the Americanization movement had begun to fade. The stringent 

immigration laws enacted in 1917 and 1921 decreased the flood of immigrants to a 

trickle, and the patriotic fervor of the war and anti-Bolshevik hysteria of the post -war 

years could not be maintained during the relative prosperity of the 1920s. But the 

combined efforts of Americanization and the Moonlight Schools had awakened American 

politicians and educators to the fact that adults were apt students, while the Army tests 

administered to drafted men demonstrated that a much higher percentage of adults, 

foreign and native, were in need of instruction in both basic and advanced topics than had 

previously been recognized. Moreover, the Americanization movement, with its push for 

training and specialization, had created a body of trained teachers and a plethora of 

training programs. The question that now faced the men and women who had led the 

Americanization movement was what should be done with the infrastructure created by 

their professionalization efforts. 

Their answer was adult education. Moving away from their narrow focus on 

educating immigrants, educators broadened their work to include all facets of adult 

education, particularly "continuing" education that focused on advanced skills needed for 

college preparation. This reframing allowed former Americanization trainees to keep 

their claim to unique specialization-they were the only educators trained to teach pre

college-level adults. Many adult education-related programs and agencies existed 

between 1925 and 1930, but three were notable for shaping public and field-specific 

discourse about the methods and, more importantly, the definition of adult education: the 
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Office of Education, the American Association for Adult Education (AAAE), and the 

NEA's Department of Adult Education. 

Of these, the Office of Education was both the most symbolically important and 

the least effective of the agencies in addressing adult education. Until the mid-1950s, the 

Office of Education's involvement in adult education was directed by the Principal 

Specialist in Adult Education, appointed by the Commissioner of Education. Malcolm 

Know les explains that the Specialist "was accorded relatively low status" (l 0 1) within 

the Office. During the 1920s and 1930s, the Specialist was variously attached to the 

secondary education division, an Adult Education Section, and the New Deal Emergency 

,Education Program, suggesting that the role of adult education was ill-defined and 

considered nebulous in relation to the primary work of the Office (Grattan 251; Knowles 

101). The limited influence of the Specialist is notable in reference to my study for two 

reasons. First, the appointment of the Specialist signaled governmental recognition and 

approval of efforts to educate adults and signified in its very name that specialization in 

the field could and did exist, lending moral if not material support to efforts to 

professionalize adult education work. However, it is also significant that, as the position 

was originally imagined, qualifications were based on experience rather than educational 

attainment. Stewart was, in fact, offered the position of Specialist by Education 

Commissioner P.P. Claxton in 1917 (she declined because she felt that she had a 

responsibility to finish out her work in Kentucky) (Baldwin 107). Secondly, although the 

Specialist was given little authority to initiate programs or research relating to adult 

education, he could provide resources (primarily manpower and material resources rather 

than monetary assistance) to both the NEA and the AAAE; much of the work done by 
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these two more visible groups would not have been as easily achieved without the 

assistance given by the Office of Education. 

The AAAE, founded in 1926, required far less assistance than the NEA. 

Supported by the Carnegie Corporation, the AAAE had little need to seek out external 

funding; the corporation distributed "just under $3,000,000" in grants to "organizations 

that engaged in adult education" between 1924 and 1934 (Kett 334). The AAAE 

described itself as "a 'clearinghouse' for ideas and as a consultant to the corporation" 

(Kett 334) concerning the distribution of these grants, and it functioned primarily as a 

research entity whose main purpose was to "interpret, explain, and clarify, and only in a 

limited degree to propagandize for adult education" (qtd. in Knowles 195). Perhaps more 

importantly, the AAAE published the Journal o.lAdult Education, which remained the 

leading publication in the field until its closure in 1941. As Kett explains, the AAAE and 

Carnegie Corporation "assisted the publication of more than a score of important studies 

on topics ranging from university extension to libraries and correspondence schools, the 

use ofleisure and the habits ofreaders, community drama and parent education" (334). 

Though the Carnegie Corporation demonstrated far more interest (and contributed far 

more money) toward the education of immigrants than native illiteracy, and though the 

impetus for the formation of the AAAE was the Carnegie-sponsored study Schooling o.l 

the Immigrant, the AAAE, unlike the Department of Adult Education, did contribute to 

the development of programs for native illiterate. In fact, Cora Wilson Stewart pursued 

the AAAE as a source of funding for her illiteracy crusade beginning in 1931.44 

As this list suggests, the AAAE' s most significant contribution to the discourse 

surrounding adult education was to link the work of Americanizers and the Moonlight 

44 For reasons explained below, she never received this funding. 
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Schools to a far broader conception of "adult education." For the AAAE, "adult 

education" became synonymous with "educating adults"-any program that taught any 

adult a skill, even if that skill were a leisure activity, was considered "adult education." In 

fact, the AAAE declared that it would "resist all pressures for 'the formation of a final 

and somewhat rigid definition of adult education' by which certain adult activities 

partially of an educational nature would be excluded from the field" (Knowles 195). This 

expanded definition appealed to Americanizers whose role in basic literacy education 

was (perceived to be) no longer necessary. Yet even if immigrants possessed the 

rudiments of education, there was still much to teach, and an expanded definition of adult 

education helped describe and, by extension, support this work. 

The AAAE was also instrumental in professionalizing the field of adult education. 

In addition to financially supporting existing teacher training courses at Teachers 

College, the AAAE later asked the Carnegie Corporation to create "twelve fellowships in 

adult education" at the school and to donate funds to pay for the "appointment to full 

professorship on the Teachers College faculty ... a specially qualified person who could 

devote himself to the further development and critical evaluation of the adult education 

teacher training experiment" (AAAE, qtd. in Knowles 208). The AAAE also supported 

training efforts at other colleges, including Yale, the Hudson Shore Labor School, 

Claremont College, and New York University" (Knowles 208). The makeup of the 

leadership and membership of the AAAE also reflected this emphasis on 

professionalization; their members were to be those who "have a direct and usually a 

professional interest in adult education" (AAAE, qtd. in Knowles 197; emphasis mine). 

Furthermore, the AAAE's leadership was selected by the Carnegie Corporation from 
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among well-known educators; as Knowles emphasizes, "the practitioners in general, and 

the public school practitioners in particular-the most numerous single group in the 

field,-were underrepresented" among the leadership of the AAAE (Knowles 192; see 

also Luke 96-97). 

Though the AAAE' s lack of representation for teachers seems egregious, we can 

read this omission as made in deference to the NEA's Department of Adult Education. 

The Department's membership was "limited to workers in the public schools and its 

purpose was to serve their individual needs" (Knowles 210); though these "workers" 

were most often superintendents and other administrators rather than teachers, most did 

deal directly with questions of pedagogy and enrollment. The AAAE, conversely, sought 

to include the voices of adult education "professionals" who were not public school 

practitioners, professionals who worked to theorize the field of adult education but who 

engaged in little hands-on work with students. In design, the two organizations were 

complementary; the Department's president, Charles Herlihy, was present during the 

meeting of adult educators that gave birth to the AAAE, tacitly demonstrating the 

Department's support of the AAAE's aims (Luke 94). 

This supportive relationship did not last. In 1927, the Department's definition of 

membership broadened. In its "Report of the Commission on Coordination in Adult 

Education," the Department defines "adult education" as education occurring under 

"public auspices" rather than "in public schools" (Alderman et al. 328) This definition 

broadened the Department's work and membership to include "facilities for foreign-born 

and native-born of all degrees of educational attainment, in schools of elementary, 

secondary and higher grade, vocational and technical schools, normal schools, colleges, 
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and universities" (327) as well as "libraries, art galleries, and museums" (328). Though 

the Department does make a gesture at avoiding overlap with the AAAE-the report 

specifies that "education of any grade and character, under corporate or private auspices 

or for profit, is not included" in their definition of adult education (327)-this 

redefinition of "public" placed the Department squarely in conflict with the AAAE, both 

for members (Knowles suggests that by 195] , half of the groups' memberships 

overlapped) and for influence and professional authority (Knowles 212). The 

Department's decision to publish its own periodical (the Interstate Bulletin) also placed 

the Department in professional struggle with the AAAE's Journal of Adult Education for 

respect, quality contributions, and readership. 

Both Luke and Knowles detail the often contentious relationship between the 

Department and the AAAE between 1930 and] 951, when the two organizations were 

merged. However, neither author addresses why the Department of Adult Education felt 

the need to redefine its work in 1927. After all, the existence of the AAAE would appear 

to lessen the need for the Department to broaden its work and membership. But the 

AAAE's "professional" membership served to highlight the perception that the NEA's 

members, affiliated as they were with a public school teaching force that remained less 

than "ideally" qualified, were not professionals. By associating the Department's core 

membership with the already-professionalized workers of libraries, art galleries, or 

universities, the Department could hope to increase the standing of public school 

workers. This push for professionalization was not without its price: professionalism 

required the end of volunteer teaching and, along with it, the Moonlight Schools. 
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Deming vs. Stewart, Round Two 

In 1927, Robert Deming remained President of the Department of Adult 

Education. As I detailed in Chapter 3, when the Department of Immigrant Education 

merged with the Illiteracy Commission, Deming sent Cora Wilson Stewart a series of 

letters asking for her help with the new Department's work. Stewart refused to offer her 

assistance, instead suggesting that the Department's work was far broader than the task 

she had set for herself: the elimination of illiteracy. Though Deming at the time suggested 

that Stewart misunderstood the Department's work, the 1927 redefinition of the 

Department implies that Stewart was quite right to assume that illiteracy would not be the 

sole or even primary concern of the Department as it moved forward under Deming's 

leadership. Though this exchange had little effect at the time-Stewart and Deming 

continued to pursue their individual interests, and Department members followed one or 

the other as they preferred-the enmity created by this initial encounter is one likely 

reason for the harsh critiques Deming launched against Stewart in his 1927 speech to the 

NEA's annual meeting. Deming's speech gives insight into the rationale underlying the 

Department's crucial redefinition of its membership and of adult education. 

Deming explains in the opening remarks of the Department's 1927 meeting that 

"if ultimately the department can include in a coordinated field of adult education all 

those educators who instruct adults from beginning English classes to evening high 

school and general evening classes in special subjects, all under public auspices, it will 

have obtained its fullest mission" (296). Clearly, this mission very much resembles the 

stated goals of the AAAE. Unlike the AAAE, Deming suggests that the attitudes of the 
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Department's membership are the primary hurdle to overcome in fulfilling this 

"mission." He writes, 

My address today, outlining the past, present, and future of this 
department must take nothing for granted. There may be many here who 
have not my conception at all of the duties and responsibilities of state and 
local officials in this field of adult education, and who may not grasp that 
this annual meeting will probably mark the expansion of the department to 
include all public school education for adults .... You may not believe 
that this type of instruction [teaching English speaking and literacy] 
requires trained leadership to recruit and supervise classes, that trained and 
adequately paid teachers are essential, that a special technic and special 
courses of study are required. Above all, you may not believe that after 
flag raisings and political oratory and "reduce illiteracy by 1930'" 
campaigns that state and local laws and appropriations are essential if 
anything is to actually be done. (295) 

Deming frames his beliefs as representing the future of the Department, and he suggests 

that his beliefs differ substantially from those educators who believe that adult education 

should be a volunteer enterprise. Deming's reference to reducing illiteracy by 1930 is an 

explicit reference to Stewart's National Illiteracy Crusade, which had advertised as its 

. mission the elimination of illiteracy before the 1930 census. Though Deming does not 

mention Stewart or the Moonlight Schools by name, his statement is (and would have 

been recognized by his audience as) a direct attack on the Schools and a statement that 

the Department would move away from the SUppOlt of the Schools in favor of a more 

professional approach to adult education. 

Deming's attack is launched on two fronts. First, Deming's insistence on "trained 

and adequately paid teachers" necessarily implies the elimination of volunteer teaching as 

a source of adult education instruction. Second, though less explicit, Deming's insistence 

on "a special technic and special course" indicates his belief that extended study is 

necessary before illiterates will be able to master English speaking or literacy. The 
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Moonlight Schools' premise was that illiterate men and women could attain basic literacy 

within six weeks. Deming's pronouncements imply that this claim is at best inaccurate 

and at worst dangerous for the work of adult educators. 

Deming is not simply suggesting that Stewart's method is ineffective-he is 

suggesting that her influence has a negative effect on all facets of adult education. After 

all, if lay people believed that any volunteer could teach literacy, adult educators could 

never be recognized as having special training or skills. If school districts, state agencies, 

and federal officials believed that illiteracy could be remedied in six weeks with no 

outlay of money, they would certainly not appropriate funds for longer or more extensive 

adult education programs. While Stewart's assertions regarding the speed and ease with 

which Moonlight School students learned to read and write were in all likelihood vastly 

overstated, the students' letters demonstrate that some did, in fact, learn to read and write 

during the short sessions of the Schools. One student testifies, for instance, that he 

"entered the Moonlight School here Oct. 4, 1915. At that time I was unable to read or 

write .... Now after attending these school for two moths I am able to read and write" 

(Moonlight 130, in image). Moreover, Stewart's volunteer teaching corps had achieved 

remarkable results given the lack ofresources at their disposal. Had Deming's speech 

focused solely on Stewart's veracity, she could have produced data to discount his 

claims. By instead focusing on the damage Stewart's rhetoric caused the larger 

movement, Deming allowed that Stewart's methods might work, but even if-and 

perhaps especially ~f-the Moonlight Schools were effective, the cost of their success 

was simply too high for the adult education movement to bear. 
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Deming's emphasis on teacher training, funding, and immigrant education are 

reflected in the program of the annual meeting. Of the ten remaining speeches, four 

address only immigrant education,45 two address what might be called "special technics," 

and two others comment on "outstanding programs" of adult education, programs that 

employ, they note, trained teachers (302). None of the speeches addresses illiteracy and 

none focuses on native-born students. 

Stewart was not scheduled to address the 1927 meeting and had no opportunity to 

publicly respond to Deming's assertions or to the redirection of the Department as a 

whole. In 1928, though, Stewart used her speech to the National Council of Education 

(NCE) to refute Deming's claims. Her choice of audience-the NCE rather than the 

Department-is, in itself, an indication of Stewart's disdain for the Department and an 

attempt to emphasize her own position as a qualified educator. The NCE comprised only 

the most respected members of the NEA; one had to be appointed or elected to its 

membership by fellow educators. Deming, it is worth noting, was not a member in 1928. 

Stewart's ability to even address the group signaled that her expertise was established; 

her membership worked to counteract the implication that, as an unpaid volunteer herself, 

Stewart was not qualified to determine the techniques used by adult educators. In her 

address, Stewart critiques Deming on four points: the role of experience in developing 

educational theory, pedagogical methods, the relationship between professionalism and 

volunteerism, and the need for public campaigns. 

Stewart begins by outlining the history of adult education, positing the Moonlight 

Schools as the "first answer" to the problem of adult illiteracy in the history of the U.S. In 

45 One of these speeches is titled 'Test for Progress in Adult Alien and Native-Born Classes," yet it makes 
no reference to native students. 
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particular, she points out that the Schools had "demonstrated a fact which Dr. Thorndyke 

[sic] of Teachers College, Columbia University, proclaimed sixteen years later-that in 

the acquirement of knowledge, the grown person could outdistance the child" (247-248). 

Thorndike was a key figure in the adult education movement; Deming, in fact, cited 

Thorndike's findings to defend his own perception of the "duty for adult education" 

(296). Here, Stewart suggests that her own work should be recognized as at least as 

revolutionary as Thorndike's, and implies that her longer expertise should grant her more 

authority than Thorndike to testify to adults' abilities. 

But Stewart's objection to professional theorists like Thorndike goes beyond 

personal affront. The unique benefit of the Moonlight Schools, she argues, is that they 

can function as a "great laboratory in which we can learn the most tactful methods and 

out of which we can draw suitable materials for the instruction of adult beginners" (249). 

Direct experience offered an effective-perhaps the only-way to determine the needs 

and abilities of illiterate adults, a method superior to those suggested by college 

professors with theories but no actual work in the field. While training and theory could 

help improve methods, experience should be seen as more valuable and, in fact, essential 

to creating appropriate pedagogy. More importantly, the work of theorists and the 

processes of training take time; as Stewart points out, Thorndike's study was produced 

sixteen years after her own work had begun. In the interim, the Moonlight Schools taught 

thousands of illiterate adults. Stewart writes, "We shall teach many as we go on learning 

how best to do this rescue work. Thus would we pave the way for a better system with 

trained and compensated teachers" (249). The Moonlight Schools, she argued, should be 
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viewed not as separate from theory but as a source of data from which educational theory 

could be built. 

Adult educators did not agree. Stewart frankly outlines the divide between her 

supporters and Deming's: 

Two distinct methods ... have developed in this new field of education. 
One group, "despising the day of small things," says, "Away with these 
crude pioneer methods with their spectacular and vociferous campaigning. 
We want no volunteer teachers. System and money are the things. We will 
have no schools for illiterates save those with paid teachers especially 
trained for teaching adults." They claim for their method stability and 
thoroughness. They would turn out fewer products through a longer period 
of school attendance, who would, according to their theory, be better 
trained. This group of educators would be professional rather than 
pioneers. (246) 

Though Stewart's representation of Deming's speech is harsh, her paraphrases do reflect 

the core of Deming's assertions. Deming rejects volunteerism, asserting that trained, 

professional teachers are "essential" to the work of adult education, and he proposes 

longer courses targeted at smaller student populations. 

Even if an equal number of students are taught, Stewart points out that Deming's 

model guarantees that these students will not be the men and women most in need of 

help: 

The results of this school or method is that it attracts a majority of 
educated adults and a minority of illiterates. The sessions being longer 
and no early goal in sight the attendance dwindles as a rule, but those who 
stay to the end are supposed to be well-grounded in the prescribed, but not 
particularly inspiring, course of study. The effect of this method on 
the leaders is to make them lose sight of the main objective. Illiterates 
become to them of diminishing importance and pupils of any degree of 
elementary education count as much with them as do those who have no 
knowledge whatsoever. (248) 

Stewart's critique of the dwindling attendance of city evening schools is almost certainly 

drawn from Miller's and Thompson's studies of evening school conditions, though 
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Stewart does not reference either study in her speech. Both studies found similar 

results-even "the most favorable figures indicate a retention of membership in evening 

schools not usually over one-half; the average is less-about one-third" (68). Though 

Thompson concludes from a survey of students who dropped out of evening schools that 

"there is little statistical evidence to show that the school has failed to meet the needs and 

expectations of the students" (97), his data set contradicts this claim. Of the eleven 

categories of response to the survey, only four produced more results than 

"discouragement about school"; two of these four were "all other reasons," a catch-all 

category, and "pupils not found" to be surveyed.46 The survey also does not consider the 

possibility that students were reticent to critique the schools when responding to school-

affiliated surveyors. In short, Stewart was in keeping with the evidence available when 

she suggested that adult students were "discouraged" by the coursework proposed by 

Americanizers. 

The pedagogy Stewart attributes to Americanizers is indeed discouraging. As she 

explains, the Americanizers' and Moonlight Schoolers' pedagogies differed in their 

approach to "teaching writing to beginners." The Americanizers "would first ground the 

adult illiterate well in penmanship, by teaching principles and movements before 

introducing sentences and words" (249). If this characterization accurately depicted the 

activities of immigrant education classes, it would be remarkable that any students opted 

to complete the courses. As I have explained in Chapter 3, it is not possible to document 

the widely varied pedagogies used in Americanization classrooms; because there was no 

centralized authority guiding the movement, many teachers were required to create their 

46 The other responses rated above "discouragement" were "overtime work" and "illness or family 
circumstances. " 
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own pedagogies in the absence of any guidance, and these pedagogies were not consistent 

from course to course even within one school district (H. Miller). Though some teachers 

working alone may have engaged in teaching penmanship before words (and because of 

the relative ease of teaching penmanship in comparison to sentence structure and 

vocabulary, it is likely that some teachers did) no well-known Americanization advocates 

supported a pedagogy of penmanship. No reference is made to such pedagogy in the 

NEA proceedings or among major Americanization publications. However, as 

Thompson's extensive study indicated, phonics were a key feature of many 

Americanization courses, and many students were required to learn phonics before 

moving on to words and sentences. As one superintendent explained, "Pupils are drilled 

until they understand thoroughly the phonetics and then applied on selected words for 

pronunciation" (Thompson 179). Thompson does not enumerate the results of his survey 

concerning phonics, but all of his sample "typical answers" acknowledge the use of 

phonics in Amercanization courses. Phonics lessons are, in terms of modern pedagogical 

theory, far less egregious than lessons in penmanship. Yet this emphasis on phonics 

functions in much the same way as Stewart's critique of penmanship. The Moonlight 

School pedagogies held that "immediate achievement is necessary to inspire the adult 

beginner with selfconfidence [sic]" ("Report of the Illiteracy Committee" 246)-an 

inspiration that "long-drawn-out" (Thompson 181) phonics lessons could not provide. 

Despite her disdain for Deming's pedagogical tenets, Stewart does not object to 

the idea of professionalization. She emphasizes that proponents of her method "welcome 

trained teachers and are glad to see them paid" and they "agree that it is good to be 

thorough and well to systematize" ("Report of the Illiteracy Committee"248-9). Stewart's 
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ideal teachers, after all, were trained day school teachers who then underwent additional 

training to work with adults. She also acknowledges, "We do not contend that ours is the 

best method" (249). But Stewart believed that Deming and his associates were putting the 

needs of teachers ahead of the needs of students. Volunteerism and professionalism 

could-and must-exist side by side. She writes, "We claim that it is the right of others 

to help a brother out of the ditch if they can reach him first [before trained teachers]. We 

regard the illiteracy movement as the Red Cross work of education, as first aid and rescue 

work, and urge immediate succor rather than leisurely training" (249). As I've explained 

above, the Schools utilized this two-tiered model of instruction in the Rowan County 

literacy campaign: newly literate former students sought out illiterates to provide basic 

instruction and to whet their desire for education; trained teachers then worked with these 

illiterate students to give more in-depth instruction. Stewart also pointed out that some 

states had opted for a combination of Americanization and Moonlight School methods; 

she writes, "Alabama, a state which has devotedly sought the best method [for teaching 

illiterates] for fifteen years, swung away from an illiteracy commission a few years ago to 

a more standardized type of work, but recently found it advisable to create a new and 

volunteer state illiteracy commission .... This indicates that Alabama believes system 

and money alone cannot do the job" (250; my emphasis). Combining the two models of 

adult education would be most beneficial to the men and women in need of instruction. 

At the end of her speech, Stewart responds to Deming's primary claim-that the 

rhetoric of the Moonlight Scho'ols damaged the adult education movement as a whole. 

She argues that because adult literacy education has not historically been a field of 

education, it is necessary to "dramatize itself to the public to draw adherents" ("Report of 
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the Illiteracy Committee" 250). The effort to eradicate illiteracy is not simply a 

movement-it is a "war," and just as "slogans, campaign songs, posters, parades" are 

used to drum up support for the nation's wars, these methods should be used to provide 

"munitions" in the war against illiteracy (250). Stewart responds directly to Deming's 

critique of her campaign slogan, "No Illiteracy in 1930." While this statement "may be 

subject to ... criticism and jeer," as in Deming's speech, Stewart explains that "those 

who voice this slogan may retort to their critics 'Not failure but low aim is crime,' and 

may have the satisfaction of knowing that even though they may be 'the lunatic fringe' of 

the movement, their fanaticism has helped to bring the conservatives half way" (251). 

Though Deming and other adult educators might dispute the Moonlight Schools' 

methods, all believed that illiteracy could be eliminated through teaching adults-an 

inconceivable position only 20 years earlier. The fervor of Moonlight School advocates, 

Stewart suggests, is a necessary counterpoint to the rhetoric of system and training

while training may produce efficient results, campaign rhetoric is necessary to produce a 

desire for efficient results among the general public. 

Stewart's response to Deming appears to have had some effect on the direction of 

the Department. In one of his speeches to the annual meeting in the following year 

(1929), Deming not only specifically addresses native illiteracy, he also employs 

Stewart's martial rhetoric. He writes, for instance, ''Thus through the census also the 

government is seeking ammunition for attack upon the enemy within our gates" 

("Federal" 285). In his second speech, he excoriates "certain unapproved practices" used 

by immigrant educators, asking "Could anything be more uninspiring?" ("How" 313), 

echoing Stewart's critique of "discouraging" pedagogies that did not take into account 
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adults' motivation for seeking education. Though Deming does not retreat from his 

stance on professionalization and systematization-one of his speeches is titled "Federal 

Aspects of and Responsibilities in the Reduction of Illiteracy and Training for 

Citizenship"-he also appears to grant Stewart's suggestion that an essential part of adult 

education must be the inspiration of students and of teachers. Similarly, of the 19 

speeches given by Department members to the Department's annual meeting, three focus 

on the importance of publicity, three address the importance of engaging curricula, and 

eight address adult education in rural communities. 

The marked shift in the Department's rhetorical focus between 1928 and 1929 

suggests that had Deming continued to guide policy, the Department might have come to 

support the position Stewart recommended: a two··pronged educational method utilizing 

both volunteers and trained professionals. But at the 1929 meeting, Deming was replaced 

as Department President by the Office of Education's Specialist in Adult Education, 

Lewis R. Alderman. Alderman was both more concerned with illiteracy than Deming

his speeches to the NEA's annual meeting frequently reference illiteracy-and more 

committed to the idea that "adult education is more than [literacy education]. This is 

merely foundation work. Adult education, in reality, means the development of life to the 

full" (133). As such, he believed that all adults should attend at least one evening class a 

week. Alderman also agreed wholeheartedly with Deming's emphasis on 

professionalization, systematization, and research. At the fIrst annual meeting under 

Alderman's leadership, the only speeches given were on the topics of research and leisure 

education. Alderman also set the standard of "literacy" far higher than Stewart believed 

appropriate. At the 1929 meeting, Alderman approved a statement of "position and 
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policy" (co-authored by Deming) suggesting that the aim of illiteracy programs should be 

"fourth grade literacy," and arguing that these programs "should not be entered into with 

the idea of its completion in a short time, but should be sustained through a period of 

years, with adequately trained teachers and under State supervision" (Smith et aI., CWS 

Papers). Later, as the director of the New Deal Federal Emergency Relief Agency, 

Alderman "classified as illiterate anyone with less than a sixth-grade education" (182). 

This standard, Stewart suggested, discouraged many adults from even attempting to 

become literate and devalued the hard-earned literacy of many others. Under Alderman's 

direction, the Department moved further toward a professional, research-based model of 

practice, and came increasingly in conflict with the AAAE. But (to employ Stewart's 

martial metaphor), the Department was not the last battleground in the war between 

volunteerism and professionalism in literacy education: the rise and fall of the National 

Advisory Commission on Illiteracy was the final defeat for the Moonlight Schools and 

the volunteer-based education they advocated. 

The NACI: Volunteerism Versus Technique 

Stewart and her fellow Moonlight School advocates believed that "the U.S. 

government [should] take the lead" in teaching illiterates, acting as "an example to the 

rest of the world" (Baldwin 175). In 1929, Stewart began talks with President Herbert 

Hoover to create a government-sponsored organization to eliminate illiteracy. In 

response, the Department of the Interior created the National Advisory Commission on 

Illiteracy (NACI). Stewart hoped that the NACI would "put power into the movement at 

this time and help us in a big, final battle before the census in May 1930" (qtd. in 
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Baldwin 174). Instead, the NACI became the site of the big, final battle between 

Moonlight School supporters and professionalization advocates. 

The NACI's membership was appointed by Secretary of the Interior Ray Wilbur. 

As Stewart wrote, Wilbur was "a higher institution man, which naturally put[] him in 

sympathy with the people of that type and their ideas" (CWS to Allen, 3 Dec. 1930). 

Because Wilbur himself supported the movement toward professionalization, the NACI's 

membership included equal numbers of "professionals in the field of adult education" 

(Baldwin 176) and volunteerism advocates. Stewart feared that Wilbur "may lean toward 

the view of [technique committee chairman] Dr. [C.R.] Mann, who favors studying 

illiteracy. It is well to study, but such an announced purpose would start the Commission 

off as a research body, which would not appeal to the imagination of the country at all" 

(CWS to Allen, 17 Oct. 1929). 

Wilbur's vision of the commission's work bears out Stewart's fears. Rather than a 

single-minded push to end illiteracy, Wilbur charged the commission with seven tasks: 

First, that the Committee [sic] is to act so that it can render advice to the 
National Advisory Committee on Education; second, to agree upon a plan 
of procedure to ascertain necessary facts; third, to find, out what has been 
done in the United States to combat illiteracy; fourth, to formulate an 
acceptable technique of training adults to overcome the handicap of 
illiteracy; fifth, to agree upon a method of handling important classes of 
illiterates, namely, the Negro group, the immigrant group, the Indian 
group, and the white group; sixth, to decide upon the relationship of 
Americanization and illiteracy; and seventh, to take account of all 
important factors bearing upon the question of illiteracy. ("National 
Advisory Committee" 322) 

In addition, Wilbur appointed a "committee on technique" to "study and proffer the best 

method of training the illiterate how to read and write" (322). The "technique people," as 

Stewart began to call professionalization-oriented adult educators, appeared poised to 
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take control of the Commission's work. Stewart and her allies on the Commission

particularly Cosmos Broadcasting Company president Herbert Houston, former North 

Dakota governor R.A. Nestos, and Louisiana state school superintendent T.H. Harris

combined their efforts in an attempt to keep the Commission's focus on the immediate 

problem of teaching illiterates. 

Conflicts between the two factions of the N ACI arose immediately. In January 

1930, less than a month after the Commission's fIrst meeting, Wilbur suggested that the 

Commission add Elizabeth Woodward as a member. Nearly as well-known as Stewart, 

Woodward was famous for her work on Americanization for the NEA; Woodward was a 

driving force behind the creation of the Department of Immigrant Education. Stewart 

believed Woodward's nomination represented "another effort of a certain group [the 

technique people] to get control" (CWS to Nestos, 9 Jan. 1930). Whether the move was 

calculated or not, Woodward certainly supported the adult educators on the committee, as 

many of their positions derived from her early work in surveying Americanization 

methods (Luke 53-54). Despite Stewart's objections, Woodward was added to the 

committee, though she does not seem to have wielded the level of influence Stewart 

expected (perhaps because Stewart scheduled meetings when Woodward could not 

attend-one of her favorite strategies). The NACI was also hampered by another fIrm 

professionalization advocate: Lewis Alderman. As Stewart explained, "Of the group of 

states where [Alderman] is most influential and has identifIed himself most closely with 

Directors of Adult Education and Americanization only one state-Pennsylvania-is 

cooperating. South Carolina, which he has urged as the place where we should look for 
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leadership in fighting illiteracy, made no move to cooperate" until Stewart appealed to an 

influential family (CWS to Finley, 8 Feb. 1930). 

Though her success in pushing South Carolina to cooperate indicates that Stewart 

still carried a great deal of influence, within the NACI her authority had already begun to 

wane. Rather than confront Stewart on issues of method, the adult educators, including 

Secretary Wilbur, simply refused to discuss these issues with Stewart at all, positioning 

her as a "campaigner" rather than as an "educator" who might usefully contribute to 

discussions of pedagogy or research. As Stewart incredulously explained to Herbert 

Houston, Wilbur instructed Stewart to give the Director of the NACI, M.S. Robertson, 

"some guidance on the general aspects of the work, but not on the educational" (CWS to 

Houston, 23 May 1930). Stewart pointed out that "it would seem a little strange if one 

who has guided other nations on their illiteracy problems in four world conferences 

would not be expected to guide a new Director of our Committee on educational matters" 

(CWS to Houston, 23 May 1930). Later, Wilbur revealed to Stewart that members of the 

technique committee "consider[ed her] a 'propagandist and crusader' instead of an 

educator" (CWS to Allen, 3 Dec. 1930). It was Stewart's very fame as an illiteracy 

advocate that required the advocates of professionalization to devalue Stewart's authority 

as an educator; so long as Stewart was recognized as an expert, her volunteer method 

would remain the public face of adult education. 

In her analysis of the professionalization of English studies, Anne Ruggles Gere 

explains that in order to professionalize, 

would-be academics had to discredit clubwomen's literary projects in 
favor of their own; they stigmatized the literacy practices of women's 
clubs to enhance those of professors .... Ridicule, coupled with policies of 
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exclusion, usually enabled male professionals to discredit and diminish 
female competition. (214). 

Similarly, in order to cement their own status as professional academics, the adult 

educators on the NACI stigmatized the (mostly female) volunteer teaching corps of the 

Moonlight Schools, ridiculed Stewart's campaign methods, and excluded her from 

discussions of pedagogy. Framing Stewart as a "crusader" allowed the technique 

committee to avoid her influence and increased their own prestige as professionals. 

Throughout 1930, the NACI moved toward a professional, anti-volunteer model 

of instruction. In February, the group's secretary, Rufus Weaver, wrote a paper calling 

for a "permanent program of eradication of adult illiteracy under the exclusive direction 

of the educational forces of each state" (Nestos to CWS, 22 Feb. 1930). Two elements of 

this proposition appalled Stewart and her followers: "permanent" and "exclusive." 

Stewart believed that one key difference between her own work and that of the 

Americanizers was that eradicating illiteracy was a specific goal that could be achieved in 

a set amount of time; while she supported permanent adult education opportunities, she 

felt this was not the work the NACI was created to encourage. Also, if adult education 

were the exclusive province of the state, all efforts would have to be organized through 

the bureaucracy of state government. As Stewart knew from her experience working with 

the Kentucky legislature, innumerable hurdles would delay the teaching of illiterates if 

states held exclusive control. As Nestos wrote to Stewart, "For the next couple of years at 

least, and as much longer as it will take the various states to enact the required laws and 

to improve the mental attitude of the educational forces in combatting the problem of 

adult illiteracy, we must continue our volunteer organization" (Nestos to CWS, 22 Feb. 

1930). 
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Though Weaver ultimately lost much of his power within the NACI due to a clash 

with Secretary Wilbur over the limits of Weaver's authority, his views reflected those of 

the technique committee and heralded the results of their work. These results were 

presented to the Commission in May 1930 in the form of a manual for teaching illiterate 

adults. In its initial draft, the manual "outlined a course covering 192 hours" of 

instruction-hardly the "short cut for teaching illiterates" that the techniques committee 

had been charged with producing (CWS to Harris, 26 Aug. 1930). Perhaps more 

importantly, the fIrst 24 lessons of the manual were not adequate for teaching total 

illiterates; Stewart writes, "It includes the writing of three letters and is supposed to leave 

them able to write their own letters and to read fairly well" (CWS to Nestos, 11 Sept. 

1930).47 Stewart believed that such a lengthy course, backloaded as it was with advanced 

educational topics, placed the NACI "into the fIeld of adult education" and that such a 

course would be entirely impractical for the unpaid, volunteer teachers she still imagined 

as the shock troops in her war against illiteracy (CWS to Harris, 26 Aug. 1930). 

Stewart seems to have recognized that the manual represented a "last stand" for 

volunteer teaching. Her name was the one most associated with the NACI; should the 

Commission print the manual as originally proposed, she would be seen as endorsing a 

professionalized model of adult education. More crucially, Stewart could not hope to 

effectively oppose a government-mandated plan for educating illiterates; even if 

individual educators continued to endorse the Moonlight Schools method, locating 

47 Stewart's Country Life Readers, First Book, which advocated a course less than half as long as the 
beginner course of the manual, contained four practice letters and a fifth letter from Stewart to students that 
could be used as a source of additional practice. In addition, students were not considered to have passed 
the course until they wrote a letter to Stewart. 
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adequate funding would be nearly impossible-the money would go to those educators 

using the approved, professionalized methodology. 

In light of these concerns, Stewart began lobbying all members of the NACI to 

reject the manual as written. She and Nestos believed that 

If the Committee on Techniques will give us a twenty-four lesson, forty
eight hour course, or a thirty-six, seventy-two as a standard, which 
intelligently and enthusiastically taught will enable an adult to write his 
name, write simple domestic letters and read fourth grade English or the 
social column at least in the local paper, and leave any further course 
merely as a continuation to be urged upon those that have completed the 
course that eliminates illiteracy, I am sure that the task will not be thought 
so formidable but that tens of thousands of teachers and hundreds of 
thousands of pupils will make a determined effort. (Nestos to CWS, 15 
Sept. 1930) 

Stewart offered a revision of the manual that condensed the fIrst eight chapters into four. 

This change effectively halved the recommended number of hours for basic literacy 

instruction, making the course nearly the same length as a Moonlight Schools session 

(CWS to Nestos, 31 May 1930). 

The techniques committee rejected Stewart's suggestions almost entirely. The 

only concession made to the original draft was a note informing teachers that the lessons 

in the text could be broken up into several different courses, allowing the basic course 

material to, in theory, be used as a stand-alone text. But while the committee 

acknowledges that teachers would "find the directions for the fIrst period helpful in 

conducting a course of twenty-four lessons," as Stewart had insisted, they also assert that 

"The Sub-Committee on Techniques is convinced that the whole series of lessons is 

desirable" and "no community should ... consider its obligation in this mater completely 

met until all of its citizens have attained the degree of achievement defIned by the entire 

series outlined in the manual" (W. Gray 6-7). The manual explicitly endorsed 
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professionalism among adult educators, insisting that the "characteristics" considered in 

selecting teachers should include "general professional training such as is provided in 

two- and four-year curriculums for teachers" and "'specific training relating definitely to 

the problems of teaching" (23). Though the content of the lessons provided derive much 

from Stewart's work (and, in fact, some lessons are taken directly from Stewart's 

readers), her textbooks are not among those recommended at the end of each section of 

the manual. Moreover, the initial course alone represented at least 48 hours of lessons

the length Stewart had recommended for the entire manual. 

Ultimately Stewart and her allies were betrayed by NACI chairman M.S. 

Robertson, who gave the techniques committee the vote they needed to publish the 

manual over Stewart's objections. Robertson had helped Stewart compose her revision, 

and he had been appointed chairman at Stewart's urging, because she believed him to be 

a staunch supporter of the Moonlight Schools. However, Robertson felt that Stewart 

defined the NACI's work too narrowly-his task, he believed, was to oversee all aspects 

of adult education, not just the education of absolute illiterates. In light of Robertson's 

"desertion," Stewart felt that "the only thing ... to do was to let the manual go to the 

printer" (CWS to Nestos, 11 Sept. 1930). If she refused, she would, in effect, have 

publicly acknowledged her lack of power within the Commission and, more pressingly, 

she might have given potential donors "the impression of dissention at the NACI" 

(Baldwin 179). Given the lack of adequate governmental funds, the NACI could not even 

hope to print the disputed manual without private money; no one on the Commission 

could afford to alienate donors, but Stewart's position was particularly precarious 
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because she had no institutional or governmental affiliation to rely on if the commission 

became impotent. 

Shortly after the manual's publication, Stewart took extreme measures to regain 

control of the N ACI. She convinced her supporter T.H. Harris to create a job for 

Robertson and agreed to secretly pay Robertson's salary from her own pocket. Robertson 

removed, Stewart carefully scheduled an executive committee meeting to elect a new 

director at a time when all of her supporters could attend and some adult education 

proponents could not, guaranteeing her ascension to the directorship. However, this was 

"a Pyrrhic victory" (Nelms 173). Though Stewart held control she could procure no funds 

with which to enact any programs or campaigns; she had difficulty even paying traveling 

expenses for members of the executive committee to attend NACI meetings. Perhaps 

most tellingly, Stewart convinced the Rosenwald Fund to provide a $5,000 grant, but in 

order to receive the money, Stewart had to produce $5,000 in matching funds within one 

year-a mark the NACI could not come close to achieving, in spite of an extension 

granted by the Fund. Completely impotent, the NACI was discontinued after Franklin 

Roosevelt's election. 

Conclusion: Students for Teachers, not Teachers for Students 

Adult educators were not unique in their drive for professionalization. Throughout 

the U.S., nearly all pursuits became increasingly professionalized in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth centuries. Eliot Freidson explains that during the period, "A large 

number of tasks which were originally performed on a voluntary basis by amateurs or 

performed for personal or household use rather than for a market are now performed by 

full-time workers who gain their living thereby" (109). Magali Larson suggests that this 
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shift toward professionalism resulted from the rise of a corporate model of capitalism. 

She explains that "large productive units [like corporations], characterized by high ratios 

of fixed capital per worker and high productivity, need to plan and regulate production, 

distribution and employment to ensure profits," which spawned "administrative structures 

[that] emphasize[d] expert decision-making" (137). Perhaps more importantly, the rise of 

corporations led to "the decline of small entrepreneurs and independent workers" (137). 

Rather than broad, experientially-based expertise, narrow, credential-based expertise 

became the currency of the job market. Between 1880 and 1930, almost all (of what we 

now consider) professions underwent a process of increasing specialization, including 

law (see Powell), social work (see Lowe and Reid), nursing (see American Association 

for the History of Nursing) and economics (see Maloney), and within the university, 

mathematics (see Dauben and Scriba) and history (see Kramer, Reid, and Barney), 

among others. Adult education was but one battleground in a far larger conflict between 

an ethos of volunteerism and the drive toward increasing specialization. Given the 

overwhelming societal push toward professionalization, it is not surprising that Stewart 

and the Moonlight Schools lost support to professional adult educators. 

Like other professions, educators pushed toward professionalization in the first 

three decades of the 20th century. But the "rural school problem" presented a seemingly 

insurmountable obstacle. It was simply not possible to insist on trained, specialist 

teachers when Kentucky alone required 8,000 elementary teachers. To lessen the number 

of rural school teachers, state governments (under pressure from the NEA) passed 

legislation encouraging or requiring the consolidation of school districts. In Illinois, for 

instance, "4,000 of the 10,071 schools had 15 or less pupils" (Ellsworth 119); if these 
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schools could be joined even to create 30-pupil classrooms, the state would require 2,000 

fewer teachers. Consolidation moved slowly, especially in Kentucky, due to local 

resistance-many rural communities resisted the removal of schools (and residents' tax 

dollars) to other districts-and, more importantly, poor roads. But the push to consolidate 

schools often drove infrastructure improvements; as Kentucky's Rural School Supervisor 

explained in 1917, "Good roads improve transportation: improved transportation makes 

possible [the] consolidation of district schools; consolidation invariably improves the 

schools" (qtd. in Angelo). By 1950, Kentucky had only 3,462 one-room schoolhouses, 

which represented a substantial reduction from the 8,000 school districts of 1910 

(Ellsworth 128). Increasing state and federal involvement in education also led to higher 

standards for teachers. The competition created by the reduction of teaching posts and the 

more rigorous certification processes led to an increasingly professionalized corps of 

teachers, and improved infrastructure allowed more rural teachers to train at public (and 

private) normal schools. The push toward consolidation almost certainly cost some 

potential students an opportunity to attend school. Since the distances students now 

needed to cover to get to and from school were much greater, some students would 

simply have been too far from the local school building to attend regularly, particularly in 

winter48
; moreover, attending a distant school would have cut further into the time 

children were available to work at home. However,. consolidation did have positive 

effects on the quality of education that students received and, perhaps as importantly, on 

local infrastructure, as both state and federal governments were more willing to allocate 

money for roads in rural areas. 

48 Even today, students who live in isolated hollers are not asked or expected to attend schools during 
inclement weather; when schools issue "late-start" orders (colloquially termed Plan A or Plan B), opening 
schools at 9 or 10 a.m., these students are traditionally granted excused absences from their classwork. 
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Federal involvement in education increased substantially during the Roosevelt 

administration. In particular, Roosevelt moved to make adult education a federally-

sponsored activity. His Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA) engaged Lewis 

Alderman to "direct the work" of teaching adult illiterates (Nelms 183). Alderman's 

selection was a clear statement that the administration saw adult education as the purview 

of professionals rather than volunteers, given Alderman's longstanding and vocal 

commitment to professionalization. But FERA was also instrumental in publicly 

cementing the idea that adult literacy education should be the work of professionals. As 

Nelms explains, the purpose of FERA's illiteracy education program was not to teach 

illiterates-though this teaching was certainly viewed as a positive boon-but rather to 

employ the "40,000 teachers" who were "on relief' (183). In keeping with this purpose, 

Alderman "announced that anyone with less than a sixth grade education could enroll in 

FERA literacy classes" (Nelms 183). By setting the bar so high, Alderman helped 

guarantee that there would be enough students to occupy a substantial number of 

unemployed teachers. 

Stewart objected vigorously to Alderman's standard, asserting that "It would 

make many of our fathers and mothers illiterate" if literacy were based solely on the 

grade level a person had completed ("Radio Address"). What Stewart failed-or 

refused-to understand was that this was the point of Alderman's standard; if our fathers 

and mothers were illiterate, many more teachers could be employed, and many more 

adults could be lured back into schools. Nelms aptly describes the reversal of fortunes for 

teachers of adults: 

In essence, the New Deal work with illiterate adults was an upside down 
version of Stewart's Kntucky campaign. In the second decade of the 
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twentieth century, she persuaded teachers to teach voluntarily in 
Moonlight Schools so that illiterates might learn basic skills to improve 
their lives. By contrast, in the 1930s, the illiterates went to school so that 
the economic condition of teachers could be improved. (184) 

After campaigning over twenty years for federal support for adult literacy education, 

Stewart's movement was ultimately doomed by its achievement. Because the government 

was perceived as providing all necessary services, Stewart could find no funding and few 

volunteers for her campaigns, and her National Illiteracy Crusade was defunct by the end 

of 1934. The FERA literacy education programs finalized a public perception of adult 

literacy education as the work of trained professionals subsidized by state or national 

authorities. Volunteers were not encouraged and would not have been welcome-their 

presence would have meant fewer students for government-employed teachers. 

Most importantly, Alderman's inflation of the literacy standard marked the 

effective death ofthe idea that "anyone can teach." By marking anyone with less than a 

sixth grade education as not only uneducated but actually illiterate, Alderman, and, by 

extension, the government, denied the worth of basic education. The further one 

proceeded in organized schooling, the more one's education-and, by extension, 

oneself-counted, but the counter did not begin until one had achieved basic education. 

Expertise was no longer marked by ability, as in the traditional Census reference to a 

literate person as one "able to read" or "able to write," but by educational attainment. 

Respect and status migrated from the demonstration of skills to the demonstration of 

credentials. Being able to read and write no longer suggested any ability or any right to 

instruct an illiterate person. 

Adult educators achieved professionalization through a process of exclusion that 

closely mirrors the professionalization of English studies that Gere describes. By 
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redefining the meaning of "literacy," adult educators created a dichotomy between 

themselves and the general public, effectively creating a student body-a student body 

that then served to justify the existence of specialized adult educators. By marginalizing, 

ignoring, and denigrating the work of volunteers, adult educators created a public image 

of adult education as a lengthy, difficult process that required the expertise of specialized 

educators. Much like the clubwomen who were made "fearful they were reading the 

wrong books or reading them in the wrong ways" (Gere 217), untrained volunteers were 

left with the impression that they might do more harm than good if they attempted to 

teach illiterates. Highly trained, professional instructors came to be recognized as the 

only possible source of literacy education. 
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IMPLICA TIONS AND CONCLUSIONS: THE MOONLIGHT SCHOOLS AND 

COMPOSITION 

The Moonlight Schools responded to a public discourse of literacy crisis that 

framed illiteracy as a threat to American identity. In particular, both immigrants and 

Appalachians were imagined as unable to participate in "literate society" and thus as 

unsuitable for democratic citizenship. Less explicitly, both immigrants and Appalachians 

were imagined as threats to a public narrative that attributed economic and social success 

to individual effort and achievement: the existence of a large underclass who, as a group, 

lacked the tools necessary to rise to middle-class status threatened this meritocratic 

narrative. Similarly, composition studies in the 1970s responded to a public discourse of 

literacy crisis that framed "illiterate" college-bound students as threats to the nation's 

economic well-being and, by extension, its class structure. Basic writers also threatened a 

narrative that posited success-social, economic, and educational-as the product of 

individual effort rather than social forces. When basic writers arrived at the City 

University of New York in 1970, and when test scores continued to demonstrate that 

some students were more "prepared" than others for college-level work, the dynamics of 

class and race became visible: the existence of basic writers belied the comforting 

narrative of equal opportunity just as, sixty years earlier, the existence of an illiterate 

underclass of both immigrants and Appalachians belied the narrative of a meritocratic 

society. 
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Both the Moonlight Schools and composition studies responded to these 

discourses of literacy crisis by creating pedagogies and counter-rhetorics that posited 

students as intelligent and capable and that emphasized students' existing literacies and 

languages as valid and valuable. Despite this similarity, the two educational endeavors 

differed substantially in their approaches to pedagogy and public rhetoric. Yet the 

Moonlight Schools themselves spawned a public rhetoric of literacy education that 

framed-and continues to frame-composition studies' disciplinary identity. Having 

illustrated in previous chapters the approaches taken by the Moonlight Schools and the 

public rhetoric that both shaped and responded to those approaches, I now explore how 

the history of the Moonlight Schools can help inform the work of compositionists today. 

Below, I argue that my analysis of the Moonlight Schools offers important lessons 

for modern composition studies. In particular, an understanding of the Moonlight Schools 

can help the field of composition studies denaturalize its "common sense" responses to 

public discourses of literacy crisis. By reading the narrative of Fred Newton Scott and 

Michigan composition in parallel with the Moonlight Schools narrative, I demonstrate the 

benefits and limits of each narrative for our disciplinary discourse. I examine 

composition studies' development of student-centered pedagogies in relation to the 

Moonlight Schools' use of such pedagogies; I illustrate that while our embrace of Fred 

Newton Scott and, by extension, Deweyan, student-· centered pedagogies, has offered 

benefits to our students and our scholarship that the Moonlight Schools' approach did not 

offer its adherents, our acceptance of Scott's and Dewey's educational theories has also 

led to problematic assumptions about students that continue to trouble our scholarship 

and pedagogy. 
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While I examine how the Moonlight Schools can illuminate existing disciplinary 

narratives, I also argue that our existing narratives omit key events in the history of 

literacy research. Explaining their rationale for composing a history of education, Button 

and Provenza write: 

Teachers and other professional educators need to know the histories of 
the institutions that educate and of their roles within them. Without 
know ledge of their pasts, of how they have come to be and how they have 
changed or have failed to change, these institutions and roles cannot be 
understood and, therefore, cannot be intelligently improved. (I) 

I argue that composition studies cannot understand how the study of literacy has come to 

be, has changed, and has failed to change without a more complete understanding of the 

Moonlight Schools and Americanization because these two movements catapulted the 

study of literacy into public discourse. If we are to fully understand the history, not of our 

discipline, but of the work that our discipline undertakes, we must incorporate the 

narrative of the Moonlight Schools and Americanization into our disciplinary 

consciousness. To illustrate, I argue that composition studies' difficulty in achieving 

disciplinarity stems in part from public perceptions of teaching writing that were fostered 

by the public debate between the Moonlight Schools and Americanization. 

Denaturalizing "Common Sense" Narratives: Michigan in Light of the Moonlight 

Schools 

In previous chapters, I have offered a historical narrative of the Moonlight 

Schools movement. However, the archival evidence available ultimately determines the 

narrative I can offer of the Schools' history. I recognize that the archive likely 

participates in eliding differences, particularly because Stewart herself had a hand in 

editing its contents. Furthermore, as any historian must, I have chosen to emphasize 
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particular elements of the Moonlight Schools' history that are relevant to my project of 

enriching composition studies as a discipline; for instance, I have chosen not to focus on 

Stewart's relationships with fellow reformers or her political inclinations because little 

extant evidence suggests that either factor played a determining role in the Schools' 

rhetoric or pedagogy. 

Despite the Moonlight Schools' extra-institutional location, the Schools 

developed and implemented reading and writing pedagogies for adult students, 

particularly for those students who would, in later years, be termed "basic writers." As 

such, the Moonlight Schools can be viewed as an intellectual forebearer of composition 

studies. The Moonlight Schools had little, if any, direct influence on modern pedagogical 

theory, but the Schools nevertheless anticipated many developments within composition 

theory. 

In this sense, the Moonlight Schools narrative is very similar to one of the most 

well-known narratives of composition studies' history: the narrative of Michigan 

composition. This narrative heralds Gertrude Buck, Sterling Leonard, and, in particular, 

Fred Newton Scott, as the intellectual forerunners of modern composition studies. As 

Robert Connors explains, this narrative dates to the earliest recognized history of 

composition studies as a discipline: Albert Kitzhaber's 1953 dissertation, Rhetoric in 

American Colleges, 1850-1900. Connors writes, "Kitzhaber's heroes-Fred Newton Scott, 

Gertrude Buck, John Genung-became the heroes of such second-generation historians as 

Donald Stewart and James Berlin; his villains-primarily Adams S. Hill and the 'Harvard 

crowd'-became our villains" (qtd. in Mastrangelo 253). Berlin perhaps sealed the Michigan 

compositionists as the premier historical figures within the discipline by suggesting that Scott 
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and his proteges created "an early approximation of an epistemic position" (47)-a position 

which Berlin suggests is the most admirable development in rhetorical theory in the 20th 

century. However, this narrative does not imagine the Michigan compositionists as the 

direct source of modern theory. Instead, nearly all early recovery efforts (Kitzhaber; 

Berlin; Stewart; Mulderig; Myers) frame the Michigan compositionists as forgotten 

historical figures whose work has not impacted composition theory as it should have. 

Donald Stewart writes, for instance, "Looking back to the work of Fred Newton 

Scott... we discover that we are not the pioneers we thought we were. In many ways we 

are simply re-discovering and clearing trails first blazed by Scott in the early part of this 

century" ("Rediscovering" 542-543). Mulderig laments that "our neglect of Buck is 

unfortunate, because she is an important, though unacknowledged, precursor oftoday's 

New Rhetoricians" (95). Rather than serving as a chronological account of pedagogical 

inheritance, then, the narrative of Michigan composition initially served to demonstrate 

that seemingly "new" theories within the discipline actually had a long history within the 

university writing classroom. 

But the creation of the narrative itself has, in turn, been a source of theory. 

Because the narrative has worked to grant historical legitimacy to particular pedagogies 

and rhetorical positions, such as process pedagogies and language rights, these 

pedagogies and positions have gained authority as the "common sense" of the field. 

Indeed, the present -day work of the field is often described in terms of the historical 

narrative created about Michigan composition. For instance, Susan McLeod uses the 

narrative of Fred Newton Scott as the leading voice of composition studies during the 

1920s to articulate a "cautionary tale" (69) for modern WPAs; just like Scott, McLeod 
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argues, too many WP As have become the lone face of their programs. The historical 

narrative of Scott frames the ways in which McLeod imagines both the work of the WP A 

and institutional perceptions of WP A work. Similarly, Donald Stewart---one of the 

creators of the Michigan narrative-uses that narrative as a frame through which to 

examine the modern state and status of composition studies within English departments, 

going so far as to encourage compositionists to ask themselves the same questions of 

social harmony that Scott himself had posed. In a less explicit sense, the image of Scott 

as a "good man teaching well" (Mastrangelo 249) has long provided a positive image of 

composition studies work; indeed, as Mastrangelo writes, "[N]one of these scholars [who 

have recovered Scott's work] say much that is negative about him" (255). Scott has 

served for many teachers of composition studies-myself included-as a prototypical 

example of how we hope to conduct our scholarly work. 

I do not mean to suggest that our disciplinary reification of the narrative of 

Michigan composition should be understood as wrong-headed, nor that we should 

abandon this narrative. But to ensure that our work as a discipline carries out the 

principles we would wish-whatever those principles might be-we must develop a clear 

sense of what kinds of conversations, pedagogies, ideologies, rhetorics, and cultural 

understandings our disciplinary narratives enable, and just as importantly, what kinds of 

conversations, pedagogies, ideologies, rhetorics, and cultural understandings our 

narratives delimit or prevent. 

Below, I read the narratives of the Moonlight Schools and Michigan composition 

in parallel in order to illuminate the strengths and limitations of each. Specifically, I 

analyze the effects of composition studies' recognition of Michigan compositionists as 
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the intellectual forebearers of the field, and suggest ways that our work might differ if we 

come to understand the Moonlight Schools as also part of our intellectual history. Just as 

the Michigan narrative has conducted important ideological work within composition 

studies, I believe the Moonlight Schools narrative can and should conduct ideological 

work for composition studies. But just as the Michigan narrative has also participated in 

perpetuating limiting understandings of students, so too might the Moonlight Schools 

narrative perpetuate limiting understandings of illiteracy and extra-institutional 

education. 

Imagining Our Students: Children or Adults? 

I have chosen to read the Moonlight Schools in parallel to the Michigan narrative 

of composition-rather than, for instance, the "current-traditional" narrative-because 

both narratives concern the use of Deweyan theory with adult students. The Moonlight 

Schools narrative offers a useful counterpoint to the Michigan narrative in that the 

Moonlight Schools narrative insists on-in fact, depends on-the recognition that 

children and adults learn differently and that these differences must be taken into account 

when developing pedagogies. As I argue in Chapter 2, Stewart emphasizes in Moonlight 

Schools that asking adults to read children's lessons guarantees failure; adults who are 

"humiliat[edJ" by encounters with children's texts are unlikely to return for another 

lesson. Even for those compositionists who are keenly aware that students deserve 

respect, the foundational premise of the Moonlight Schools can serve as an important 

reminder: though our students may be unwilling or unable to physically refuse to attend 

our classes, a lesson that humiliates students in its simplicity may push students to 

disengage in less obvious but no less effective ways. 
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Children and adults learn differently, Stewart argued, because adults arrive in the 

classroom with a lifetime of experiences; education helped to prepare children to 

participate in society, whereas adults arrived in class as active participants in their 

community. While Dewey suggests that the "school must represent life," he also argues 

that "the school, as an institution, should simplify existing social life; should reduce it, as 

it were, to an embryonic form" because "[ e ]xisting life is so complex that the child 

cannot be brought into contact with it without either confusion or distraction" (Pedagogic 

7). Stewart agreed with and employed Dewey's premise that the school should represent 

life-in fact, she insists that "imparting instruction in the things that vitally affect[]" 

students in their "daily li[ ves]" is "in adult education even more necessary than in that of 

the child" (Moonlight 71). However, she rejected the idea that schooling should "simplify 

existing social life"; adults, after all, were already in contact with "existing life," and 

were, in fact, responsible for shaping the life of their community. The Moonlight Schools 

further emphasized students' adulthood by allowing students some control over 

curriculum. In addition to encouraging students to proceed through the textbook at their 

own pace, teachers and students in each session determined what subjects would be 

addressed in drill-based lessons. 

Because the Moonlight Schools worked to grant students agency in their own 

education, including the Moonlight Schools narrative in our field's disciplinary discourse 

can enable and provide historical legitimacy for pedagogy and theory that recognize 

students as agents both within and outside the classroom. The Moonlight Schools 

narrative also acts as a historical precursor to critical pedagogues, such as Ira Shor, bell 

hooks, and David Wallace and Helen Ewald, who have encouraged college composition 
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teachers to negotiate the content, method, and assessment of writing courses with their 

students. In particular, the Moonlight Schools narrative works against efforts to equate 

the "quality" of student writing with student agency, because the Moonlight Schools 

asserted that students with the least education and least writing ability had as much 

agency within their classrooms as their well-educated teachers. 

As I argued in Chapter 2, the Michigan compositionists also drew on John 

Dewey's student-centered pedagogical theories to articulate their visions of teaching (and 

learning) writing. In light of the present-day university-oriented discipline of composition 

studies, this reliance on Dewey seems problematic: as Kett explains, Dewey "wrote 

mainly about small children, next to nothing about teenagers, and just enough about adult 

job-training programs to indicate his disdain for them" (225). Scott, Sterling Leonard, 

and Gertrude Buck were, in fact, writing primarily for elementary and secondary 

students. While Scott (with Denney) and Buck did compose textbooks for colleges, far 

more of Scott's and Leonard's work, in particular, was dedicated to teaching writing in 

secondary and elementary schools. As such, their use of theories designed for small 

children was in keeping with their identification as theorists of elementary education. 

While Scott's, Leonard's, and Buck's use of Dewey was relatively unproblematic 

(though it is certainly fair to critique their frequent elisions of the differences between 

elementary and secondary education), the narrative of Scott's, Leonard's, and Buck's 

work and their reliance on Dewey helped to foster limiting attitudes toward students 

within composition studies. The Michigan narrative, as Mastrangelo reminds us, does not 

represent a factual history: in the narrative of Michigan composition, the fact that Scott, 

Leonard, and Buck were most often theorizing pedagogies for secondary school students 
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is largely overlooked. By adopting the Michigan compositionists as our field's 

intellectual forebears, we have not accounted for the historical and textual reality that 

many of the Michigan theories touted as prescient by Donald Stewart and Berlin were 

developed for use in elementary and high schools with children and teenagers rather than 

adults embarking on their college careers. Much as the Michigan narrative is not solely or 

even mostly responsible for the disciplinary identity of composition studies, the Michigan 

narrative cannot carry sole blame for the limiting practices it supported. Nevertheless, the 

narrative's erasure of differences between elementary, secondary, and tertiary education 

helped to perpetuate and support limited and limiting practices within composition 

research. 

Specifically, the elision of differences between small children and adult college 

students led to theories and pedagogies that imagined students as "immature, 

undeveloped being[s]" rather than as adults with fully formed "social aims, meanings, 

values" (Dewey, Child 8). In particular, during the late 1970s and 1980s, many 

compositionists sought to explain and define the processes of student writing by applying 

theories of child development to adult student writers, especially those students deemed 

"basic writers." The child development studies of Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky became 

foundational texts for the field's early understanding of basic writers. As Victor 

Villanueva writes, "So intriguing and suggestive are the language and thought 

connections provided by Piaget and Vygotsky that composition studies becomes obsessed 

with recognizing those stages, fostering their development, believing in their lack when 

expectations for student writing are not met" (272). In his edited collection of the most 

frequently cited essays in composition studies scholarship, Villanueva includes fourteen 
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essays (32% of the book) that make reference to Vygotsky and/or Piaget. For instance, 

Andrea A. Lunsford draws on both theorists to argue that "most of our basic writing 

students are operating well below the formal-operations or true-concept formation stage 

of cognitive development" (302). Frank D' Angelo, writing in 1978, argues that Piaget's 

and Vygotsky's theories ought to be applied to our understanding of rhetoric and the 

composing process. Though many of the essays Villanueva anthologizes cite Piaget or 

Vygotsky in the process of critiquing scholars who have applied these theorists in poorly 

considered ways (Berthoff, for example, points out that Piaget and Vygotsky's work 

describes the developmental processes of children rather than adults), that these essays 

remain among the most respected and frequently read essays in our field speaks to the 

power that the concept of the student -as-psychological-child has held in our field's 

history. 

Jean Kiedaisch and Sue Dinitz aptly describe the role of cognitive psychology in 

modern Composition; they write, "We ... found ourselves puzzled by some of the writing 

decisions [our students] made. We turned to [William] Perry and Piaget looking for 

explanations" (1). As a field, Composition in the 1970s and 1980s engaged a student 

population quite different from those of earlier generations. Puzzled by some of the 

writing decisions students made, we as a field turned to Perry, Piaget, Dewey, Scott, and 

Vygotsky for explanations. That we looked for our explanations in the fields of child 

psychology and elementary education suggests that we viewed our work as also being 

child-oriented. And our use of Dewey, Piaget, and Vygotsky perpetuated a view of 

students as "operating well below" the level of adults. 
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But as Mike Rose reminds us, "there are major conceptual problems involved in 

applying a developmental model to adults" (363). For instance, 

The conclusions that can be drawn from [research in cognitive style] ... mesh 

with-and could have been subtly influenced by-cultural biases that are 

troubling .... Some assert that student writers coming from particular 

communities can't reason logically or analytically, that the perceptual processes 

of these students are more dependent on context than the processes of white, 

middle-class students, that particular racial or social groups are right-hemispheric, 

that the student writers we teach from these groups are cognitively egocentric. 

(377) 

While the problems Rose identifies are strikingly real, I argue that an even larger problem 

is at work, one which threatens even those "white, middle-class students" who appear to 

be safe from the cultural biases Rose discusses. Dewey's work-and, for that matter, 

Vygotsky's and Piaget's-is not only problematic when used as an empirical model; it 

also presents an ideological approach to teaching that posits the teacher as inducting an 

uninitiated child into a complex social world, one "so complex that the child cannot be 

brought into contact with it without either confusion or distraction" (7). In an era when 

cognitive theories of composition have largely fallen out of fashion, it is still common for 

compositionists to imagine or describe their work as initiating students into a new 

discourse community and to advocate pedagogies that take students through increasingly 

complex writing assignments through which they can grasp the intricacies of academic 

writing. While such pedagogies are, in most cases, successful and work to treat students 

equitably, such an ideological framework can easily lead to robbing students of their 
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status as adults-that is, their status as having fully formed "social aims, meanings, 

values" (Dewey, Child 8). 

Students arrive in our classroom with social aims, meanings, and values that both 

predate and will ultimately postdate our encounters, yet the students who appear in our 

classrooms are too often imagined, by virtue of their presence in a college classroom, to 

share an end goal of becoming members of our discourse community, to need to know 

how to write an argumentative essay, to be entering professions that will call on them to 

write, to value "good writing," and to be willing to (come to) share our definition of what 

"good writing" is. More importantly, students are too often imagined as unaware of the 

complexity of writing, even of the writing that they themselves compose; for example, 

Jane Mathison Fife proposes an assignment "that brings academic analysis to bear on 

non-academic literacy practices like the construction of Facebook profiles encourages 

students to reflect critically on daily activities that involve more complex rhetorical skills 

than they might otherwise notice" (555; emphasis mine). When students are imagined as 

not having articulated their social aims, meanings, and values, and when they are 

imagined as less aware of the complexity of their own daily activities than their teacher, 

we risk ignoring, glossing over, denigrating, or denying the aims, meanings, values, and 

actions that are, in fact, the cornerstones of our students' identities. Only by recognizing 

students' identities as adults within our ideological frameworks can we begin to account 

for their needs, desires, and humanity in our theory and pedagogy. 

The Moonlight Schools narrative, then, is particularly useful when read in parallel 

with the Michigan narrative because the Moonlight Schools narrative works against the 

limiting view of students' cognition, abilities, and agencies enabled by the Michigan 
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narrative. Indeed, the Moonlight Schools movement was among the first rhetorical efforts 

to decouple literacy and intelligence. Stewart explains that the rationale for creating the 

Moonlight Schools was not to increase intelligence by teaching literacy, but rather to 

teach literacy so that "illiterate youths and maidens who possessed rare talents, which if 

developed might add treasures to the world of art, science, literature, and invention" 

(Moonlight 13) could share those talents with the wider world; that is, literacy allowed 

the communication of preexisting talents and abilities. As such, the Moonlight Schools 

narrative functions as an explicit counterpoint to the rhetorics of developmental stages 

that, as Villanueva suggests, "obsessed" compositionists in the early 1980s-rhetorics 

that employed student writing as evidence of psychological development and tacitly 

described students as children. Though it is highly unlikely that all of Stewart's teachers 

employed a pedagogy that celebrated students' agency and intelligence, especially given 

the volunteer nature of her teaching corps, the narrative of the Schools demands that 

practitioners recognize and respect the intellectual abilities that students possess as 

decidedly separate from their writing skills. As twenty-first century compositionists move 

forward, the Moonlight Schools narrative can help us craft an alternative disciplinary 

history that embraces student agency and values the experiences and alternative literacies 

that students bring to the classroom. 

Deconstructing Current-Traditional Rhetoric and Pedagogy 

The Moonlight Schools narrative can also playa role in deconstructing what Lisa 

Arnold calls the "current-traditional narrative" of composition studies history and can 

help move the field toward a less university-centric approach to our history (and future). 

Arnold explains that the current-traditional narrative "represents an approach to writing 
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that values the final product over the process of Composition, which in turn values 

surface features over the content of what is said and implies a one-to-one correspondence 

between a writer's mind and his or her writing" (70). Arnold illustrates that the narrative 

of current-traditional rhetoric and pedagogy "has become so ingrained in disciplinary 

rhetoric that it acts as a rhetorical trope, oftentimes signifying practices, values, and 

beliefs far beyond (or beside) its referent" (70). Perpetuated by many major historians of 

the field, including Berlin, Connors, and Crowley, the current-traditional narrative 

suggests, in Crowley's words, that flfst-year Composition "underwent almost no 

theoretical development between 1900 and 1970" (103). Similarly, these historians focus 

almost exclusively "on the concerns of college level writing" (Williams 128); as 

Williams explains, both in our study of the past and our current disciplinary imaginary, 

"[t]here just aren't scholarly conversations happening on a broad scale between our field 

and other fields that are studying literacy practices and pedagogy" (129). 

The Moonliglit Schools narrative works to challenge the monolith of the current

traditional university narrative in two ways. First, by virtue of its very existence, its aim 

to teach underserved student populations, its recognition of student agency, and its 

development of adult-oriented primers, the Moonlight Schools movement represents a 

gold mine of pedagogical innovation at a time that the current -traditional narrative insists 

was a theoretical and pedagogical wasteland. Second, because the Moonlight Schools did 

employ elements of "current-traditional pedagogy"--students participated in oral drills 

on a number of subjects, including grammar and elocution-yet also recognized student 

agency within the implementation of those elements by asking students to participate 

with teachers in selecting drill subjects, the Moonlight Schools narrative works to 
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illustrate that even those aspects of current-traditional pedagogy that appear most harmful 

to students' agency within the classroom could, in practice, function as a site of 

collaboration and negotiation. 

Incorporating the Moonlight Schools narrative into our disciplinary history can 

thus enable more nuanced understandings of the history of writing instruction and, in so 

doing, can help us articulate more positive images of our students and our field. Read 

alongside the narrative of Michigan composition, the Moonlight Schools narrative works 

to highlight the differences among adults' and children's educational needs and to remind 

us that our students are now, and have historically been, adults who bring desires, goals, 

know ledges, and literacies to our classrooms. A historical narrative that frames our 

students as equally knowledgeable in their interactions with us-albeit in different areas 

of expertise-can help us reframe our future work as exchanging know ledges rather than 

as remediating lack. While the Moonlight Schools narrative may also work to reinforce 

the troubling perception that "anyone can teach writing" (more below), we must instead 

promote an understanding of the Moonlight Schools as a know ledge-making enterprise, 

one in which teaching informed innovative developments in both pedagogical and 

literacy theory. 

The Moonlight Schools narrative can also serve to illuminate a historical 

blindness to the work done in extrainstitutionalliteracy sites and to encourage more 

fruitful future research and practice. Williams points out that our field's university- and 

discipline-centric approach to research and history arises in part from "the institutional 

and disciplinary forces that reward us for consolidating our identity as a field focused on 

college writing" (129). The Moonlight Schools can highlight-both for composition 
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studies and other locations within the university hierarchy-the intellectual and, perhaps 

more importantly, credibility loss that we risk when we fail to consult extra-institutional 

literacy sites. Because the Moonlight Schools were not affiliated with a university, the 

pedagogical theories and innovations that characterized the movement did not make their 

way into contemporary composition classrooms. However, the Moonlight Schools were, 

in fact, an innovative site of literacy instruction, and though college educators did not 

acknowledge this fact, the general public did. In an intellectual sense, we can easily 

imagine how the movement's theories and pedagogies could have benefited Scott and his 

contemporaries, particularly as university compositionists attempted to address their work 

to first- and second-generation immigrants whose educational and cultural backgrounds 

and languages were much different from more traditional students. In a social sense, 

university-based researchers' failure to work with the Moonlight Schools lengthened and 

at times stymied universities' efforts to promote their vision of professionalization, 

legislation, and pedagogy because these researchers had to contend with the public 

credibility of Stewart and her movement. As we move forward as a discipline, the 

Moonlight Schools narrative can illustrate what we might gain-and what we may be 

missing-by not engaging with extra-institutional sites of literacy education. 

Confronting Diversity 

While the Moonlight Schools narrative does offer these useful historical 

understandings and future directions, the narrative also can also illustrate the limits of 

particular practices and rhetorical frameworks. As I argued in Chapter 2, the rhetoric of 

the Moonlight Schools movement sought to explicitly credit the know ledges that students 

brought to the classroom and to depict illiterate people as victims of circumstance rather 
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than innately flawed or immoral. However, the narrative of the Schools-a narrative that 

includes not only the explicit rhetoric of its practitioners but also the tacit endorsements 

incorporated in their rhetoric and pedagogy-in some ways worked to further undercut 

the moral and ethical standing of illiterate people. 

The Moonlight Schools narrative depicts a movement with a fool-proof pedagogy: 

if students followed the lessons prescribed by Stewart and her teachers, the student would 

learn to read, regardless of the student's level of experience, age, or social position. 

Furthermore, the Schools are imagined as catering to the availability of adult students: by 

holding classes at night, posting teachers in individuals' homes, and sending teachers into 

isolated communities, the Schools were, in theory, available to all adults who desired 

education. While this rhetoric of success and opportunity certainly helped to attract 

students and, perhaps more importantly, teachers to the Schools, this rhetoric also had 

potentially negative effects on perceptions of illiteracy. Specifically, because the Schools 

were represented as a cure-all for illiteracy, people who remained illiterate despite the 

Schools' presence in their communities were tacitly framed as having rejected 

educational opportunity and, by extension, as illiterates by choice. 

The discourse of unavoidable success employed by the Moonlight Schools limited 

the Schools' ability to recognize and account for differences among adults within the 

same community and to appreciate the cultural and psychological ramifications of 

engaging in an educational process. While Stewart was perhaps more aware than other 

educators of her time of the differences in learning styles between children and adults and 

among different cultural communities, her textbooks and rhetoric demonstrate little 

awareness or discussion of learning styles: the assumption inhering in all of her textbooks 
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is that members of the same community will encounter texts in the same way and will 

learn equally well from those texts. In present-day parlance, the Moonlight Schools 

rhetoric leaves no way to account for learning disabilities (dyslexia, for instance), 

learning styles (e.g. visual, audio, kinestheic), or multiple intelligences. Although 

Stewart's account suggests that individual teachers did seek to account for these 

differences, the larger public narrative of the Schools did not recognize these efforts. 

Instead, because the Moonlight Schools courses were framed as infallible, any student's 

failure to achieve literacy through the courses was not acknowledged in public discourse 

and, as such, was imagined as a failure by the student rather than the program itself. 

The rhetoric of the Moonlight Schools movement also ignores the cultural contest 

that occurs in the process of education, particularly as employed by the Moonlight 

Schools. Stewart herself acknowledges that her textbooks are designed to impel students 

to adopt particular values "by suggestion, if by nothing else" (Moonlight 72). Implying, 

for instance, that the appearance of one's home is a reflection on one's moral character, 

as The Country Life Reader, First Book suggests, denigrates students' existing practices, 

beliefs, and, literally, homes (and tacitly links poverty with poor moral character). Yet 

there is no concomitant recognition that because students' language, beliefs, and identity 

were threatened by the Schools' attempts to inculcate middle-class values, students might 

resist or reject the Schools' educational project. The Schools did make a concerted effort 

to avoid framing students as "at fault" for their illiteracy, and Stewart even goes so far as 

to place blame for students' refusal to attend class on the Schools: she writes that some 

illiterates "could not be induced to learn," placing the failure on the teachers seeking to 

induce rather than the illiterates for "refusing" to attend (Moonlight 55). But despite 
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Stewart's efforts, the narrative of the Schools, because it relied so heavily on a rhetoric of 

guaranteed success, ultimately failed to recognize and account for the cultural coercion 

carried out by its pedagogies, and by extension, to recognize and account for students' 

resistance to those pedagogies. 

Conversely, the Michigan narrative enacted key ideological work for composition 

studies by granting historical legitimacy to two theoretical innovations that sought to 

emphasize, respect, and account for the differences among students and the cultural 

coercion that traditional language-learning pedagogies were capable of producing: 

process pedagogies and language rights. The narrative of Michigan composition gained 

currency within the field in 1978, following the publication of Donald Stewart's "The 

Profession in Perspective: The Barnyard Goose, History, and Fred Newton Scott," and, in 

1979, "Rediscovering Fred Newton Scott." Throughout the 1980s, Stewart continued to 

promulgate the narrative of Scott and his fellow compositionists, while James Berlin and, 

to a lesser extent, Robert Connors, also cited Scott as an example of forward thinking in 

what is imagined as an otherwise barren pedagogical era. It is useful, then, to return to 

Donald Stewart's first description of Scott and his rationale for offering the narrative. 

Stewart writes, 

At the 1973 Conference on College Composition and Communication 
Paul Bryant of Colorado State University observed that composition 
teachers are like barnyard geese for whom it's a brand new world every 
morning. "Too often we behave," he said, "as if there is no continuity in 
the teaching of composition, as if the subject has just been invented and 
every idea for teaching it is new at the moment. We fail to draw on the 
experience of colleagues. We learn neither from past successes, of which 
there have been a few, nor from past failures, of which there have been all 
too many. As a group, we are the living proof of the adage that those who 
do not know history are condemned to repeat it." ("Profession" 14) 
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Stewart then demonstrates that Scott, Buck, Leonard, and Joseph Denney advocated 

many pedagogies that were considered "new" by Stewart's contemporaries. In particular, 

Stewart points out that process pedagogies were employed at Michigan in the early 

1900s; he baldly states, "In composition texts of the past ten years or so, it has been 

fashionable to lay stress on the process rather than the product of composing. To many 

this has been a new idea, one still not fully assimilated by many writing teachers. But it is 

not new. Scott and Denney proposed it in a composition-rhetoric book published in 1897" 

("Profession" 15). He also argues that Scott "anticipates" later work on paragraph 

construction and behavioral psychology's implications for writing and heralds Scott's 

article, "The Standard of American Speech," as a precursor to 1970s recognition of 

language diversity. 

Though Donald Stewart's antagonistic description of composition teachers as 

"ignorant" of their history is clearly intended as a response to those members of the field 

"who wish to remain anchored to a past that will never return" ("Profession" 17), the 

rhetorical framework he employs also allowed the narrative of Michigan composition to 

function as a response to critiques leveled by public commentators such as Merrill Sheils, 

author of "Why Johnny Can't Write.,,49 Indeed, Stewart nears a direct response to the 

alarmist rhetoric forwarded by these commentators. Analyzing Scott's use of behavioral 

psychology, Stewart points out that Robert Zoellner's "Talk-Write: A Behavioral 

Pedagogy for Composition," published in 1969, had echoed much of Scott's work. He 

then writes, 

As most composition teachers know,. this essay stirred up a terrible hue 
and cry, primarily because Zoellner had developed his point of view and 
proposed remedies for the problem from the work of B. F. Skinner and the 

49 For other examples of alarmist rhetors, see Marvin Stone, J. Mitchell Morse, and Frank Reed. 
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despised behavioral psychologists. I do not believe NCTE's fIrst President 
created an equal furor in 1922 for diagnosing the problem in much the 
same terms Zoellner was to employ forty-seven years later. ("Profession" 
16). 

Here, Stewart implies that the reaction to Zoellner's work had far less to do with its 

classroom efficacy and far more to do with the politics of particular kinds of research. 

Also, Stewart's reference to Scott's position as "NCTE's first President" suggests that 

Zoellner's work was received poorly in part because he lacked Scott's institutional clout. 

By extension, Stewart's argument suggests that current critiques of other, equally 

controversial theories are likewise motivated by politics and institutional clout rather than 

the validity of the fIeld's research or pedagogies. 

I do not mean to suggest that the narrative of Michigan composition became part 

of the general public discourse surrounding literacy. Few outside of composition studies 

appear to have engaged the narrative in any way, and it seems to have had little effect on 

public perceptions of the discipline; certainly, Donald Stewart's potential critique did not 

cross into mainstream press. But the Michigan narrative did carry out important 

ideological work for and within the discipline by helping to frame responses to the 

quintessential questions facing the discipline in the 1970s and 1980s. The groundbreaking 

resolution offered by the Conference on College Composition and Communication, 

"Students' Right to Their Own Language" (SRTOL), aptly describes the question facing 

composition teachers who aimed to respond to the 1970s rhetoric of literacy crisis in 

ethically responsible ways: 

The English profession, then, faces a dilemma: until public attitudes can 
be changed-and it is worth remembering that the past teaching in 
English classes has been largely responsible for those attitudes-shall we 
place our emphasis on what the vocal elements of the public think it wants 
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or on what the actual available linguistic evidence indicates we should 
emphasize? (2-3) 

The SRTOL resolution goes on to suggest that "[bJefore these questions can be 

responsibly answered, English teachers at all levels, from kindergarten through college, 

must uncover and examine some of the assumptions on which our teaching has rested" 

(3). While SRTOL itself analyzes the assumptions that underlay popular views of 

language politics, the Michigan narrative also responded to the need to answer these 

questions by examining assumptions about the history of the field. 

Specifically, the creation of the Michigan narrative allowed compositionists to 

place controversial pedagogies within a historical continuum. One of the many 

"assumptions" undergirding product-based, grammar- and usage-oriented language 

instruction had been that the continued existence of these methods of instruction spoke to 

their efficacy; if a better method had existed, many practitioners reasoned, it would have 

been discovered long before the 1970s. Product-based pedagogies, that is, carried the 

authority of having "always been done." By demonstrating that process pedagogies had 

also "been done," and that language rights had been, for the thirty years of Scott's career 

at Michigan, an accepted premise in college writing programs, the Michigan narrative 

granted process pedagogies and language rights a historical credibility akin to the 

credibility exercised by more "traditional" pedagogical methods. 

Further, the Michigan narrative, by giving historical credibility to two of the 

discipline's defining innovations, helped to grant historical legitimacy to the field itself. 

At a time when Sheils' idea of a compliment is to call composition studies a "pseudo-

discipline," the Michigan narrative presented evidence that research in composition 

studies-indeed, nearly identical varieties of research-had existed at least as early as 
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1900, and had, at that time, been a recognized disciplinary entity separate from the 

English Department. In Fred Newton Scott's graduate program in rhetoric, modern 

compositionists could find historical support for their claims to a distinct identity as a 

scholarly discipline-a discipline that not only served first-year students, but which 

possessed a body of know ledge and in which future scholars could train. 

At a key point in composition studies' disciplinary identity, the Michigan 

narrative made possible an understanding of our work as valid and valuable despite 

widespread public efforts to denigrate the field's research. In particular, the Michigan 

narrative enabled discussions of student diversity, of differences in learning styles and 

writing processes, and of the multitude of language varieties, if not languages, that 

existed within college composition classrooms. Unlike the Moonlight Schools narrative, 

the Michigan narrative depicted successful teaching as resulting from the recognition of 

differences among students and from efforts to tailor instruction to individual needs 

rather than as the product of preconceived pedagogical methods. And unlike the 

Moonlight Schools narrative, the Michigan narrative promotes recognition of the cultural 

violence inherent in asking students to adopt new language varieties and social identities. 

Less admirably but no less effectively, the Michigan narrative invoked a vision of 

education as the path to meritocratic success; in doing so, the narrative provided a 

rationale for inflicting this cultural violence and for displacing issues of race and class 

squarely onto language practices, which could then be remedied. 

In incorporating the Moonlight Schools into our disciplinary discourse, we must 

be aware of the limits of the Moonlight School narrative. Just as the Michigan narrative 

has helped to perpetuate a damaging elision of the differences between children's and 
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adults' learning styles, the Moonlight Schools narrative, if not critically employed, can 

perpetuate a damaging process of blaming the victim for his/her "failure" to learn. But 

the limits of the Moonlight Schools narrative can also offer an important cautionary 

example for modern compositionists. As we work to promote our discipline to the 

academy and the public, we are often asked to frame our work in terms of a "solution" to 

the perceived "problem" of student writing. In promoting our important and vibrant work, 

we too must analyze the effects of our rhetoric, finding the fine line between giving due 

credit to our scholarly work and recognizing that students' "failures" to respond to our 

pedagogies may represent flaws in our own thinking rather than in students' willingness 

or ability to learn. 

Direct Influences 

The Moonlight Schools are not only valuable as a historical case study. The 

discourse surrounding the Schools and Americanization programs in the 1910s and 1920s 

has had a direct influence on the public discourse within which composition studies 

operates, and coming to understand this influence can help compositionists analyze how 

attitudes surrounding literacy education have developed and, by extension, how to alter 

those attitudes. 

As I illustrate in Chapter 4, the rivalry between Americanization advocates and 

Moonlight Schools supporters centered on teacher professionalization and their 

perceptions of the difficulty of learning to read and write. The Americanizers argued that 

in order to teach adults even the basics of reading and writing, teachers should be trained, 

preferably through a college curriculum, in techniques designed especially for adult 

learners. Furthermore, Americanizers held that learning to read and write was a long-term 
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commitment-typically several years-and should begin with the most basic elements of 

written texts (letters), regardless of student interest or engagement. The Moonlight 

Schools, conversely, insisted that any literate person could teach reading and writing 

(though training would make this teaching more thorough and efficient) and that reading 

and writing could be learned in as few as three weeks. 

The debate between the Moonlight Schools adherents and Americanizers 

generated much discussion in popular discourse, particularly among educators: the 

NEA's Addresses and Proceedings regularly featured discussions that both explicitly and 

tacitly explored professionalization of teaching writing and of adult education. In the last 

years of the 1920s, these debates entered governmental rhetoric, as Congressmen, official 

appointees, and Presidents Hoover and Roosevelt sought to frame the work frrst of the 

National Advisory Committee on Illiteracy and later the Federal Emergency Relief 

Administration (FERA). Ultimately, the Americanizers' view of adult education became 

instantiated as government policy: FERA defined "literate" as the equivalent of a sixth

grade education and offered teachers monetary incentives to enroll in training programs. 

This policy not only worked to destroy the momentum of the Moonlight Schools 

movement-because government funding was available for teachers, few could be 

induced to answer the Moonlight Schools' call for volunteer teaching-but also ensured 

that adult literacy education would be perceived as a long-term enterprise carried out by 

specially trained instructors. 

The battle between the Moonlight Schools and Americanizers, as well as its 

results, carries two specific and direct consequences for composition studies' disciplinary 
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identity. First, the public debate sparked by the two movements50 permanently altered 

perceptions of the qualifications necessary to teach reading and writing, yet paradoxically 

also worked to perpetuate the belief that teaching reading and writing was not difficult. 

Second, the shift from a widely accepted definition of "literacy" as the basic skills of 

reading and writing to a more limited definition of grade-level equivalency set the terms 

for later discussions of literacy and for rhetorics of literacy crises, including the 1970s 

literacy crisis. Below, I examine these consequences and their continued impact on 

composition theory. 

The Development of Professional Literacy Teaching 

To attribute a sea change in reading instruction to two independent, largely 

extrainstitutionalliteracy program" may appear a radical suggestion from a present-day 

perspective, at a time when researchers in nearly every institution of higher learning are 

engaged in the study of reading and writing, and at least three disciplines-education, 

literature, and composition studies-consider literacy research a key part of their 

disciplinary purview. However, conditions in 1910., the year before the first Moonlight 

Schools course and several years after the first well-documented Americanization courses 

were begun, were quite different. Nila Banton Smith reminds us that between 1885 and 

1910, only thirty-four scientific studies ofreading had been conducted in the U.S. (147). 

After 1909, when Thorndike published a handwriting scale that marks "the beginning of 

the contemporary movement for scientifically measuring educational products," a 

plethora of scientific investigations into reading and, far less often, writing, were 

undertaken (Smith 147). The lack of scientific studies reflected a lack of theorization of 

50 I argue that both movements were essential to fostering public discussion of literacy and were, in fact, 
essential to each other: the very debate between the two catapulted both into the public eye. 
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literacy instruction in general; while many theorists, including the Michigan 

compositionists, developed pedagogical methods to improve students' reading and 

writing, almost no theoretical work examined how to initially teach students to interpret 

or construct meaningful signs on paper. It is worth noting that the man heralded among 

education scholars as the "Father of Reading Research," William S. Gray, did not publish 

anything until 1915. Indeed, prior to 1910, the only requirement placed on elementary 

school teachers in most states was that they had completed high school and could read 

and write. Even if reading research had existed, the teachers charged with imparting 

initial literacy instruction to students would not have been familiar with it. 

The lack ofreading research prior to 1910 stemmed from a widespread belief, as 

expressed by the Massachusetts House Committee on Education in 1834 "that every 

person, who has himself undergone a process of instruction, must acquire, by that very 

process, the art of instructing others" (qtd. in Herbst 64). Hence the lone test for potential 

elementary educators was a literacy test. If one had learned to read, one could teach 

reading; if one could write, one could teach writing. Because literacy was not perceived 

as difficult to acquire or to teach, there seemed to be no rationale and little public desire 

for pursuing a better or more efficient way to teach it. In the words of James Gee's 

twenty-first century theorization of literacy, "[M]ost children learn to read, regardless of 

what instructional approach a school adopts, as long [sic] it is not particularly stupid" (7). 

The same was true of schooled children in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries: 

they too seemed to learn to read without particular effort on the part of educators or 

educational theorists. 
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The immigrant literacy crisis that erupted in the fIrst decade of the twentieth 

century and the concomitant "revelation" that a substantial number of "Anglo-Saxon," 

native-born Americans were also illiterate increased public discussion of literacy 

education to a fevered pitch. Educational programs did not exist to deal with the millions 

of adult illiterates suddenly thrust into public discourse, nor were elementary educators 

equipped to address second-language education for immigrant children. Indeed, 

Americans, particularly educators, came to realize that there was no standard against 

which to measure immigrant literacy; as Sharlip and Owens explained, Americanizers 

could not come to an agreement on what should be taught in their basic education classes, 

nor could they agree on what standard of literacy attainment (or any other educational 

attainment) would be considered sufficient for immigrants. The immigrant and 

Appalachian literacy crises of the early twentieth century created, in a very real sense, the 

concept of literacy theory and research in an effort to create these standards. 

The Americanization movement and the Moonlight Schools were the fIrst and, 

for some time, the only answer to the "problem" of adult illiteracy. As such, both 

organizations played a major role in shaping the nascent fIeld of literacy studies. Nearly 

all of the leading basic literacy researchers participated directly in one or both of the 

movements, including James McKeen Cattell, Edward Lee Thorndike, William S. Gray, 

and Robert Sessions Woodworth (see Willis; Sears; Berger et al.). Furthermore, because 

the Moonlight Schools and Americanization were deliberately created in public discourse 

in ways that elementary education was not-that is, both Stewart and prominent 

Americanizers set out to ensure that their movements were (favorably) covered by the 

press-the two movements shaped public perceptions of what literacy entailed and how 
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literacy should be taught. Proponents of the Moonlight Schools and Americanizers 

remained the dominant voices in public discussions of literacy until the late 1920s, when 

the problem of adult illiteracy was perceived to have been largely "solved" by the 

creation of literacy requirements and quota laws for immigration and of improved public 

schooling opportunities for minority and rural populations. As the two adult-oriented 

movements waned, professional, college-based researchers of education gained 

prominence as the leading voices of literacy theory and the site of research on literacy 

shifted to childhood learning. 

Although the Americanization and Moonlight Schools movements were relatively 

short -lived, their position at the forefront of the establishment of literacy research as a 

credible, useful enterprise gave the organizations a disproportionately large role in 

shaping public perceptions of what it meant-and means-to teach literacy skills. In 

particular, the two movements were highly invested in promoting specific ideas of who 

could teach writing. As I argued in Chapter 4, the Americanization movement promoted 

the professionalization of adult education; literacy, they argued, could and should only be 

taught by those specifically trained to teach it. The Moonlight Schools argued the 

opposite: literacy could and should be taught by any literate person to any illiterate 

person. Though special training would improve the quality of instruction, all literate 

people were capable of providing the rudiments of instruction. 

In taking this position, Stewart and her teachers echoed the widespread beliefs, 

active in the century prior to the Schools' formation, that any persons who had 

themselves been taught to read could impart that instruction to others and that literacy 

could be achieved with relatively little effort by any motivated learner. In Moonlight 
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Schools, for instance, Stewart quotes an "eminent psychologist" who wrote "I have 

always believed, that reading, writing and arithmetic are comparatively easy subjects for 

the adult mind" (Moonlight 28). The promotion of an "anyone can teach" approach to 

basic literacy education carried benefits and drawbacks for the Moonlight Schools and 

adult illiterates: certainly, this approach maximized the number (if not the quality) of 

educational opportunities available to illiterate men and women; however, this approach 

also guaranteed that funding, particularly from public sources, would be difficult to 

obtain. After all, if anyone could teach, why would special funds need to be allocated for 

literacy instruction? 

While the belief that anyone could teach literacy had been firmly entrenched 

throughout the history of American education, the Moonlight Schools played a crucial 

role in promoting this attitude. Previously, the belief that "anyone could teach" was a 

convenient belief based on anecdotal evidence: children learned to read despite their 

teachers' lack of special training; therefore, reasoning went, anyone could teach literacy. 

Furthermore, it was not until the widespread development of normal schools and, in the 

last decade of the nineteenth century, teachers' colleges, that an actual alternative to the 

idea that anyone could teach had existed. Even after the development of teachers' 

colleges, few rural teachers-who made up the majority of elementary educators in the 

U.S.-could afford to enroll. The view that anyone could teach was rarely a conscious 

choice among multiple alternatives but more often represented acquiescence to an 

unavoidable state of affairs. The Moonlight Schools, then, granted legitimacy to the idea 

that anyone could teach by developing rhetorical appeals that specifically promoted 
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volunteer, untrained teachers against a viable alternative rhetoric of professionalization, 

formalizing what had previously been a "common sense" approach to education. 

Conversely, the very existence of millions of illiterate adults gave credence to 

Americanizers' drive for professionalization. Clearly, the educational system had failed 

in some way; while the NEA ensured that much of the blame for adult illiteracy was 

placed on the poor material conditions of schools, teachers received much of the blame as 

well. Working with education researchers, many of whom were employed by teachers' 

colleges, Americanizers suggesting that just as education theorists like Dewey were 

promoting special techniques to be employed in the teaching of children, so too was a 

"special technic" necessary for teaching adults (Deming 302). 

Unlike Stewart, whose rhetorical approach relied primarily on testimonial and 

visual evidence, Americanizers employed a rhetoric of science. To develop and 

implement "special technics," Americanizers developed mutually supportive 

relationships with literacy researchers (and, indeed, literacy researchers were often 

them..;;elves tacit or explicit Americanizers51
), and the scientific appeals of literacy 

researchers furnished the rhetorical support for Americanizers' arguments. During the 

1910s, literacy researchers developed a variety of tests that claimed to objectively assess 

students' literacy skills, beginning with the aforementioned Thorndike handwriting scale. 

The two most famous tests were Gray's Standard Oral Reading Paragraphs (1915), the 

51 For instance, James Cattell was a leading voice among eugenics advocates and was a key figure in 
"normaliz[ing] the performance of English-dominant, European American males from middle to upper 
class environments as the standard group by which reading performance is measured" (Willis 38). Robert 
Sessions Woodworth suggested that immigrants should be judged not on their national origin but rather on 
the basis of intelligence tests; he also argued that the results of the Army tests of 1917 (which he helped to 
construct) demonstrated that "we have recently been receiving a rather unfavorable selection of immigrants 
in point of intelligence" (Berger et al 74). 
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first "standardized reading test,,52 (Smith 151) and the Army Alpha and Beta intelligence 

tests (1917). Though the Army tests were not explicitly tests of literacy, they were 

nevertheless used by Stewart, Americanizers, and literacy researchers alike to make 

broad claims about the standards and uses of literacy in the U.S. Stewart's choice to rely 

on testimonial evidence for the success of volunteer teaching methods almost certainly 

contributed to the Moonlight Schools' demise: in an era of professionalization and 

increasing scientism in all fields, her evidentiary appeals rang increasingly hollow. That 

Stewart was able to maintain public interest and support for so long was partially due to a 

major gap in literacy research: despite the widespread use of the Army intelligence tests 

as "evidence" of literacy skills, no substantial research had been conducted to directly test 

the processes of literacy acquisition in adults.53 Given her rhetorical emphasis on the 

differences between child and adult learning styles, Stewart could adequately combat the 

Americanizers' appeals to a scientific program of education and teacher training on the 

grounds that her evidence spoke directly to the issue of teaching adults. 

This state of affairs changed in 1928, the year before the founding of the NACI. 

Once again, Thorndike led the way: his 1927 The Measurement of Intelligence and 1928 

Adult Learning used commonly accepted testing practices to assert that adults were 

capable of learning, though at a slower rate than children. Gray, likewise, had begun 

investigations into the nature of adult literacy and learning, though his results had not yet 

been published. Following Thorndike's 1927 publication of adult literacy research, 

52 That is, standardized reading test of basic reading skills; colleges, including Harvard with its famous 
entrance examination, had been (claiming to be) assessing advanced reading skills through tests and scales 
for many years. 
53 Again, the various college entrance examinations in use at this time, as well as a variety of tests for 
secondary students, assessed the literacy skills of adults; however, these tests made no attempt to measure 
or study learning styles or processes of acquiring literacy. No controlled (or, indeed, uncontrolled) study 
had been conducted to established the benefits of particular teaching methods for teaching literacy 
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Robert Deming of the NEA's Adult Education Committee launched his attack against 

Stewart's volunteer-based methods. Thorndike's findings suggested that adults could, in 

fact, learn more than children, but needed longer periods of instruction to do so, fully 

substantiated Americanizers' program of instruction: since adults could learn advanced 

subjects, well-trained teachers were necessary, and because adults required longer 

learning times, extensive programs of study were needed. 

The success of the Americanizers' appeals was evident in the formation of the 

NACI. Though the committee had been Stewart's idea, many of the committee members, 

much to Stewart's chagrin, were drawn from among literacy researchers and their 

supporters-a signal that scientific appeals were more persuasive to the federal 

government than her testimonial evidence. Moreover, the immediate task assigned to the 

NACI was to "study and proffer the best method of training the illiterate how to read and 

write" ("National Advisory Committee" 322); that is, the mandate was not to teach or 

support the teaching of literacy, as Stewart had wished, but rather to study the processes 

of literacy education scientifically. 

By 1933, the Moonlight Schools and the NACI were defunct. The final death 

knell for Stewart's volunteer movement came with the institution of professional teacher 

training programs through FERA in 1933 and concomitant availability of free basic 

education to adults. Once again, literacy research and professionalization efforts-now 

guided by "adult educators," many of whom had previously identified as 

Americanizers-worked hand-in-hand: in 1933, FERA's director, Lewis Alderman, 

argued that those with the equivalent of a sixth-grade education should be considered 

literate; in 1935, Gray's long-awaited What Makes a Book Readable, with its extensive 
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study of adult reading practices, created a standardized scale of grade-level equivalencies 

that could then be used to substantiate and support FERA's assertions about literacy 

standards. 

Long-Term Effects: Composition and Beyond 

As a quick glance through almost any state or national newspaper will remind us, 

the concept of grade-level equivalencies developed by Gray and incorporated into federal 

policy by Lewis Alderman remain the preferred rubric for public and governmental 

discussion of literacy (as well as other subjects). Indeed, No Child Left Behind uses 

grade-level equivalencies as the measure by which schools' performances are assessed. 

The concept reflected by grade-level equivalencies-that "literacy" entails a specific set 

of advanced skills rather than the basic process of inscription and decoding of symbols

is fully entrenched in public and academic discourse. Perhaps more importantly, the 

necessarily associated belief that teachers must be specially trained to impart literacy 

instruction to their students is the common sense of our educational system. Moreover, 

the idea that literacy-specifically the literacy of adults-is a worthy topic and is 

receptive to academic research has been well-established and accepted both in academia 

and, to a large extent, among the general public. 

Composition studies is made possible by this set of accepted principles. Our 

identity as a field is predicated upon the belief that adults' literacy is an essential subject 

of research, that literacy entails more than basic decoding, and that we can in some way 

assess literacy skills. It is not an exaggeration to say that composition studies exists in 

part because of the work of the Moonlight Schools and Americanizers in publicizing 

adult literacy as a national issue and, in doing so, providing an institutional, 
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governmental, and public rationale for the conduct and funding of extensive literacy 

research efforts. If we are to grasp how educational institutions, disciplines, and the study 

of literacy have "changed and failed to change," we must begin to recognize the 

Moonlight Schools and Americanization as central forces in the creation and legitimating 

of the discipline of literacy studies and its corollary, composition studies. 

I have argued that the 1970s literacy crisis also played a key role in legitimating 

composition studies as a discipline. It is worth noting, then, that the rhetoric of literacy 

crisis employed in the 1970s took for granted a definition of literacy created in the 

aftermath of the debates between Americanizers and Moonlight Schools. Although a 

variety of commentators from within composition studies (for instance, Mina 

Shaughnessy) and without (most famously Sheils) employed the terms "illiterate" and 

"semiliterate" to describe the literacy "problems" of college-level students, none use the 

term in the same sense as Cora Wilson Stewart and her fellow Moonlight Schools 

teachers. When Stewart employed the term "illiterate" (or "total illiterate"), she referred 

to those people who could not decode or encode words on paper, including, but not 

limited to, the inscription of one's name. While other definitions were circulated, 

particularly among university committees seeking solutions for unsatisfactory writing 

skills among entering students, Stewart's usage was typical of general public discourse; 

indeed, the federal government's test of immigrants' literacy abilities required 

immigrants to read "not less than thirty nor more than forty words in ordinary use" (Sen. 

Doc. 874, Sect. 3, qtd in Kendall 106) in a language of his or her choice.54 By 1970, this 

meaning had vanished from public discourse about American education: when the term 

54 Though the Act specified that immigrants could choose their language of examination, Kendall points out 
that the examiner ultimately selected the language of the test (97). 
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"illiterate" was used within the discourse of composition studies or the rhetoric of literacy 

crisis in the 1970s and 1980s, it referred to the inability "to write ordinary expository 

English with any real degree of structure and lucidity" (Sheils 58). That is, the definition 

of literacy had shifted from a description of basic encoding and decoding to more 

advanced skills-or, in Lewis Alderman's framework, to the level of a sixth-grade 

education. Moreover, as Sheils's definition makes clear, writing was now the primary 

skill by which illiteracy should be measured, whereas Stewart emphasized reading as the 

more important measure of literacy. 

The public discourse surrounding the legitimating of composition studies, then, 

drew on "common sense" understandings of "literacy" that became entrenched only after 

the long struggle between Americanizers and Moonlight Schools advocates to define 

"literacy." If we are to understand our field in relation to public perceptions of literacy

an understanding that is essential in a period of increasing demand for accountability and 

demonstrable results from the federal government and the general public-it is vitally 

important that we as a field come to understand how the "common sense" of literacy has 

changed over the past century. More importantly, we must understand the assumptions 

that inhere in our own definitions of "literacy" and recognize that these definitions reflect 

particular "givens" of education and culture that are, in fact, relatively recent social 

constructions. 

Although the Moonlight Schools were instrumental in shaping the 

Americanizers'/adult educators' rhetoric and thus, paradoxically, in the widespread 

acceptance of the Americanizers' program of long-term instruction provided by specially 

trained teachers, little of the Schools' rhetoric or pedagogy is evident in current discourse 
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surrounding literacy. But there is one notable exception-an unfortunate exception, for 

those of us who teach composition: though the Americanizers' call for specially trained 

teachers was answered by the federal training of thousands of teachers and, later, by 

dedicated composition studies faculty within universities, nevertheless, the view that any 

literate person can teach writing has maintained currency within contemporary academic 

and public discourse. As Crowley suggests, we need look no further than the teaching 

assistants who most often teach writing at colleges and universities: though these 

graduate students do have "special training" in literary studies, few have specific training 

in teaching writing or, indeed, any pedagogical training whatsoever.55 That is, English 

graduate students are assumed to be qualified to teach reading and writing to college-

level students-i.e. adults-because they themselves have been taught to read and write 

at the college level. 

In light of this attitude, composition studies has long struggled to establish 

disciplinary credibility within academia. As Cary Moskovitz and Michael Petit lament, 

"If anyone can teach writing, what good is a Ph.D. in Comp?" (86). Although our field 

has been asked to provide the "answer" to poor student writing that few other teachers 

feel qualified to or interested in correcting, nevertheless, compositionists have historically 

received less respect than more established disciplines. As Mike Rose explains in 1979, 

"Writing research is viewed with disdain in many English departments; tenure and 

advancement will not come to the scholar whose concerns are not 'literary'" (277). 

Crowley echoes Rose's statement in 1998, asserting that "faculty who are not 

55 Most universities that employ graduate students to teach composition courses provide some variety of 
training for these teachers; however, this training is most often conducted immediately before graduate 
students begin their first teaching assignment (i.e., the graduate students are assigned to teach before they 
have been instructed in teaching, so training is not a criteria by which teaching assignments are granted.). 
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professionally associated with composition instruction ... view composition faculty as 

literacy gatekeepers rather than as intellectuals and teachers," and suggesting that 

"[ d]espite its radical and ground-breaking discoveries about pedagogy, composition 

studies nevertheless remains almost invisible within academic hierarchies" (243). And in 

2010, Gregory Colomb cautions that we must still work against defining the work of 

composition studies as "service" because when outsiders understand our work as service, 

"we and our work are too readily disrespected, both undervalued and undercompensated" 

(12). He also emphasizes that our field faces challenges "related to the irregular nature of 

our place in the academy," in part because "[c]omposition has no optimal institutional 

home and therefore its institutional relationship can count on no predictable expectations 

and can rely on no predictable best practices" (13). 

Each of these commentators, and many others in the past four decades, have 

argued that composition studies' identification with teaching the first-year writing course 

has prevented the field from achieving disciplinary status within the academy and from 

gaining respect from other academics. Both Crowley and Colomb argue that composition 

studies' identity as a "service discipline" rather than a research discipline has worked 

against recognition of composition studies as a site of knowledge creation. That is, 

composition studies' primary work-"teaching writing"-is not perceived as producing 

specialized knowledge. 

While I concur with Crow ley and Colomb, I argue that analyzing composition 

studies' disciplinary identity through the lens of the Moonlight Schools narrative can 

further illuminate contemporary perceptions of teaching writing. Like composition 

studies, the Moonlight Schools were perceived solely as a site of "teaching literacy," not 
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as a site of writing research or of specialized knowledge, despite the fact that the 

Moonlight Schools did offer innovative pedagogies and theories of literacy acquisition. 

This perception, I argue, stemmed from Stewart's consistent assertion that any literate 

person could teach the Moonlight Schools curriculum-that is, though the curriculum 

itself constituted specialized know ledge, the use of that curriculum did not require any 

special training: expertise was located in the textbook, in the theorist, not in the teacher 

herself. As I've argued above, Stewart's view reflected the "common sense" of 

elementary education of the early twentieth century; however, Stewart was the first 

public commentator to craft a thorough argument in favor of nonspecialized teachers. As 

such, we must credit (or blame) Stewart for helping to perpetuate a view of "teaching 

writing" as a form of service engaged in by a non-specialized workforce. 

As Rose, Crowley, and Colomb attest, despite the now-dominant "common 

sense" that all writing teachers must be trained, the belief that any literate person can 

teach writing continues to color perceptions of compositionists. That potential teachers

hired on a temporary basis at pay that, it could be said, is near enough to a volunteer's 

salary-are often required to demonstrate expertise in the field of literary studies, in the 

acts of reading, writing, and interpretation, rather than in the art of teaching or 

researching the processes of reading and writing aptly illustrates the continuing power of 

the notion that "anyone can teach." In particular, the staffing practices employed for first

year composition and the lack of recognition of compositions studies as a know ledge

making enterprise reflect the attitude Stewart articulated more than eighty years ago: 

knowledge is perceived as located in textbooks, in literary studies, or, at best, in advanced 
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composition researchers; teachers require no specialized training to dispense this 

preexisting know ledge. 

While it is beyond the scope of my project to suggest a solution to composition 

studies' difficulty in gaining respect and recognition as an academic discipline, I do 

suggest that a more complete understanding of the history of public attitudes toward the 

teaching of writing can help compositionists craft more effective responses to 

problematic public attitudes toward our work. And in analyzing the failures of the 

Moonlight Schools movement to establish itself as a knowledge-making enterprise, we 

have a cautionary tale which can guide our own efforts to publicize and gain academic 

recognition for our work. In particular, we can learn from Stewart's perpetuation of the 

very attitudes that undermined her status as an expert, as a maker of knowledge. We too 

must examine how we perpetuate problematic attitudes toward the teaching of writing, 

particularly in our own overlooking of the contributions to knowledge made by adjunct 

and graduate student faculty (see, for instance, Arnold et al.; Theis; Bousquet, Scott, and 

Parascondola). By failing to look to these teachers as sources of literacy theory and 

research, by failing to include them within our disciplinary discourse except as a 

"problem" that must be "solved," (see Crowley), we further reify the notion that teaching 

writing requires and generates no special expertise, and in doing so, further undermine 

our position within the academy-after all, if our primary purpose is viewed as "teaching 

writing" (a problematic but, as Crowley, Colomb, Rose, and many others have 

illustrated), of what value are we as compositionists if our work can be done by any 

literate person? 
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The Moonlight Schools, as well as the Americanizers, represent a sea change in 

public and institutional perceptions of what it meant to teach and study writing. If we are 

to understand how our educational institutions have changed and failed to change, we 

must incorporate the narrative ofthe Moonlight Schools into our disciplinary history. If 

we are to intelligently improve our position within the academy and the general public, 

we must understand the history of attitudes toward the teaching of writing. Though many 

organizations and individuals have influenced those attitudes, the Moonlight Schools 

must hold a prominent place as having generated discourses that continue to frame our 

work today. 

An understanding of the Moonlight Schools offers many benefits for composition 

studies as a discipline. By reading the Moonlight Schools narrative against our own 

historical narratives, we can gain perspective on how the stories we tell ourselves about 

our work promote particular ideologies, and we can thus make more informed decisions 

about how we represent our past and our present. By incorporating the Moonlight 

Schools into our disciplinary knowledge, we can better understand our place in a 

continuum of literacy research. By understanding the role that both Moonlight School 

advocates and Americanizers have played in creating a public discourse of teacher 

professionalization, we can better craft responses to public perceptions of our work as 

teachers of writing. 
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